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Cast to the full strength of

euccess.
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Athenarum
Dramatic
Company from Boston.
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§3f"Box Office
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attempt to hold our goods for cold weather.
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Floor Director-JOHN A. KENNEDY.
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Theatre.

MECHANICS'
►-ON

MONDAY

excellent Dramatic Company.
Tuesday and Wednciday Evenings, Nov.
27ih and 48th« the latest successful Comedy
from the pen of Sir Randal Roberts, entitled

statement that we shall

HALL,

o'clock.
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Evening,

Warranted waterproof and 81.50 below all others.

Tenth Annual Thanksgiving Ball.
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Skates -repaired and sharpened;
Skate* to let at

96 Excliauge Street·
Always

the

choicest and

FAIR, 1877.

(part of

'pense.

the city Iree of

ex-

Portland, Me.,
wn«
an (

mark·

power/nl

condensed milk.

Just received per Str. "Moravian·'
from Liverpool
an invoice ot the above
celebrated n»ilk (Milkmaid
Brand) which we ofler in lots to suit the trade.

W. S. Jordan & €o.,
iiov24

COMMERCIAL

STREET.

dealer east of Boston to assert that their stock of these
goods can

The new designs in fabrics, and the newest and most
nobby styles, attraet purch asers from all parts of the
State.

The Prices Are So Much Less
Than aro named elsewhere that'purchases are made without the
least hesitation.

Roys' Suits Iron» $3 00, $4.00, $5.00 $6,00 and up.
Children's Suits from $1.50 to $10 OO.
Overcoats and Ulsters at ail prices and made from
Fabrics.

Glove

on

STEAM.

Terms hereafter will be bnt $2.00 per day.
deodtf

WOOD OR

House.

seplS

w

PORTLAND.
noν 3d
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All

are

Invited to this

Sale.

Li-a-v

w

[furnished,

C. ». B.

Copartnership.

copartnership heretofore existing
the undersigned, is this day dissolved

Either party is authorized to settle
h LI PHA LET G LA Κ Κ, M. I>.
EDWIN F. VOSE, M. 1».
Portland, Nov. 22, 1S77.
Dr. Clark may be found at his home in Deering.
l>r. Vuse will remain at 417 Congress St., where he
may 1» consulted as usual.
nov22dlw

by limitation.
accounts.

Marvelous

Come and see us, send word to your
friends, invite your
your children, have an eye to economy and make neighbors,
your dollars
tell.

dtf

special

Truly

FÏSK

& €0.,

LOW PRICE CLOTHIERS.
Under Preble House, Market
Square,
D024

PORTLAND,

1ÎIE.

The Barstow Parlor
the handsomest stove in the market. Its elegant design and beautiful finish is admired by every one.
Witli its silver trimmings it will be an ornament in
any drawing room.

Proprietor.

dtf

Why All Should Use the
Reactionary Health Lift.

NUTTER BROS. & CO.'S,
29 Market Square, Portland,
AGENTS FOR BARSTOWS GOOD*
sepl2
eod3m
STATE Ε AIR)

N.jE. FAIR.

187.1.
1871.

Bangor.
No Exhibit.

and

Nervee.—It is

Porilan I, ISM
Nc Exhi fit, 1S7«

First Premium

in time.

ljuuge,Throat aud Voice.—It gives special
expansion and greater mobility to the chest; enlarges the lungs ; increases the volume of respiration, and brings the voice more fully under control.
As a preventive and cure ot lung diseases it has no
equal.
Bxerciec—It is the most perfect exercise for man
or woman, furnishing the best form of
physical
culture and developement iu the safest, easiest,
most thorough and
It is
expeditious manner.
ucilci

uio

mail

gymnasium,

ana

iree

irom

EXERCISE AND SALES BOOMS,
3? Middle St., Portland.

J. H.

FOB

J
\
!

Artistic

GAUBERT, Proprietor.
d3t

New England and State Fair, Fort·
land, 1877, SILVER MEDAL.
In point of excellence this latter exhibit far su
passed all previous efioris and was undoubtedly the
finest "display of plain and colored photographs'
e7er placed on exhibition in the State.

ALL TYORIi EXECUTED IN THE
HIGHEST S il LE OF ART.
Proofs will be shown at time oj sitting, and
Photos sent by mail without extr.i charge.

STUDIO

478

OPP.

Roll

Top

Desk.

sop24

remove the
and Freckles if used according to my directions. Price, 'J5 and SO cent*.
Apply with a soft sponge three or four times a day
until the Moth or Freckles disappear, which is generally accomplished in one week.
on

receipt of price.

MRS. S. SPENCElt,
20 Brown St., Portland,

my25d6m

(Eau de SIelisse des Cannes.)

The Great French

that the subscriber has

is

ABIGAIL S. HERRICK, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon herself that irust by giving bonds as
the law directs. All persons having demands upon
the estate ot said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; aud all persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
HARRIET E. McLELLAN, Executrix.
nol4dlaw3wW*
Portland, November 6, 1^77.

TURKEYS

lOOO

At a Low Price.
So. 12 Preble Street.
nov24dlw
ADDRESS CARDS,
New Siylen iu cicaiu uud iint«, louaU

GILT-GDKED
aud
square

corner*.

SIEPHEX

nol7d2w

REMEDY.
Annual Sales in Paris alone, 1,300,000 Bottles.
A SOVEREIGN REMEDY FOR

DYSPEPSIA,

Disorders of the Stomach, and all
Nervous Affections.
GENERAL DEPOT, 59 PAItK PLACE, Ν. Y.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Me.

hereby given,
been duly appointed Executrix ol the Will of
NOTICE

aug8

».

eodly

"Acnae Club," eiIce King" (new,) "All
Clump,» ^Eureka,» and a great variety ol
Also
cheaper qualities, for Ladies aud Gents.
Hknte Strap*.
€*. L. BAILEY,
novl4d3w
48 Exchange St.

Boots & Shoes
very neatly and promptly repaired. Sien of the Gold
Boot.
auldtl
IRVING J. BROWN.

BEBKV,
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Tho Gown of Oar Sisters.
Preacher and satirist have felt it a duty in
all times to rail at women'* gown·.
Laughter at feminine (oily in dress is on· of the
stock joke· of the world. Sometimes the
rebuke has been just, the jest witty; for we

must all admit there hare been instances in
which the dress of women was as hideous as
that of men. But jest and rebuke nerer had
less point than now, for the garb of our lis-

well-nigh perfection, wantiDg nothing

art and little in convenience. The
paragraphers of the newspapers, always in

eager
hunt of matter for gibes, turn aside now and
then from the contemplation of
stove-pipes,
and hens, and police trials and mothers-in-

law, and let go their shafts at gowns; but
these archers of folly, as otten before, shoot
wide of the mark, and wing a fleeting fashion whose wisdom if not the reason of it»
being, is its ample justification;-could they
but cripple it with their arrows so it might
not flutter away they would be doing real
service. Even their forced laugh is mostly at
the extravagances which disfigure a good
Within human recollection—the far-away
Greek time we unduly exalt not excepted—
there never has been a period when the dress
of woman wa3 so beautiful and so
great an
aid to beauty as it is to-day. It contains so

little from sun-shade to boot-heel, that is
absurd, so much from hat to hase that is
beautiful, that admiring man ought in some
signal way to testify his gratitude to its fash,

choice in color and material which suits it to
all kinds of women. Any woman of taste,
and who understands her own capabilities,
can in the present fashion dress well, economically and becomingly. The gown is in
thorough accord with the canons of art. It
strengthens the form instead of—as has not
infrequently been the case-weakeninc it.
Like all pure decoration it emphasizes the
object decorated. Following the natural
uucs

υι

λ

wuuuu a

ugure, uisptaymg

iuo

clear line of the hip, tailing in at the knees
where the figure narrows, and widening a
trifle below as it should, it is in entire consonance with the laws of di apery.
It indicates the lorm which has too loeg been concealed under heavyaud oftentimes tasteless 01
disfiguring toggery. Now, the first time for
years, the contonr of the form has a chance
to assert itself. The much-ridicaled "pullback" is an artistic inspiration. It recognizes
the law that the.back is the proper place for
the length and fullnes of the skirt to manifest
themselves. Of course the fashion may be
carried to an extreme,and women may pinion
their knees, and choke themselves with high
collars and drag ragged and dirty trains about
the streets. But these are abuses ol a good
thing for which it is net to blame. The great
objection to the train—which so increase»
height and grace of movement—has been the
street-dragging. That is obviated by the
loop woman carry ontheir finger, which not
ouly lifts the skirt from the dust but also
when judiciously managed gives glimpses of
bright color in hose and petticoat.
As with the gown so -with the rest of feminine attire so far as it is apparent. Hat* are
of so multiform shapes that they set olf to
advantage any face. Wrappings are so contrived that at will they indicate the beauties
of the form or conceal its defects.
(Indeed
this quality of judicious suppression inheres
in the whole outfit). For the first time
women are well-shod.
At the opposite extreme, in the dressing of the hair, so much
latitude is allowed no head need appear otherwise than well-shaped. It we could only succeed in clipping the wings of fleeting fashion
or in inducing her to fold them for a
century
or two! but that is impossible. Ere
long the
"Priucesse"*dress will be but a memory, to
be classed with other
things too beautiful to
last.
Mr. Gordon of Georgia has given in the
debate over the vacant seats au exhibition of
plantation manners in the Senate. The
Southern leaders are showing all their old

v. kickkr,

(Jomer,[Deerinr^

PORTLAND,t»IE,

Skates !

Job Printer, 37 Plum Street.
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Jno. W, Perkins & Co. Wholesale Dealers.

Aslioe Ilauld.

Address
^
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CARMELITE

I will Forfeit Five Dollars
AND

HOUSE.

MELISSA CORDIAL,

dtf

case
where my IVIOTfl
any
IN PRËCHLE
l.OTIOiV will not
worst Moth

CONGRESS STREET

PREBLE

BOYER'S

A first-class, neiv, roll toi» desk
is ottered lor sale at a bargain.
Apply at the
PRESS OFFICE,
oet20

Photography.

its

majority ot chronic diseases. It rounds and hardens
tht muscles, and educates them into ever ready,
faithful and efficient servants of the will.

QCt6

Father in Heaven,
for his great goodness to the people of this State in
the year thtt is now closing. While nniting with our
fellow countrymen upon that day, at the invitation
of the Presiden of the United States, in solemn a
knowledgment ofthe Divine favorwherewith our land
has been blest, let the peace and prosperity and
exemption from every ill whichourStatohasenjoyed
in a marked degree, be
specially remembered before
Him with reverent thanks and gladness. May the
hearts of all be moved to make this customary service an earnest offering of gratitude and devotion,
and an occasion for bafrienaiog those who are in
need.
Given at the Council Chamber, at Augusta, this
eighth day of November, in the year ot our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and
seveuty-seven,
and of the independence ot the United States ot
America the one hundred and second.
SELDKN CONNOR.
Β7 the Governor:

Lightness, convenience, simplicity, grace, are
its characteristics. It permits the wide

a

system.
paralysis, if taken
nervous

wonderful tonic to the whole
It is a most efficacious remedv in

Proclamation.

ioner.
The ''Princesse" dress, as they call it, is a
work of ait. It i* simple, sensible, artistic.

AWARDED TO

refreshing sleep.

Mmino

thing.

CALL AND SEE THE ABOVE AT

It makes strong appeals to the common pense
every man or woman in every walk of life. 1
furnishes an exercise which may and should be in
troduced into every house; whicti may be practiced
at all seasons, in all kinds of weather, by persons of
both sexes, all ages, and degrees ot strength or
weakness, alone or in company. No one can say too
much in praise of it, and no one can atford to do
without it. All who investigate thoroughly, use it,
and consider it invaluable and indispensable. It is
the safest, simplest, cheapest and most efficient
medicine ever discovered. No claim is set up for it
which is unscientific or impracticable.
Oenetal.—It is the best of rest. It is perfectly
gafe. No harm ever eame from its use. It strains
no portion ot the system.
It directs the vital torces
to the affected parts. By its use the health is easily
maintained. The purchase of a Lteactionarv Li iter
is the best kind of economy.
The convenience of
having one in the house is very great.
Mind
and
Brain.
It
invigorates and
strengthens the brain, and renders it more active
and efficient in all its operations.
Sleep.—It is the simplest and safest narcotic. It
is the most natural and probably the best means of

w Λ.Λ. Λ.

bring

MERIÎILL, 241 Middle St.

between

great variety of

$1.50 for the Suit and $1.75 for the
Overcoat; sixes from 3 to 9 years of
age; suits consists of Jacket and Pants
combined; winter goods wariu
and
comfortable.
every description ]

the;ilnestqualitie3.

Dissolution ot'

TUB

a

COAL·,

Angle

round. No power in the Senate or out of it
cau, he says, drive him from what he believes
1? right. So heroic devotion to duty Is very
touching. As might be expected from a man
under indictment for felony he shows an ex·
treme fear of the mandate of the courts.
He
never saw, he says, the
ltepublican party so
fluttered before. The general opinion is tha'
the worst fluttered thiBg on this continent today is Patterson.

Patterson says to the Senate : "It is better
for the peace and quiet and protection of our
people that you should vote to seat Gen. Butler." Johnny must be allowed to
pull the cat's
tail or Johnny will cry.
"That Bridget of ours" Is the latest of the
series. Now that our novelists have got iato
the kitchen where will they go next?
The Senate
Graphic Description
Dele·» of the

Struggle·
of

flouda)'· »tc«f—

Kecrenul Hcnnuri-Sit-

ting it Out.
The Washington correspondent of the Boston
Advertiser famishes the following graphie account of Monday's scene in the Senate: When
CoDover and Patterson came in all eyes wero
tamed on them at once, and to the end of the
session every movement
they made was
watched. The beariog of these men was quite
different. No Republican Senators appeared
to notice them.
Conover seemed eotirely un-

concerned ; those accustomed to his lac· coald
change in it. Oa the contrary Pattergenerations.
son's attempt to appear unconcerned was
Under a sense of these infinité obligations to the
Great Ruler of times and seasons and events, let us
painful. The neglect of the Republican»
humbly ascribe it to our own faults and frailties if | changed this iuto defiance. He was often
over
in any degree that perfect concord and
happiness, on the
Democratic side, and from first to last
peace and justice which sucli great mercies should
diiiuse through the hearts and lives of our people do
was ill at ease.
Under a part of the daj's innot altogether and always and everywhere prevail.
fliction lie winced, but whenever bespoke his
Let us with one spirit and one voice lift up prai-e
and thanksgiving ίο God for His manifold goodness
a'r was defiant. Ile did net fall to make
good
to our land, His manifest care tor the nation.
points acd strong oues at various time·, but
Now, therefore, I, Rutherford B. Haves, President
of the United States, do appoint
Thursday, the 2(Jth
were frit by most to have little
weight on
day of November next, as a day of national thanks- they
giving and prayer, and I earnestly recommeud that the door to day. Pinchback stood in the cloakin withdrawing themselvei from secular cares and
room door on the Republican side, and seemed
abor the people ot the United States do meet
together on that day in their respective places of | delighted at the tangle. In the corresponding
worship, there to give thanks and praise to Almighty door on the Democratic side was M. C. Butler.
God for hie mercies and to devoutly beseech their
Thurman's resolution to discharge the committee
continuance.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand
from the consideration of Butler's case was called
and caused the seal of the United Statts to be
affixed.
promptly at one o'clock. Davis of Illinois rose
Done at the city of Washington, this 29th day
first, when the galleries and Senators leaned
of October, in the year ot our Lord one thousand
toward him. In a few brief and clear sentences
eight hundred anrl seventy-seven, and of the
independence ot the United States the one he gave his reasons for sustaining the résolu,
hundred and second.
tion. Mr. Edmunds replied, and had the
(Signed)
R. Β. 1IAYE8.
By the President.
laugh on Davi* at once, by calling attention to
William M. Evarts, Secretary of State.
the fact that, while be bad spoken of the two
parties in the Senate, be bad not so much as
STATE OF ITCAIi\£.
mentioned the third, whioh Davis himself was.
BY THE GOVERNOR.
He aleo made a strong point on Davis for coming from the bench and arguing that the invesGod. and is fall of nrnmise and hnne for

η

has Clinkerlee* Grate* Illuminated Fire
XSox, Boiler, Door aud Pateul Shelf Attic liment.

This honse is being refitted and
and will be re-opened
September 25, 1877.
I). S. FOGG,

inducing sound

blighted by no pestilence or wide-spread diseases; no
great disasters by shipwreck on our coast or to our
commerce on the sea have brought loss and hardships
to merchants or mariners, and clouded the happ.ness
of tho community with sympathetic sorrow. In ail
that concerns our strength and peace and greatness
as a nation; in all that touches the permanence and
security of our government and tho beneficent institutions on which it rests; in all that affects the character and dispositions of our people or tests our capacity to enjoy and uphold the enual and free condition of society now permanent and universal throughout the land, the experience of the past year is conpicuously marked by the protecting providence of

ters is

For beauty of Dmien, Economy, Convenience. and Durnbility stands without α rival
It is adapted for

WOLCOTT A CO., Proprietors

anglO

Sent by mail

easy

Fitting Boots,

in

E. T.

Wo have

Organs

BROAD SOLED

ewr

dtf

Clothing !

IS.. Hawos,

177 1V1IDDIiG ST.,
Pianos to rent.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

department.

WE LEAD ALL OTHERS.

freshest Oysters constantly

Dealer in Musical Merchandise of

78

and Defiance.

and Children's

It is not only false but foolish for
any
begiu to compare with what we show.

dtf

on hand at the lowest prices.
Orders by mail or telegraph
answered promptly.
Oysters delivered in any

—

O.

SWISS

Comiort, Pelhani

Boys'

also

ULMER& HEHR'S,

Sold at bargains for CAS2I ; also
tirins of payment by

•'«rncut
ίη'Γιίι
""" Slnte,

ULSTER Until You have
Seen Ours.

oilering through

of every description for JLadies and Genie
at lowest prices.

Pianos and

M

82.50.

OrerttowiDg with the cheapest and the best ; to fit and please men occupying any station in life from the
humble to the exalted : the same schedule of low prices will be noticed
in th is department as iu all others
;
space will not admit of speciflng all the great inducements we are now
this

AT WOOD'S OVITEK llOUrtK, 117
I'il and 123 Center St., JPOKTI>AND.
oc!2
3 aid

ka.wn

an

Empress Range.

The best Located Honse for Business Men

_BY

No Clinkers. Perfectly warm
Air and plenty of it.

—

pairs

Old

AWARDED TO

24 * Middle st,

ALL WOOL

age of

dtf

First Premium
NEW

an

MAHER., Don't Buy
Opposite Postofllce.

no2l

AT

WOOL,

wonders when a merchant sells his goods for half what they cost. Still this i*
an
honest fact. Unbelievers can be convinced by examining our
large window and there seeing a full
assortment of those truly marvelous bargains. We shall also
in the front of our
hang out twenty-five

AA/rri

η

STREET-

cente; Children,

—

ALL

PANTALOONS
Truly this is

Music by Man-

Trained. Animale
A dm iseion, £5

PORTLAND. ME.

CENTS,

Mills,

STANLEY'S MUSEUM,
TE91FLB

WOOL,

No Dust.

Reasons

ΆΟ

SIZES.

The No. 6 has immense radiating surface, ?and is
designed for heatiag large dwellings or public build-

ings.

sept21

Warranted impregnable to wet or cold; the prices on these
garments are way down.

Bolton. J. A. Warren. The managers reserve the
right to reject the sale of tickets to any party or
no21dtd*
person they think proper.

Best in Market.

no23dlw

dangers; cheaper tban the saddle; less laborious
than boating, and infinitely better than drugs in a

Cumberland

Furnace !

Dnnl.

JAMES Κ. Ρ YE.

Oir's Island, Nov. 21,18Î7.

Limerick_

—

Thnr.dnr Ereniuv, Nor. 29.

fhoofur'o

ll„lf,„„

UNITED STATES HOTEL,

R S I

store.

|

.«4

CUSTOM COAT.

$45.00

S2.SO,

THANKSGIVING BALL

Brown's Hall,

A

THAT'S WHAT WE THINK OF THESE GOODS.

*J5e
75c
50c
75c
45c
75c

Lowest Prices.

sisted

Γ>f

Light, a BOAT. The owner can have the
by proving property and paying charges.

HEATED

Full line Kid Gloves and Mitts, Btack

!

AS

made of cloth that cost $5.00 per yard by the case, are lined with the finest
imported
with the best imperial binding, have the very best velvet collars and silk
sleeve linings.
Ii the coat fades we return the money ; if the
binding or collar fades we will replace them with new ; if the
coat rips or gives out anywhere we will cheer tully repair free of cost.

ALL

Men's Winter Gloves
mien's Wool Mitts, hand knit
ftlen's Winter Caps

which occafion will be produced Bulger's

XX
same

are

dtf

Boy·' Woolen Rlitts and Glorce
Boys' Cloth Gauntlets, kid palm·
Boys' Winter Caps

—

Ή Can tinfmnnn Grv.nl!

HOTELS.

In Other Words We Mean an ALL· WOOL·
PANT that Cost from $3.50 to $4.50 we
are now Selling for «fust

"ECONOMISE."

COMPLIMENTARY

Λ

time and harvest have brought us to the accustomed
season at which a religious people celebrates wiili
praise and thanksgiving tho enduring mercy of Almighty God. This devout and public confession of
the constant dependence of mau upon the Divine
Father for all the good gifts of life and health and
peace and happiness, so early in our history ma<!o
the habit of our people, finds in the survey of the
past year new grounds for its joyful and grateful
manifestations. In all blessings which depend upon
the benignant seasons this has indeed been a memorable year. Over the wide territory of our country,with
all its diversity ot soil and climate and
products, the
earth has yielded a bountiful return to the labor of the
husbandman; the health of the people has been

S. .Γ

Found.

Others.

$1.00 FOR ONL1T

Formerly wiili M.[G. Palmer.

aul6

All

50 CENTS ON THE DOLLAR.

prices.

Irving J. Brown.

MM TllliVME.

AT

Wrought Iron

JUDGE THEN WHAT WE ARE NOW DOING.

Lappin.

The Emeralds desire to gay to their many friends
patrons that they will spare no pains to make a
nov24dtd
pleasiug time to all who attend.

Barstow's

TWO

Marked down from |$6.00 to $5.00 from $5.50 to $4.50. The public know that we have never
asked fancy
prices on our goods, but always below ^tte market piices.

Congress Gaiters and
bottom

SAME

Burt's boots in all widths and
sizes, 421 Congress St., Sign of
the Gold Boot.

and

liargain or

ΈΙΈ1Έ1

Dennis O'Connell,

—

Boarders Wanted
gentlemen can be furnished with good board
and a pleasant front room, at
69 CHESTNUT STREET.
nov26dtf
Ring the left hand bell.

former price, if worth

cur

lasting/are bound

specialty.

a

Calf Boots at

Lyons

810.00, $12.00, $14.00 Overcoats.

TfllS IS NO SENSATIONAL ADVERTISEMENT, BUT GENUINE
TO THE BACK BONE.

Ladies' Scollop Top French
Moiocco Side Laco Walking Boot

COMMITTEE Off ARRANGEMENTS :
D D Hannagan.
Ed Brady,
A H Larkin,
R H Parker,
Ed H Col in an,
I Crowley,
W Ε Louge,
Jas Donahue,
J Scanlon,
John McMenagle,
Ed Daly,
Ρ O'Connor,

Lady

our

HEARKEN UNTO US !
These coats

are invited to visit my nev
before buying your Fall.and
Winter Boots.

Εniera I Id Boat Club. Thanksgiving Night,
Nov. 29th, at Congress Hall. Chandler's Music.
Tickets 61.00.
Floor Director-THOS. J. WELCH.

juosi itemarKauie

JUST THE

—

You

Mr. Roblnpon will appear as Claude Melnotte, asby M LSS FANNY MARSH )who has kindly
volunteered) as Pauline Deschapelles, and ra lull
company of artists from this city and Boston,
f Prices as usual.
Sale ot Reserved Seats will com·
mence at the Box Office Wednesday morning, Nov.
28.
Parties holding admission tickets can haVe
them exchanged lor coupon tickets, on application
at the office.
Tickets also for sale at Sturgife' Drug Store, junc
ti^n Free and Congress Sts.
Doors open at 7.45;
Overture at 8.
no27dlw

charge $3.09. Examine

The first of the season we loaded up witli a large line of Elegant Overcoats that cost «β to make
by the
hundreds $J3.tt7 and $14.45; we expected to get $26.00 and $28 00 for these
garments, but the
hard times seem to have limited the
trade to a $20.00 Overcoat. Rather than carry the goods over
buying
to next year thereby losing oar interest and use of the
money we have marked them down to

store

of

A

SIX

NOTICE.

The

Boarders Wanted.

A. Proclamation, s
The completed circle ot summer and winter, seed

Thanksgiving and Praise to onr

Be careful to obtain Collins* Voltaic Plaster, a
combination of Electric or Voltaic Plates with a highly
Medicated Plaster, as seen In the above cut. Sold by
all Wholesale and Retail Druggists throughout the
United States and Canadas, and by WEEKS & POTTER,
Proprietors, Boston, Mass.

FEW good men can find pleasant rooms with
board, at 30 BROWN ST.
dtf
my24

the President of the Uoitet) States.

By the advice ot tho Executive Council, I do hereby appoint Thursday, the twenty-ninth day
of November, ia.tant, as a
day of Public

PRICE 25CENTS.

dtf

—

Tickets for sale by the members, and by J. E.
Sturgis & Co. ; Ira Stockbridge ; Dresser. McLellan
<fc Co; and at the Box Office, which will bo open
on Monday, Dee. 3d and tlie
following Tuesday and
nov27dtd
Wednesday.

A.

Lady and Gentlemen boarders in a small
TWO
19 BROWN STREET.
lamily. Apply to
nov3

Musical"

AT

Commencing

TO

Boarders Wanted.

By

Δ

LOST AND FOUND.

15c.

Λ

—

—

BOARD.

$16.00 AND $17.00 OVERCOATS

MARSH'S THEATRE,
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBEEt ftth,

Dec.

others

PINGREE,
Temple St., Portland, Mo.

waim

PLAIN BLACK BEAVER OVERCOATS

FANNY

Monday Ev'g,

long

ΙιΙΙΟ UirUC"

It equalizes the Circulation.
It subdues Inflammatory Action.
It cures Ruptures and Strains.
It removes Pain and Soreness.
It cures Kidney Complaint.
It strengthens the Muscles.
It cures"Rheumatism and Neuralgia.
It relaxes Stiffened Cords.
It cures Nervous Shocks.
It Is invaluable in Paralysis.
It cures Inflammation of the Liver.
It removes Nervous Pains.
It cures Spinal Weakness.
It is Grateful and Soothing.
It cures Epilepsy or Fits.
It is Safe, Reliable, and Economical.
It is prescribed by Physicians.
Ic is indorsed by Electricians.

o'clock,

Tickelë—Adults, 25c; Children,

"Warwick

J J

a

III

Cures Pains and Aches.

L. F.

Overcoat,

We have always said them at $7.00.

Marked down from $20.00 and $22.00 ; warranted fast colors, all wool and worth
a cent ; examine them.

RECITALS,

at 7 1-2

—

O'Neill,

lined

S6.00

The proceeds to go for the benefit of the new

church.
nov27

no26dtd

Thos O'Neill,

warm

At Williston Chapel, next Friday

In active
successes, PINK DOMINOES, LADY'S BATTLE,
and a new and beautiful play arranged expressly for
Lizzie May Ulmer.
Popular Prices. Box office open Monday at usual

on

Friend, heavy,
$5.50

YORK,

EEADINGS AND

2

Thanksgiving Day.
preparation—The Great Metropolitan

a

33

11UO

VOLTAIC PLASTER

Valuable Patent Right for sale at
price which will be to the purchaser a
first-class investment, and insure a firetV·
class business to a live man who is not
*JL afraid to locate South or West. Patterns,
Models, Electrotypes, Diplomas, Medals and Certificates furnished by the Patentee.
Orders for Artificial Legs promptly executed at prices reduced to

Iof

^loij

■COLLINS'·

MONEY WANTED

no5deod&wlm43

Heavy Black Chinchilla Finished Felt Overcoat

Will give a selection of

DON CDSAB DE KAZAN.

time.

A

a

practical experience
Plumbing and
years
Gas and Steam Piping in large cities. Can give references if required.
Address, staring salary,
nov27dlw*
PLUMBEK, this Office.

meet the times.

Sold by ue at $4.00, and by all others at $5.00. This is not a Reefer nor a Pea Jacket hut
^Overcoat of Vermont Grey, with Velvet collar.

Eli WELL,

S.

!

GRAND PERFORMANCE*

Xj.

■

a

ιιιινιι,

Each package of Saitford's Radical Cube contains
Dr. Sanford's Improved Inhaling Tube, with full directions for use in all cases. Price, $1. Sold by all wholeBale and retail druggists throughout the United States
and Canada. WEEKS & POTTER, General Agents
and "WholesaleDruggists, Boston, Mass.

Wanted.

83.00

—

own

To b9 followed bv the glorious Musical Drama in
three acts, entitled

0.

or

«ω

JUST PUBLISHED.

Plumber
situation by
BY strictly December,
temperate, who bas had nine years
at
six
at
1st of

»»*

A carefully revised Treat ise on Catarrh, with an accurate description of symptoms and sympathetic diseases, together with minute directions for eifecting
with Sanpobd's Radical Cube a speedy and permanent cure. Also observations on diet and the general
health, of vast importance to all afflicted with catarrh.
It is wrapped about each bottle of the Radical Cub*,
or will be mailed free on receipt of stamp.

WANTS.

COST.

η

REV. EPHRMM CUMM1M
ROBERTS, Subject: "The Post and the Letter."
and the rising and favorite little actress,
Per order
EDWAHD P. BANKS,
Lizzie May Uliner,
nov27dtd
Chairman of Committee.
Under A Veil

BELOW

humbng atout it, bat a bona-ilde slaughter. If you want a Suit
an Ulster, read what we have to say about
it, then call and prove

ne

Bigger Bargains than You Ever Saw.

SIR RANDAL

MR.

Overcoat,

FAR

U'VIJ B»vp

tions, mark it as ascientillc remedy, calculated to meet
every phase of the disease. The numerous testimonials
from the best people in the United States attest the
esteem in which it Is held by those who have been
freed from the most destructive and dangerous disease
with which mankind is to-day alHicted.

$11.

a

Five Night* and Two ITlatiuces.
Special Engagement ot the great English author,
actor and novelist,

GRAND

an

AND

there is

Bear In mind that we thow four times larger assortment than
any store oast of Boston, that a greater variety ef styles a more varied scale of priccs can be foundjat our establishment than at any ot our competi-

EVENING, DEC. 3d,

A.t

Thanksgiving Week,

Pfflï

say,

The Fifth Lecture in the Course given by the M. C.
Mechanic Association, will bo delivered in

A GERAT DRAMATIC EYFJVT,

Jas

we

A.

C.__M.

MISS FANNY MAKSH.

Supported by her

COST

We mean every word

tors.

At tbcir Vestry,
Afternoon & Evening, Wednesday, Dec. 5.

Marsh's

$1.00.

Tickets,

nov24

CHRISTMAS SALE

no27

AT

HALL.

Miîiïi Night, Member 29,1877

BANKS,

Chairman of Committee.

Manager

ϋ Ο W ΠΧΓ Σ

Will give a Grand Ball at.

its treatment before it becomes chronic. The advantages offered by Sanpord's Eadical Curk we confidently believe are to be found In no other remedy.

Only Line lunning through cars between Portland
and Long Island Sound Steamers, and avoiding the
aunoying Carriage transfer through Boston. Leave
Portland & Rochester Depot, Portland, at 2.30 P. M.
State Room» on Steamers secured in advance at
23 Exchange St., and at the Depot.
J. W PETERS,
J.M.LUNT,
Gen. TicKet Agent.
Supt.
sept28
dtf

D Ο W 1ST Σ

—

EDWARD P.

|

ending frequently in Inflammation, ulceration, ana
finally deafness. The throat,bronchial tubes, and lunge
are in many cases affected by catarrh, and when prostration of the nervous system is superadded, such
af-|
lections become alarming.
A brief survey of this most serions disease warns al]
who are afflicted with itto make speedy preparation for I|

it muBt

—

Subject, "Charles XI/, of Sweden.

Fanny

of,it,

33 Ο W ΠΧΓ Σ

J. A. SPALDING, M. D.,

ANNUAL

to admit

1-2.O'CLOCK,
—

The Ladiei of St.

large and expensive

TO NBWYOW Κ
and KETURN

Wednesday Eve'g, November 28tli,
AT 7

Oar stock Is too

j±i

MECHANICS' HALL.
ON

|

Portland & Worcester & Norwich Lines.

nn<l

The fourth lecture in the course given by the M, C.
Mechanic Association, will be delivered in

—

|

PORTLiNDto
ΝΚΛν YORK "via

φΟ·θν

Face

no21dtd
If

iva:.

the

generally involved and disThe discharges from the
nose, the distinctive feature in all catarrhal cases from
whatever cause they arise, may bo thin and watery, and
so acid as to cause redness and excoriation of the skin
with which they come in contact, or thick and yellowish. emitting a foul odor, or clear and white like the
white of an egg. f There maybe an entire lack of sécrétion, the surfaces being dry and feverish,the face, front
and upper part of the head feeling uncomfortable, and
as if it was encircled by a tight, unyielding band.fcThis
latter phase is called Dry Catarrh. The free mattery
discharges cause the passages to swell aud become
thickened, rendering breathing through the nose difficult; or impossible, and the sufferer finds it necessary |
to breathe through the mouth, thereby
permitting cold |
air to pass directly to the bronchial tubes
and lungs.
The matter passing down the throat creates a constant
desire to hawk and expectorate to throw it off; but
when the membrane is dry and feverish, instead of
passing freely down from the nose and throat, the mucub becomes nard and forms into scabs,
incrustations,
and hard lumps, which adhere so firmly to the nasal
passages tnd throat as to require very persistent efforts
to dislodge them. The eye in sympathy becomes inI flame'',red, weak, and watery, or in the morning the I
lids may be found glued together, and matter is se-j
creted in more or less quantity. The ear also becomes
seriously affected, discharging quantities of matter, be-1
sides being visited by the most violent neuralgic pains,

REDUCED RATES.
ΚΛ

Us in

Stares

the eye

charge quantities of matter.

night changes.

Wednesday evening, Nov. 28th.

Ruination

cases

A whole Night's rest going; and
coining, and avoid contusing

We must do this or carry over to another season Thousand* of Dollars worth of goods. Clothing made
by us one year is never oftered for sale the following year. Our immense and fastidious 'trade always demand the newest goods and the latest styles.

MUSIC BY COLE'S BESÎ FIVE.

Transfers across Bos-

Staterooms on steamers and chairs in Parlor cars
secured in advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern B.
R. Offices Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres't E. R. R.
.1. X. F (JRBER, General Sup't. B. & M. R. R.
jy
dtf

UNION BOWING ASSOCIATION.

LANCASTER HAEiL·,

RAILROAD

ton both ways.
Trains leavinj Portland at 8.45 a. m. connect Willi
lli« Hnnnd
lor new York.
Passagers by this route are lanilcil 011 board
Hound Hieamrm in Haaon for Hiiniicr, and

POPULAR SCALE OF PRICES.

Ancient Order Hibernians Second
Grand Annual Ball

individual cases. Catarrh may arise from a cold or
a succession of colds, from sudden
change of atmosphere, wearing wet clothing, or exposure to inclement
weather, and necoming thoroughly chilled when the
digestive organs are in amorbiclor inactive condition,
and the strength and vital forces exhausted. The disease may arise from ascrofulous condition of the
blood,
from Scarlet Fever, Measles, and Diphtheria, in which
and ear are
in

enjoy

Packed from stem to etern with fall and winter garments. The near approach of January and t
mild weather for this season of the jear, compels us to make a complete

open.

now

STORE

MAMMOTH

Evert regular attaché of the Press is furnished
with a Cartl certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
ournal.

iplATARKH is a disease of the mucous membrane.
Ό Temperaments and constitutions vary its severity

—

For Eleven Dollars,

GOOD, SUBSTANTIAL, WELL-MADE GARMENTS,

the Celebrated Indian Romance,

in

OH

—

the

Wo Jo not read anonymous etters ana communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications tbat are not used.

SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE.

BOSTON & MAINE

who will present hia^Original Personation of

r

—

Patteitsox ol South Carolina seems to be
high-tonedest man in all the country

PRESS

WEDNESDAY MORNING, NOT. 28.

Catarrh of the Nasal Cavities, Acute,
Chronic, and Ulcerative, Hay Fever,
or Rose Catarrh, Catarrh of the Eyo
and Ear and Catarrh of the Throat,

ANNIM, IN ADVANCE

arrogance.

I see no

tigation by the committee, titling

as

judges,

and the evidence and argument of counsel were
unnecessary in settling bo grave a case. Edmund's appeal for proceeeding with dne regard
to the rales and regulations of the Senate, and

settling the

case wtba proper regard
for law
and justice, and not .introducing in place of
tbese a partisan scramble for seats, as the result of corrupt bargain, precipitated the battle,
which till then had not taken definite shape.
McDonald interrupted to ask if Edmunds
charged that there had been corrupt bargaining.
"No," said Edmunds with great emphasis,
"but I believe it." McDonald interposed that
be, fur one, woald help investigate sach a
charge, and Edmunds retorted that McDonald
would have a chance to help if he lived mncb
longer. Under all this Patterson winced and
Oonover became aroused. Edmunds, wbo bad
been given the management of the Republicans, then moved that in order to allow the
Butler caso to go forward regularly, as it
should, and that it mipht no longer impede im-

the consideration of execative business. With
this motion it was designed to test the purposes
of Patterson and Conover, Both, on the roll
call, answered No, Conover with decision, Patterson with a voice be could hardly control.
All saw how the battle was opening, and how
the lines were drawn, when the president announced the result as 28 to 30. The next vote
was awaited on all sides with interest.
Cbrietiancy took the floor for a few words, explaining why he should vote against the resolution.
Edmunds went ·ηρ to consult the Vice President and showed him a paper which was evidently to play a part in tbe next move, aod
Patterson went over for a talk with Tburman,
tbe latter being obarged with the leadership on
tbe Democratic side.
Tburman rose and
yielded to Patterson for an explanation. It
was a sensational appearance under sensational
oircamstancts. Patterson claimed that he bad
been and was a true Republican; tbat be loved
the party as bis lite, and would rather lose bis
right arm than betray it; but be believed tbat
Butler was elected, bad long ago expressed tbis
opinion, and had long since announced in the
press tbat he should vote for him. If tbat was
corruption Senators could make tbe most of it.
He declared be had informed his Republican
associates that be would vote for Keilogg if tbe
case was brought up; it surely was not his
fault tbat it bad not been. He attempted to
arraign Conkling for his charge of an unholy
alliance, and Edmunds for his vote in the
Pinchback case, but neither paid any attention
to bis remarks.
It was painful to hear him.
There was evidently pity for him in tbe minds
of many and disgust was written on tbe faces of
many more. His case was a bad one and his management of it, if possible, worse. His attempt
to arraign Senators whom he said bad counselled
President Hayes t> commit what, with great
vehemence, he denounced as a blunder—the
withdrawing of tbe troops from tbe support of
the Chamberlain legislature—brought
down
Christiancy upon him with a force of logic
tbat Patterson had not expected. If Patterson
believed tbe President sboald have sustained the Chamberlain legislature, tt was, of
course, because he (Patterson) believed that
legislature legal. If it was legal, Hampton
The Chamberlain legislature
was illegal.
elected Corbin. Why, thro, did Patterson now
announce tbat he shonld vote for Butler, who
was elected by the Hampton body. Patterson's
attempted explanation of what passed between
himself and Butler on Thursday was loose and
involved. He floundered and crossed bis track,
and Conover in coming to bis assistance only
injured bis own case by rising and clai-iog in
corioboration of Patterson tbat Butler hail
not required bim [Conover] to vote on tbe occasion Patterson relerred to. Both were much
discomfitted in their first attempt at explanation. Conover followed in a prepared personal
explanation. From tbis preparation he fared
better than Patterson, but bis reasons for handing tbe Republican Senate over to the Democracy were such as had no place on the floor,
lie tried to make the case the same as Pinchback's and to break tbe force ot Edmonds's
strong worus, uun un ssnieu îeaaersnip Dy dis
weak attack upon his reeord in thatcase. After
tiring blank cartridges at Edmunds, he turned
his batter; on Conkling, bat it was not effectual enough to cause the Utter to stop writing
private letters.
The Republicans listened, or rather waited,
u-jtil these two worthies were done, and then
the second mcve ou the part of the Republicans, was developed. Edmunds, prefacing bis
remarks with calling the attention of the Senate to the story of the alleged corruption which
was ou
the street-', about the Capitol, in the
press, throughout the land and in the months
of everybody, seut up to be read an amendment
to Thurmau's resolution, providing that the
committee on privileges and elections should at
once proceed,to inqnire whether there bad been
such corrupt bargaining. The whole Democratic side saw the effect of this, and was
thrown by it into general excitement. Gordon
with an insulting air, rose and said he would
not reply to Edmunds's innuendoes in the words
of Webster, who bad characterized the use of
them as abuse and the cowardly resort of malice and talsehood. iGordoo intimatei that
stories were equally prevalent that the Bepublicans had tried to make every court of justice
acting in Patterson's case here au altar of
sacrifice for party purposes.
To this Edmunds retorted that if Gordon had any
evidence which made him tbiuk it possible
tbat such stories could be true, he could
not too speedily bring it to tbe attention
of the senate. Edmunds met the Democrats,
who objected to bis resolution for various reasons, with the general declaration that when
the press was full, and every mouth here was
full, and tbe air itself was fall, of the charges
that corrupt bargains had been made in tbe
very pretence of the Senate, it became Senators
aud the friends of the claimant Butler as well,
to investigate them before proceeding further.
Patterson protested against the unfairness of
such a proceeding, and alternated his protests
against an investigation with assertions of his
innocence and his readiness to be investigated,
but when the vote came he remained silent,
while Oonover with brazen effrontery voted
loudlv "No." Thurman affected astonishment
that Edmunds should arraigu a Senator on a
evidence. He
newspaper
report without
charged that it was all a trick to beat his resosevtral
instances
where Senand
lution
cited
ators-elect under charges bad been admitted.
Ue roused the Democratic side effectively, a»d,
as tbe result proved, Matthews ou the Republican side, for as the rjll-call went oo, Oonover
voted against investigating himself, Pattorsou
dodged and Davis and Matthews voted with
the Democrats, and so for tbe present defeated
The failure of this resolution
auy inquiry.
showed tbe Republicans that Patterson and
Oonover were in the full power ot the Democrots.
But one more vote was attempted to bee
if they intended to help to sit tbe matter out.
Allison moved to go into executive session, but
this was lost and tbe Republicans settled down
to a long trial of strength iu
continuing
the debate. After an hout's debate, with
Davis's vote an executive session was obtaiued
and tbis|contiuued for nearly two hours. At ita
close however, the Democrats still claimed the

■ WEDNESDAY MORNING, NOV. 28.
day,
session was resumed upon
Butler's case.
The Republicans began the
work of carrying the session over till to-morrow.
McMillan had the Corbin brief read as part of
his remarks, and
Wadleigh and others are to
follow with evidence and papers of great
strength. If the session continues until noon
the resolutions to take up the Butler case
passing Tuesday, the subject can then
come up, and Patterson and Conover will have
» chance
to prove whether they will vote to
anil the open

eeat

Kellogg,

as

ttieyjloudiy protested they

Dependence on these protestations,
is probably worth little. Patterson's
sou
gave out tc-night, for telegraphing a
statement that bis father, in view of the treatment be had received from the Republicans
to-day would now vote against Kellogg, and
would not hereafter vote with the Republicans
on any party question ; bat the
Republicans for
«11 tbis, desire to put their apostacy on record
iu all shapes and its worst form.

■would do.

however,

[From the New York Woild.]

The Carving of the Turkey.
The near approach of Thanksgiving, with
Christmis close in its train, is apt to inspire
terror not so much In the mind of the foreordained poultry as in the mind of the possibly

foreordained carrer thereof. The art of carving has gone sadly ont of date, and nothing
recalls to us the young Squire of Chancer who
carved before his father at tlie t*ble or the old

Knight
Shakspeare who
and comely to carve a capon
of

least neat
and eat it. There
was at

are, of course, reasons as plenty as blackberries
to ascribe for this. The life of the club, boarding-house and hotel is so often the life of the
American that he is to be pardoned for his in.
capacity to divide a turkey or to distinguish a
leg or a shoulder of mutton when served otherwise than in portions. The frying pan has aleo
borne its part in blunting the fine edge of the
seldom

carving-knife;

a

nation

that feeds

mostly on

steak can never produce a race of
And even among those who might be
expected by reason of leisure and the education
of the stomach, to set an example to their social inferiors, the practice prevails of having
the carving done at the sideboard, an unmanly
practice which reduces the part of the dinner to
mete eating, and iobs him of the pleasure of
the eye, in admiring the fair propprtions and
culinary perfection of the bird or joint, or the
dexterity with which it is resolved Into helpings. The result of all tbis is tbat carving has
become one of the lost arte—that a joint at the
average American table has tbe appearance of
having been hurriedly blown up with nitroglycerine and trimmed with a dull saw, while
as for poultry, though the kitchen maid usually
endeavors to aid the carver by cooking it to
rags, the carver is too frequently compelled to
recall tbe fact that fingers were made before
knives, and falling upon tbe helpless bird to
tear it limb from limb.
The average guest at this average dinner is
carvers.

low,

"Not to be doing, but to be."
'•Thou canst not say 1 did it; never shake
tby gory locks at me," be may say to tbe
twice butchered beef, and be is only a passive
accomplice in such dislocations and wrenching
asunder as were never rivalled in tbe Inquisition or the persecutions of the early Christians.
But about Thanksgiving tide he is only too apt
to be pressed into an active participation in
deeds at the bare thought of which bia better
nature revolts. Especially is this tbe case where
he is engaged or likely to be engaged. His pro
spective father-in-law is sure to fix bim with a
glittering car7er and jocularly observe, "Smith
(or Jones as the case maybe) my boy, carve
that turkey (or those ducks, as tbe case may
be) Yon ought to begin now, for the knowledge'll be useful when you go to housekeeping." Tbe victim cannot escape, and repressing an inclination to cut bis throat or stab bis
prospective father-in-law to tbe heart, attacks
the bird with about as mnch rapture as the
cbildren of Israel did their quails.
Over the dreadful scene tbat follows let ns
draw the kindly table-cloth of oblivion. Major
Lawrence's description in "Brakespeare" of
the tearing in eunder of a traitor by four Norman stallions, is, in comparison, pleasant reading, and tbe two Great Twin Brethren returning from tbe Battle by the Lake were not so
splashed and soaked with gore as are tbe guests
at tbe foot of tbe table with gravy. The napery
is heaped with dressing and soared with juices
from the overhanging slices and joints, for
which, to the inexperienced carver, the lordliest dish ever made would be a platter far too
small. Into the carver's soul the iron of ignominy has entered far deeper than his fork
into the breast of the bird with which he is
waging uneqal war; and who shall picture bis
agony and abasement when, with a slippery
slide the elastic bird takes wing from off bis
platter and stoops upon the lap of a richly
attired lady. How rarely does be possess tbe
presence of mind recorded of Everett, who
when a similar accident occurred during bis
oonsulsbip, turned a forehead of brass and a
cheek like the netber millstone upon tbe victim and joviallv cried: "Miss, i'il trouble you
lor that goose!"
The moral of all this is—what? That young
men should learn to carve, as Cbaucer's
Squire
did, before their fathers at the table; and not to
snbjact themselves to the fierce light which
beats upon a thanksgiving dinner, or forfeit
the respect of their wives by exposing their
inoapacity when they come to preside at tables
of their own. Nor should they trust to perilous cramming from cookery books.
As well
might a man enter upon a duel with smallswords with no other preparation than the perusal of a volume on fencing. The good carver's woik need not be altogether mechanical; it
will be all tbe better if it is informed with and
accompanied by euch tender artistic feeling as
that which made Dennis reprehend even with
tears Hugh's clumsy pinioning of old John
Willett, or that manifested by the butoher from
whom was purchased the beefsteak for Bntb
Pinch's immortal pudding, that kindly and apman who said that
"meat must be
umored, not drove." But even if be does not
possess this tender feeling, he may by practice
and care attain to be endured weilder of the
knife, one who will carve his turkey
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WASHINGTON.
Report in Favor ·( Spofford.
Washington, Nov. 27.—The report of the
linoiity committee on elections, prepared by
» >enator Merrimon and
signed by him, Sauls-

j

linorit)

Senatorial

Hill, argues that the facts and cirpoint strongly to the conclusion
hat the main, if not the only purpose of the
'ackard legislature was to elect Kellogg sensor. The report reviews the powers and acts of
he returning board.
It characterizes its actio· as unlawful and corrupt, and contends
hat the minority cannot escape the conviction
.hat this action was connived at and encouttged by persons occupying important stations
The report concludes
η and out of the state.
3y asserting that only by the arbitrary exercise
and
lawless
)f
despotic powers can the Senate
idmit a senator claimiug to be elected by a
tody of men who claimed to be legislature,
Bat who have completely disappeared, and as
Spofford's credentials iD all respecis comply
with the requirements of law, he alone is entitled to a seat in tbe U. S. Senate.
Cabinet Hireling.
ury aDd

Continuous Session of 28

Hours.
Tlmriiian's

Washington, Nov.

tobacco, cigars, &c.
majority Report in Favor of Kellogg.
The committee on privileges and elections
conclude their report on tbe credentials of
Kellogg and Spofford as follows :
it is contended by Spofford that the legisla-

ture which elected Kellogg and the governor
who signed his credentials have vanished lrom
political existence and ceased to have any authority in the state of Louisiana, and therefore,
if for no other reason, his own election is valid.
Your committee find that after the organization of the legislature which elected Kellogg
an
overwhelming array of armed and organized military force was used to destroy and
crush out the lawful state government of Louisiana. By it they were overthrown and anTbe lawful legislature gradually
nihilated.
melted away and its terrorized members sought
so-callcd Nioholls legislature or
in
tbe
safety
abdicated their rights by such and perhaps
other eouallv illegal mean?.
Tbe. so-called
Nicholls legislature strength came to contain
an understood majority of
the members lawfully elected to the general assembly, and on
the 21 day of April that legislature chose Spofford, the contestant, a senator of the United
States. Your committee are of the opinion that
his claim is not vrell founded. UDtil and after
tbe election of Kellogg, Gov. Packard and
what >9 known as his legislature were the de
facto and de jure government of Louisiana.
Upon this legislature devolved the duty of
That
electing a senator of the United States.
duty was performed by tbem in the election of
Ko subsequent events, especially
Kellogg.
successful
revolution through treasonable
force could undue what has been lawfully done.
The doctrine contended for bv Spofford, if established, would render insecure all vested political rights. It would offer a premium to overthrow by force the result in every sharply contested election, and at no distant day reduce
ihis country to the unhappy condition of those
wretched communities which are continually a
prey to disorder and civil war.
Your committee therefore report the following resolution and recommmd its passage:
Kesolved, That William Pitt Kellogg is upon
the merits of the case lawfully entitled to a
Beat in the Senate of the United States from
the state of Louisiana for a term of six years,
commencing on the 4tli day of March, 1877,
and that he be admitted there upon taking tbe
proper oath.
Resolved, That Henry M. Spofford is not entitled to a seat in the Senate.

THE HURON DISASTER.
The Lan Seen of ibe Vessel Before (be
Disaster.

New York, Nov. 27.—Thecaptain of the
which arrived at Baltimore
that on Friday evening, just
before dusk, he met and passed the steamer
Huron 1G miles SSE. of Cape Henry, heading
south under full sail with tbe exception of the
mizzen-gaff top-sail, with steam on and apparThe Mississippi passed to tbe
ently using it.
leeward of the Huron, so close that Captain

brig Mississippi,
Monday, reports

Merchant says be could have thrown bis cap on
board oi her.
He desoiibes the officer of the
deck, and gives details of tbe tteamer's appearance. At the time of passing, the wind was
ESE with a velocity of 15 miles per hour. The
Huron was close hauled, beading two points
west of tbe line of the coatt, that is, iu tbe exact direction of and not 30 miles from where
she sfrack. She was pitching heavily and going through the water slowly, and was six and
a quarter miles off False Cape in eight fathoms
of water.
There was nobody in tbe ohains
heaving lead, aud Merchant, who is an experienced shipmaster and intimately acquainted
with the coatt.was astonished to see the Huron
running in the direction she was. He says she
could have sailed back to Cape Henry with the
wind abaft her beam any time during tbe
night. He was probably tbe last person who
saw the vessel before she struck.
Master George Mentz, reported lost on the
Huron, was transferred in September to the
Monongahela and is now at Gibraltar,
The following reported lost are in tbe Brooklyn naval hospital sick:
James Jenkins of j Newfoundland.
James W. Smith, colored.
Thomas Witham of Gloucester, Mass.
Οβο. M. Sheppard.
James Burns of Ireland.

[Special to Press,]
TIIE DAVH-HOSKIER BACK.
Davia Wiii-Bnner Claim· Foul bat (he
Claim Disallowed.
Boston, Nov. 27.—Fully ten thousand people witnessed the three mile race today on the
Charles river, between Davis and Hosmer, and
810,000 changed bands. Hosmer foaled the
stake boat in turning, having led Davis to the
one and a half mile point
The men then
rowed a quarter of a mile even and the struggle was very exciting. A foul occurred at this
point and Hosmer stopped. Tbe referee decid-

ed no foal and awarded the race to Davis.
Time 23 mln. 01 sec. Previous to the race the
betting was largely in favor of Davie, and last
night he was offered 3100 to withdraw.
[To the Associated Press]
nigh Water in tbe Kennebec.
Augcsta.Nov. 27.—The water in the Kennebec is some seven feet higher than before the
rain storm that closed today, and is still rieing
though no material damage has yet been done
or is apprehended. The storm vras more violent than any with which we have been visited
for six years, 4>s inches of water falling on the
level.
Senator Blaine Bapidly Improving.
Senator Blaine has been rapidly recovering
his health and strength within tbe past few
days. He confidently expects now to bo able
to reach Washington early next week.
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tbe sea ia falling and that efforts will be made
this afternoon to recover the bodies from tbe
wreck. It is supposed the dead bodies of 15
men are lashed to the main rigging and5 or 6
to tbe mizzen.
Tbe steamer Baker remains
anchored off the wreck.
No todies have been
since
tbe
last report.
recovered
The observer at Kitty Hawk reports at 3.40
p. m. the bod; of a black man was washed
ashore.
Master Conway, ensign Young and cadet engineer Warburton of the wrecked steamer Huron arrived here today and
immediately went
to the Navy Department in response to instructions. Cadet engineer Warburton had a conversation with the engineer-in-chief at the
Navy Department and made a statement to
him relative to the engines of the Huron.
Warburton paid excellent tribute to tbe conditions of the engines. He says that at least one
hour after she struck the engines and all tbeir
dependencies were in good working order. After she bilged and got further over tbe fires
were hauled from one set of boilers and continued to work with the remaining.
Set to
work pumping out the ship and working the
engine. The working of the engines for so
long a time after the ship struck is regarded as
excellent evidence of the efficiency of the machinery and strength of the ship.
Tbe signal service observer at Kitty Hawk
reports as follows :
The dead body of Capt. J. J. Guthrie, paymaster of the life saving station district No. 6,
and two colored men have been washed ashore
5 miles north of this station. The bodies bave
been buried.
Thirteen dead bodies have been
washed ashore near No. 0 station—one named
Lieut. Simmons, one corporal marine name
unkDown, nine sailors and soldiers and two
colored men.
Fokt Monroe, Nov. 27 —In regard to the
sailing of the Huron Friday last in the face of
a storm, it is stated that
Friday morning Admiral Trenchard signalled to Captain Evan,
if
bis
enquiring
draughtsman had arrived, and
being answered in the affirmative replied, "'You
can go to sea when you choose."

STEAMER BUENED.

Body Becovered.

Becnswick.Nov. 27.—The body of a Frenchnamed Porteas, who was drowned in the
Androscoggin river last spring, was. found today. It was probably dislodged by the Ireshman

et.
Preaheta onlihefAndroacoggin and Wand y
Rivera.
Lewistox, Nov. 27.—The Androscoggin has
risen over five feet and is still rising slowly. It
has not been so high before since the freshet of

1869.

Fakmington, Nov. 27.—There is a heavy
freshet on tbe Sandy liver, which is higher
than since 1869. The roads are badly washed
and the small bridges and culverts are much
damaged. The mcrntng mails are delayed. No
serious damage is reported.

MARINE NEWS.
A Rockland Mrhoonrr Wrrchcd and 8e»M I.ire» Lom.

NOBFOLK, Nov. 27.—The schooner Frank
Jameson, bound to Richmond with ice, built at
Rockland, Me., and owned bj Snow, Farrell &
Co., was wrecked on Smith's Island on Sunday
night. The crew of eight were all drowned except one boy. The vessel has gone to pieces.
[Special Despatch to the Press.)
Rockland, Nov. 27.—The crew lost with the
schooner Frank Jameson of this port, off
Smith's Island, Norfolk, Va., daring the gale
of Sunday are as follows:
Captain, J as. Jameson, Charles Grant, mate, John Coster, stewart, all of Rockland; Edward Lervey, Friend-

ship,

and William

Dcdge,

New

York,

seamen.

William Weed, Rockport, saved. Capt. Jameson leaves a wife and three children.
In

General

The schooner Edwin, from Am boy for Hart-

ford, ashore on City Island has broken her k«el
amidships. Her cargo muit be taken oat be-

fore the vessel is raised.
The crew of the bark Hattie G. Hall, from
New York for Qeenstown, before reported
abandonded, have lauded at Falmouth,

Destruction of the C. D. Xortham

at the
Entrance of the ttound—A Number of
Lire· Lost.
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in some degree at least io tbat reign of terror
which beat down and overwhelmed the ballot
box. He coald not think it was hostile to him
to favor an investigation of the whole matter
by the commi ttee.
Mr. Wodlelgh again referred to the testimony, »nd said he did not see how any man could
sanction, cover np or excuse testimony like
this. He favored an investigation of the whole
affair by the Committee on Elections.
Mr. Saulsbury inquired if it would be proper
to refer this case to a committee, three members of which had prejudged it this evening.
Mr. Spencer at 2.30 moved an adjournment.
26 to 28.
Rejected,
The llepublican Senators made many motions for adjournment and recess, but all were

rejected.

At 3 o'clock Mr. Wadleigh held the floor and
read lengthy extracts from the testimony taken by the Senate committee which visited South
Carolina.
At 3.30 dilatory motions from ^Republicans
continued. They favored an adjournment and
if they could not carry it, (avored a continuation of the session until 12 o'clock, when the
Kellogg case was to be reported by the Committee on Elections, and would take precedence
of the Butler case.
Tbe reading of the testimony taken by the
committee which visited South Carolina was
continued at length, at the request of Mr. Wadleigh, who held the floor, by yielded occasionally for motions for recess or to adjourn, all of
which were rejected.
At 3.45 a. m. all the seats on the Republican
eide of the chamber were vacant. Ml. Chaffee,
who occupies a seat on the Democratic side,
arose to a question of order that no quorum was
present, and a call of the roll developed tbe
faot that but thirty-four Senators, three less
than a quorum, were present.
During tbe roll call Mr. Mitchell came into
the chamber, and his name beiogtcalled he said
he had paired for tbe night with Senator Merrimon, and if the Senate should compel him to
answer to this roll call he gave notice that he
would break tbe pair on all other questions.
Mr. Whyte moved that the eergeant-at-arms
be directed to request the attendance of the absent Senators. It was ordered.
fk
l-i-î 3:-.
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The Vice President directed a call of the roll,
and the following answered:
Messrs. Anthony, Bailey, Bayard, Beck,
Biirnside, Cameron of Pa., Chaffee, Cbristiancv, Cockrell, Coke, Davis ol W. Va., Dawes,

DenDis, Garland, Gordon, Harris, Hereford,
Hill, Howe, Jones of Fla., Jones of Nev., Kernan, Lamar, McDonald, McPherson,
Matthews, Maxey, Morgan, Patterson, Randolph,
Saultbury, Thurman. Voorhees, Wadleigh,

Whye and Withers—37 in all.
The Vice President announced a quorum

Wallace,

TWKNTY-ÏOtB

present.

Debate

HOURS.

Dbp't, Office Cbiïk Signal
Officer, Washington. U.C.,
>
Nov, 28, (1 A. M.J J

War

For New Buglanii
and the Middle Atlantic States,
risiug bammiter, southerly winds veering to colder
western
or
northwesterly, partly cloudy weather and
occasional light rains are probable.
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nothing in order except the motion to adjourn, which was then
made by Mr. Teller.
Rejected, 4 to 20, Comover and Davis Dot answering to their
names.
No quorum having voted Mr. Why te inquired if the sergeant-at-arms bad executed the order ol the Senate.
The Vice President replied that the officer
had reported that he had notified the absent
Senators to attend, but that be bad no means to
compel attendance.
Mr. Wbyte then called for the readiDg of the
third rule, which provides that no Senator shall
absent himself ftom the Senate without leave,
and gives the sergeant-at-arms power to compel
the attendance of absent Senators.
Mr. Wbyte—Does the sergeant-at-arms report that he notified the absent Senators?
The Vice President—He does.
Mr. Wallace—Let him make his report in
writiug. We want the name of the Senators
who were notified that the country may know
who they are.
Mr. Conkling objected to such a report, and
said there was nothing in the rales which authorized less than a quorum of the Senate to
direct the sergeant-it-arms to prepare a list of
absentees, which might be published to the
country. Many Senators might bave been compelled to leave on account of physical infirm-
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ed as to what was becoming, he trusted he
should have the good sense to seek that instruction from other ..source) than the Senator from
Massachusetts.
When he made the statement
that in no civilized country could a man be
condemned without an opportunity to cross-examine the witness, was it an answer for the
Senator from the great state of Massachusetts,
to say that in no oountry would such wrongs be
committed as there had been in the South?
That answer was unbecoming bis character,and
nothing prevented him from using a harsher
term to denounce the statement of the Senator
from Massachusetts, butthe proprieties of the
Senate chamber. There was not a good man in
the South who had not denounced all the outDid it become an American Senator to
rages.
throw calumny upon eight millions of people,
upon thirteen great states whose glory did not
pale before that of Massachusetts herself? Here
today, the Senators bad witnessed an assault
made by the other side of the chamber upon
one of their own number, one whom the
policy
of the Republicans bad put over the people of
the South, The Republicans had had control
of that section, they had the army and navy
and judiciary, and now they undertook to lay
their own crimes at the doors of the Southern
people. If his (Ransom's) manner was wrong
or objectionable, he could not help it—he could
not help his nature.
But he desired to say
to the Senator from Massachusetts that when
he (Ransom) saw the man come here who was
the peer of all, in whose veins flowed the blood
of Oliver Perry—wheu he beard tbat bright
name assailed, he must defend it.
Mr. Hill of Ga., said he desired to appeal to
the sense of justice of the Senator from Massachusetts, to know what the discussion about
the Hamburg trouble had to do with the election of Corbin or Butler.
Mr. Cameron of Wis.—Has not Gen. Butler
been indicted?
Mr. Hill—He has not. He had asked to be,
but a Republican solicitor said the evidence
was not sufficient.
Mr. Wadleigh again quoted from the evidence before the South Carolina committee and
said tbat the Xu-Klux outrages were not denounced by the Democratic party.
Mr. Thurman said he had denounced the
outrages over and over again, and it was the
Senator's ignorance which had made him assert what he did.
Mr. Allison of Iowa at 1.30 a. m., moved to
adjourn. Rejected, 25 to 27.
Discussion upon the legality of the legislature which elected Butler, the political troubles
in South Carolina, &c., was continued at some
length by Mr. Conkling, who read numerous
extracts from the report of the committee iu
in the South Carolina case. He said that with
the beginning of the Hamburg affair and extending on until election day, there were disorders, acts of violence, tumults and ttrrorism
in that state. Referring to the testimony of
Adams, who commanded the colored company
through which the white men drove a horse a
buggy just befort the Hamburg trouble, Mr.
Conkling said that he might have been ignorant, he may have been painted black by nature's brush, he may have been the descendant
of tiger huDters on the coast of Africa, but he
was a born leader of men.
He spoke of the
acts of Adams, and said tbat whether he wore
the robe or rags, he would piu his faith to him
with more confidence than be would to other
men—no matter whose blood runs through
their veins. Tbe evidence shows that Butler
was a party to unlawful and brutal and vile proceed'ngs in South Carolina, and he was près-
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and are said to have come from a stove in the
kitchen. One story current is that .seveial negro waiters came in from a spree on shore and
kindled a fire to cook a lunch, and that it was
they who set fire to the boat. The fire had
spread considerably before it was seen from the
shore and before the sleeping persons on board
were aronsed. The firemen dragged out several
employes after they had become iosensible from
suflocation. Tba flames raged until 1 o'clock.
Toe captain says that eight waiters and four
firemen are missing. Possibly some of them
mas turn up alive, but he fears that the loss of
life will reach six or eight at least.
Tbe C. H.
Northam was built in 1873, and was a magniScent craft, 325 feet lond and 14 wide, with ISO
staterooms and accommodations for 700 passeagers. She was a side-wheeler and at the tine
oi her destruction was in perfect order.
At tbe time of the conflagration there weri
on board J. Higgins and T.
lîrennao, first and
second mates, chief engineer Sidney Baurhyte.
watchman Thomas i'annan, John liaurbyte, oil
man. Allen Hogao, officers' waiter, Georje
Jackson and Henry Croft, waiters, Joeejii
Smith, painter, and several of tbe crew. Of
this number
Hogan, Jackson, Smith and Crtft

KO Η

27.—At 2.30 a.m., Mr.
Ransom of North Carolina, as the
reading of
the testimony in regard to the Hamburg massacre was about being resumed,
enquired if M.
C. Butler had bad an opportunity of cross-examining the witnesses.
Mr. Cameron of Louisiana, said the testimony of the witnesses had been taken down by
a stenographer
and banded to Butler, and be
suggested to Mr. Merrimon, a member of the
committee, such witnesses as he desired to
have examined and the questions he wished
asked.
Mr. Ransom asked if this testimony was not
excluded from the sessions of the committee.
Mr. Cameron replied in the affirmative.
Mr. Hoar—(sotto voce)—"The usual way."
Mr. Kansom referred to the remark made by
Mr. Hoar, whicb be said reached his ear, and
said it was unusual in|any civilized community
to have testimony taken to damn a man and not
to allow him to be present to cross-examine the
witnesses.
Had not Corbin, the contestant
of Butler, these same witnesses with him two
or three weeks?
Mr. Cameron—Nearly all the Democratic
witnesses were under an indictment, and they
were summoned to' Columbia to attend
court,
Corbin then being TJ nited States District Attorney for South Carolina.
Mr. MacDonaldof Indiana asked if the Senator from New Hampshire would not read the
testimony of Butler.
Mr. Wadleigh said he thought it beet to put
in one side of the case first
Mr. Hoar said the Senator from South Carolina (Ransom) assumed a style of speech unbecoming to him.
Mr. Ransom—"Mr. President—"
Mr. Hoar (excitedly)—"I do not y eld. I
have the floor."
Continuing his remarks, he
said he must say that it was a strange thing
that in any place where common or Christian
law prevailed, and that among the members of
a great party not a man was
found to raise his
hand to stop them.
Mr. Ransom said that he held the floor by the
courtesy of the Senator from New Hampshire
(Wadleigh) but the Senator from Massachusetts
(Hoar) interrupted him and then claimed the
floor; that that Senator during his remarks took
occasion to first reflect upon him, then upon the
party with which he acted, and upon the section which he loved.
He had desired to say

announced that there

New York, Nov, 27.—The steamer C. H.
Noriham of the New Haven line was almost
totally consumed by fire this morning.
8be
bad been lying idle at a dock at the feot of
South Seventh street, Williamsburg, since the
close of the summer travel season, tbe regular
tripe on tbe line having been made by the
β teamen Continental and Elm City.
About 20
persons were living aboard of her, consisting
of the officers, sailors and waiters. The flames
broke out at half-past 2 o'clock this morning,

INDICATIONS
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finally Adopted.

At tbe Cabinet meeting today the name of
ex-Congressman Jno. IS. Hawley of Illinois
was decided upon as Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury to succeed Gov. McCormick, whose
resignation so long pending has been accepted
to take effect the 1st of next month. The Cabinet devoted attention particularly to the PresiIt was agreed upon by tbe
dent's message.
various heads of departments not to publish
their reports until tbe day of the meeting of
the regular session.
Bills Introduced in the Home.
A bill was introduced in the House by Kepresentative Schleicher to reduce the cost of tbe
defence of the south-westerly boundary of the
United States by the construction of a railroad
It authorizes the Secretary of
and telegraph.
War to contract for tbe building and equipping
anù
same
of the
appropriates therefor £20,000
per mile exclusive of sidings and turnouts.
Representative Banning of Ohio today introduced a bill providing for tbe repeal of special taxes now imposed upon brewers, rectifiers,
wholesale liquor dealers, saloon keepers, manufacturers and wholesale and retail dealers in
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Struggle.

umstances

Washington, Nov. 27.—The observer at the
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of

nearly

an

hour followed upon qies-

tions of order.
At five o'clock Wadleigh, who held the floor
when the fact was developed of no quorum, resumed reading testlmonj taken by committee
in eessioaThurman objected and said it had been the
usage of the Senate to allow a senator to read
almost anything as part of his speech, bat that
usage had never been abused until to-night.

Ile cited authorities and said a Senator
might send to the clerk's desk and ask to have
read thirteen volumes of Ku Klux testimony,
but it could not be done without the permission
of the Senate. If be could have it done without such permission the proceedings of the Senate would be at the mercy of a eiogle Senator.
He therefore demanded that the question be
sabmitted to the Senate.
Wadleigh said it was not gross abuse to lay
before the SaDate evidence absolutely necessary
to enable the Senate to judge of the case.
He
wanted to let the country know that in this
Senate a party sought to seat a member whose
record would not bear examining.
Mr. Bayard said a great deal had been said
today and charges made against the Democratic party. The Senator from New Hampshire
said there was a desire on the part of the Democratic party to exclude from the country the
facts in nearly three volumes takpn a year ago.
This was not taken in Mr. Butler's case, but
by the committee which hid passed out of excase
was
istance long before the present
thought of.
Mr. Bayard continued at some length and
moved a
was followed by Mr. Edmunds, who
recess until 11 a. m.
Rejected, yeas 23, nays
2G.
Mr. Wadleigh then continued reading testimony and several notices to adjourn were de-

feated.
At 8 o'clock Mr. Mitchell moved to go ioto
executive Bession. Defeated, yeas 1G, naye 23.
The Republicans continued to make dilatory
motions and to read testimony until 11.30 a. m.,
when Mr. Allison moved to take a recess until
1 o'clock. Keiected, yeas 21, naye 25.
At 12 o'clock (noon) Mr. Wadleigh moved to
take a recess until 2 o'clock.
Rejected, yeas
23, nays 26.
Mr. Wadleigh who had held the floor since
10.30 last nighi, gave notice be now yielded
the floor.
At 12.05 Mr. Hoar of Massachusetts, who occupied the chair during the temporary absence
of the Vice President, said he would call the
attention of the Senate to the fact that the
hour of 12, which was the hour for the daily
meeting of the Senate, had airived. In the
judgment of the chair legislative day continued
until adjournment took place, and unless objection was made would be so considered.
No
objection being made, Mr, Dorsey moved to resume the discussion of legislative business.
Rejected, yeas 22, nays 25.
Mr. Merrimon now took the floor and in a
lengthy speech defended the Democratic party
in the South and the character of M. C. Butler
of South Carolina.
Mr. Merrimon argued that the presence of
federal troops In South Carolina effected the
vote of[that state to the extent at least of 10,votes.
Again it was the common impression
that the negroes in South Carolina voted the
Republican ticket, which was erroneous, as
thousands of negroes voted for Hampton.
He
argued that there was a conspiracy in South
Carolina to prostitute the army to carry the
election there for the Republican party and
Corbin was concerned in that conspiracy.
Mr. Cameron of Wisconsin referred to the
testimony and charged there had been intimidation and violence in South Carolina against
colored people in the campaign of 187G. He
spoke at some length of the rifle clubs organized for the purpose of intimidation.
the
Pending
being
question
upon
ameutaient submitted last night by Mr. Mitchell, providing that the resolution be made
a special order for 12.30
today, be said the
time mentioned in that amendment having
passed, he would modify the same so as to
make the resolution a special order for Wednesday, Nov 23th, at 12.30 p. m. Rejected,
yeas ζύ, uays

ao.

The question then recurred on the resolution of Mr. Thurman, which reads:
Resolved, That the committee on e'ections be
discharged from the consideration of the credentials of M. C. Butler of South Carolina, and
it was agreed to, yeas 29, nays 27, as follows:
Teas—Messrs. Bailey, Bayard, Beck, Cockrell,
Coke, Conover, Davis of W. Va., Dennis, Garland,
Gordon, Harris, Hereford, Hill, Jones of Fla., Ker-

Lamar, McCreery, McDonald, Mcpherson, Merrimon, Morgan, Patterson, ltandolph, Saulsburv,
Tharmau, Voorhees, Wallace, Whyte and Withers—

nan,
29.

Kays—Messrs. Allison, Anthony, Booth, Brnce,
Burnside, Cameron of Fa Cameron of Wis.,Chaflee,
Conkling, Dawee, Dorsey, Edmunds, Hoar, Howe,
Jones ot Nev.. Kirkwood, McMillan, Matthew»,
Mitchell, Morrill. Oglesby. Paddock, Kollins, Saunders, Spencer, Teller and Wadleigh—21.
Messrs. Armstrong, Grover, EatOD, Barnum,
Kaneom, Johnston and Maxey who would have
voted in the affirmative, were paired with
Messrs. Plumb, Blaine, Christiancy, Sargent,
Hamlin, Iegalls, Windom and Ferry, who
wouldjhave voted in the negative.

Immediately

the announcement of the
vote by which the resolution discharging the
committee was adopted, Mr. Edmunds objected to the present consideration of the credentials and under the rule therefore it was laid
upon

over.

Mr. Thurman moved that the Senate adjourn
until 3.30 today.
After some discussion Mr. Thurman withdrew his motion to adjourn till 3.40 today and
moved that Butler of South Carolina be sworn
as senator from that state.
Edmunds—That matter has gone over under
my objection.
Thurman—I can make a motion today. I
don't ask to take it up.
The Vice President—The whole subject mat
ter of these credentials lies over under objection, but the Chair thinks the senator from
Ohio (Thurman) has the light to enter the motion today.
Mr. Edmunds gav> notice that immediately
after the reading of the journal tomorrow he
would call up the highest matter of privilege
touching the credentials of Kellogg, reported
from the committee on elections.
The Seriate then on motion of Mr. Thurman
(by yeas 28, nays 27) went into executive session and at 4 o'clock when the doors were reopened, the Senate after a continuous session
of 28 hours adjourned till 12 o'clock tomoirow.
HOUSE.
Mr. Morrison of Illinois, asked unanimous
consent to addess the House for a few minutes
upon the currency question.
Consent being
given he went on and made his speech.
Mr. Singleten, chairman of the Printing Committee, reported a resolution providing for the
printing of 10,000 copies of testimony taken by
the monetary commission, together with the reports for the use of the House.
Mr. Hewitt said the report was a one sided
document, and moved to recommit the resolution to the committee.
Mr. Stephens moved to amend the resolution
so as to allow any gentleman who testified before the commission to examine his evidence
before printed.
After discussion the resolution was recommitJ
Mr.

Shelley

asked leave to offer a reflation

reciting that the loss of the Huron was caused
by unseaworthiness, that other vessels were
now being repaired and in like
conditioo, and
that it was poor economy to repair old balks,
and directing the Secretary of the Navy to suspend work on naval vessels now being repaired,
and providing for the appointment of a board
to proceed to the several
navy yards aDd iospeot
all vessels under repair.
Mr. Hale of Maine, objected.
A bill sassed removing the
political disabilities of Albert M. Lee of Texas.
A number of bills were introduced and referred, among them the following:
By Mr. Money for free transmission through

Tlie

yards.
By Mr. Biddle restoring to the pension rolls
names of all soldiers stricken off on account of
disloyalty, also repealing the act prohibiting

payment'by any officer to any person not known

have been opposed to the rebellion.
Mr. Crittenden astred unanimous consent for
the consideration of his resolution
requesting
the President to state what legal impediments
exist that prevent him from executing the
laws,
in relation to the Union Pacific Kailroad and
its branches.
Mr. Price objected.
Mr. Crittenden moved to
suspend the rules
and adopt the resolution.
This being one of
the last six days of the session when it is in order to move to suspend the rules, the Chair
entertained the motion and the question
being
put the resolution was adopted, 12!) to 41, twothirds voting in the affirmative.
The House then, at 3 o'clock, adjourned till
to

Friday.

A communication was read from
the Chaplain inviting the members to attend services
Thanksgiving at Moant Vernon Place church.

THE INDIANS.
Fears of

Outbreak at Fort Hall.
Nov. 27.—A despatch has been
received by the Commissioner of Indian Afan

Washington,

fairs,

as follows:
Fort Hall Agency, Ross Forks, Idaho, Nov. 16.
—The Indian who shot the two teamsters
last
summer was

atresced and tnrned over to the
the 21th inst., who took him to Melad. Shortly after an Indian friend of the
prisoner shot dead Alexrnder
Rahden, a young
man in the
employ of a beef contractor. I
have telegraphed to Fort Hall for
troops to arrest the Indians.
sheriff

on

(Signed,)

This was

Danielson, Agent.
followed by a despatch today from

Danielson, stating that he

was apprehensive of
outbreak, and requested troops to bs sent to
keep the peace. The Commissioner communicated these facts to the Secretary of War
and

an

troops

were

accordingly sent

to

Fort Hall,

Municipal Elections.
Dovek, Ν. N,, Nov. 27.—The municipal election passed off quietly here today.
Mayor
Foye's majority was reduced from last year
which was 712, to 58. The Republicans elected

Board

of Aldermen and all but two of the
Council. The vote for Mayor was, S. H.
Foye
855; George W. Tash 790.
Providence, Nov. 27.—The municipal election today apparently results in no choice for
Mayor.
Doyle, Republican, has 3135; A. J.
Barnaby, Democrat, supported by disaffected
Republicans, 3077; scattering 101. Doyle lacks
22 of an election. The official count
may change
the result. The City Council is
Republican as
usual. Prof. Georgo I. Cbace, long
connected
with Brown University, is elected an
man.

Alder-

George O. Ingraham, mail carrier at Cleveland, Ohio, was arrested yesterday for
tbe mails for six months. He confesses robbing
to have

taken money and
jewelry,
A large and orderly
meeting of log and lumbermen was held at Pascagoula
yesterday. Peowere present along tbe coaet from
Mobile to
ew Orleans.
Resolutions were passed pledging citizens to aid the government in right efforts to protect the government
lands, and appealing to Congress for protection against unwarranted seizures by agents ut the
Interior

Sle

Department.

One man and probably two were kilied on
tbe Worcerster railroad, near
Lonsdale, last
evening while walking oa the track.

Turco-Russian War.

More Rumor· of Peace.
London, Not. 27.—The Standard's Sistova
despatch says the Russians preparations for
wintering in Bulgaria bave been countermanded. It is expected that after the fall of Plevna
an armistice will be concluded and that
preliminaries of peace will be arranged.
Not.
Vienna,
127.—The Turkish embassy
here denies that an[Ottomau ambassador sounded Count Andrassy relative to mediation. The
ambassador has not yet presented his credentials.
The erening papers publish Bucharest advices that Prince Gortschakoff is
engaged in a
lively diplomatic intercourse. A proposal has
already been made for a confeience on peace

conditions.

The Capture «fPravefa.

London, Not. 27.—The Times Vienna correspondent says the capture of Pravetz (not
Provitz as before reported) enables the Russians so to threaten Mehemet Ali's communications,should he attempt to force the Orchanie
and Plevna road, that be must either retake
Pravetz before he makes the attempt or else
move with hia main forther west in the direction of Berkvoa.
The Times Cettinje correspondent says a
Turkish fleet of iron-clads and transport· were
reported to be passing Corfu Sunday. They are
expected at Aulivari immediately.
War Note*.
It is announced that the Roumaaians bave
occupied Setbru and Lom Palaka.
The Times' Belgrade correspondet states that
a Servian battalion
recently crossed the frontier
near Vatarinba to protect some
Bulgarians and
children. The Turks drove ihe Servians back
and many were killed and wounded on both
sides. A commission have left Belgrade to investigate the matter. The various consols have
been informed of the affair.
Times Vieuna correspondent telegraphs that
intelligence has been received from Constantinople that the speedy fall of Mahmond Damid
Pasha is anticipated in consequence of discontent at the loss of Kars.

MARRIFCD.

The following were the closing quotations of Gov- |
securities:
United States 6e, 1881 reg..
110|
United States 6s, 1881, coup
11°3
United States6-20*8, 1865,new
...106$
United States new 4*s, reg, ex.
104$ I
United States new 4Js, coup
United States 4 per cents,
104J
coup
United States 1867, reg
109$
United States 1867, coupon
109J
United States, 1868, coup
m
I
United States new 5's reg
1062 I
United States new 5s, coup
United States 10-40'e, reg
108
United States 10-40s, coup.
.108$
Oarrencv 6's
......1213
eminent

FRANCE.
The QueMion of Refusing the Budget—
Pronpect of a Necoud Dis.olution.
Pabh, Nov. 27.—The Budget committee of
the Deputies will sis Wednesday to deliberate
npon the question of refusing to vote the Budget unless MacMahon takes a Republican cabinet. The Chamberjare expected to decide this

question Thursday.
The Figaro says should the government dissolve the Deputies a state of siege will only be
proclaimed on the frontier provinces, and a
few departments, particularly those where

newspapers are discussing the disposition of the
army. Later the Figaro declares it even possible that a state of siege may be proclaimed irrespective of the question of dissolution.
Jη
Paiis and other large cities newspapers are discussing whether the army will support MacMahon or the Republicans in case of |a conflict.
During two nights past small manuscript placards insulting or threatening MacMahon have
been posted in various quarters of Paris.
The Gazette df-s (Tribunaux states that 100
persons were arrested yesterday for drunkenness, raising seditious cries and insulting or resisting the police.
The Moniteur Urging Conciliation—The
President Still Obstinate.

Versailles, Not. 27.—The Moniteur still

a conciliatory policy.
It says the Bonaarj besieging the Elysee with declarations that a fresh dissolution of the Chamber
of Deputies is indispensable and ought to be
followed by a state of siege and a plebiscite.
The Moniteur points out that these co unsels
conflict with the government's resolution not to
infringe upon the constitution.
The Desbats announces that M. Buthie has
had an Interview with President MacMahon as
a delegate of the constitutional
Bight Centre,
and urged him to take a moderate Bepublican
cabinet. The President however expressed resentment on account of Saturday's vote in the
Deputies. It is said that the Constitutionalists,
Dot»ithstanding this failure, will again endeavor to obtaiu a ministry from the Left Centre.
In the Chamber of Deputies today a
partial
report of the Budget committee was read, declaring the supplementary credits decreed after
the last dissolution illegal. The report was not
discussed because the ministers were absent
The proceedings of the Budget committee were

urges

partiste

secret.

The London Time*

on

the Situation.

Londojj, Nov. 27.—The Times' Paris

respondent summarizes the
lows:

situation

cor

»s

fol-

The Left ane the Marshal are alike determined not to yield. But as the latter has hitherto refused te act without the
support of the
Senate, ail still depends upon the little group
of Orleahists, who, according to the litest reports, seem inclined to abandon the attitnde, in
tavor of conciliation, which they have main-

tained.

The Palis correspondent of the Times discussing the assertiou of the Moniteur that
President MacMahon may submit to the Senate
the alternative of dissolution or his
resignation

if the Chamber refuses to vote the
budget,
says that others believe and they are probably
right, that if the Senate refuses a second dissolution President MacMahon will bold himself absolved from his rash promises and ta e a
Cabiaet acceptable to the Chamber. Iteports
are also current that the Left intend to send a
conciliatory deputation to urge the Marshal to
return to the normal system of
government by
the majority. The same correspondent
says it
is understood the budget committee
ignoring
Minister de Welche's motion for a separate
consideration of the four categories of direct
taxes will themselves submit a recommendation to the same effect.
minor

telegrams.

C. A Starbuck was arrested at Hopkinton
yesterday for polygamy.
The American Colonization Society sends an
expedition to Liberia on the 2d of Jannarv.
Three mea indicted for tarring and feathering a woman of doubtful character at Waterford, Pa., were all sentenced to the penitentiary for from one to ten years.
The tag Thompson was burned at Erie, Pa

yesterday.

Monday the Borden mine near Froetberg,
fell ia and imprisoned John Davis and
At 6 o'clock that evening they

Md.,

John Hagir.

bad no been rescued.

Charles Clark, charged with participating in
Philadelphia, has been acquit-

the July riots at
ted.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Review of
FOB

THE

the Portland markets.
WEEK ENDI2ÏQ NOT. 27.

The markets are still quiet and there is litt le new
note. This unusual dulness is owing to the unsettled state ol the currency question and the likelihood that Congress will pass the silver bill before adjournment. Then the fact that it is holiday week
has a tendency to make trade less active than it
would otherwise have been. The money market ia
unchanged. We quote gold at $1.02J.
to

Apples are steady and unchanged at $3.00@$4.00
per bbl., although real choice lots ol apples may run
a little higher. Yellow
eye beans are a little stronger and we quote them at
$2.25@$2.87 per bbl. Good
nice lots of family butter still command from 18@25c
but common store lots are dull and prices
are
reduced
to
Cheese
is
14@16c.
dull
and we
quote a decline ia Maine
products. Coffee is firm at quotations this week. Cooperage is dull and unchanged. Copper and cordage
show no change in prices. Drugs and dyes are a little quiet now and there is no change to notice. Duck
demand at the quotations of last week. The
fish market is dull and there is but little change to
notice. Shore herring are rather firmer and we quote
them at $4.25@$5.00. Flour is quiet and sales very
light with no change to note in prices, Ilaisins are
lower and a reduction will be noticed in our quotations. Valencia oranges have arrived and are quoted at $8 50. Corn is rather firmer thau last week
and the prices given this week will represent ttie condition of the market. Hay is coming in quite freely
and is quoted at $14@$I6 for pressed, and
from
the
carts.
§16 @$17
Iron is firm
and unchanged.
Lard is dull and our quotations show a decline in prices. Leather is working
along steady with no change to note. Lumber is deciiedly dull both for home consumption and loreign
shipment. Molasses is dull this week and without
change iu price. Oil is eteady and there is no special
movement to note. Faints are a little firmer. Beet
is fairly firm while pork is dull and easier; round
hogs are coming in very plenty and arc quoted at 6@
6Jc. Eggs art quoted at 22®26c. Sugars are dull
and declining; we quote Qranulated at 10}, Extra C
at 9}, and C at 8Jg83. Teas are quiet and unchanged. Tobacco continues the same.
is in lair

Clearing House Transaction·.
Portland, Not. 27.
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
the transaction of business as follows yesterday :
Gross Exchanges
Net Balances

£101,268
20,704 17
76

Foreign Import·.
GRAND MENAN, NB. Schr Majostic-120 qtla
100 boxes herring, 38 bbls do to order.

codfish,

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1000 bush corn meal to Ο
<Ss
Co.
W True
Kenton Slock Market.
[Sales at the Broker's Board, Not. 27.]
6 Boston & Maine Railroad
94J
Eastern Railroad
4J@4}
Portland, Saco & I'ortsmouth R. R.......
w b6
110 (gUOJ
Boston & Maine Railroad, 7s
Eastern Railroad new bonds)
50}® 51
—

New %ork Slock and MoneT market.
New York, Nov. 27—Evening.—Money at 5 @ 7
per cent, on call, closing at 6 per cent.
Sterling Exchange firmer at 482 for sixty days and
for demand.
Exports ol domestic

485J

products for the week were
$7,421,4 13,_against $6,133,047 lor the Icorresponding

week in 1876.
Golu opened at 102J, but sold at 103 all the rest of
the day. Carrjing rates 2i @ } per cent., and borrowing rates flat and 3 per cent. I'he clearncee were
$13,290.000. The Customs receipts to-day wero $287,Tho treasury disbursements were $52,200 for
000.
interest and $235,100 for bonds. Government bonds
firm.
The transactions

are

at the Stock Exchange to-day agLake

gregated 159,000 shares, including 64,600 shares

SPECIAL NOTICES.

In tills city, Nov. 26. by Rev. Chas. W. Buck, Her•ert H. Tobey ot New York and Misa Ada A. Hieins of Portland.
In Deering, Nov. 27, at the residence of J. Winslow
tones, Esq., by Rt. Rev. Bishop of Maine, Augustus
;urran Rogers of New York City and M'lle aiuelie
^abarrere of Pau. France.
In Lisbon, Nov, 14. J. H. White of Bowdoinbam
tnd Miss Clara Bletben of Durham.
In Damariscotta, Nov. 18, Fred Flint of Damarislotta and Miss Annie Chapman ot Nobleboro.
In Newcastle, Nov. 19, Joab E. Palmer and Sadie
3. Merrill, both of Nobleboro.

DIED.

KOHLING'S

Fall

Exhibition

··

The

Stocks:

following

were the

closing quotations of

Morris & Essex
Western Union Telegraph Co.
Pacific Mail
New York Central & Hudson R
Erie
Erie preferred

"5I
771
22*
100è

R

I

(A

19*

Michigan Central

611

Panama

124

Union Pacific Stock,
Lake Shore
Illinois Centra)

66}

;

65g
72$

Pittsburg R
Chicago & Northwestern
Chicago Λ Northwestern preferred
New Jersey Central

76

The funeral of Francis Quinn will take place
irom bis late residence No. 18 Poplar stieet this
morning at 8$ o'clock.
In Cumberland Mills, Nov. 26. Lloyd Burleign, son
James and Augustus A. Dickie, aged 3 yeare 8
months 11 days. [Transcript copy ]
In Harrison, Nov. 12. Mrs. Lydia, wife of John
^killings, aged 77 years 10 months 18 days. [Bridgton
News copy.]
In Yarmouth, Nov. 22, Thos M. Reed, son of Nath'l
D. Reed. Esq,, of Pbipsburg. aged 24 years.
In Bridgton, Nov. 16, Mrs. Harriet, wife of Paul
Lord, aged 57 years 9 months.
In Bath. Nov. 19, Mrs. Mary, widow of the late
Louis Everard, aged 89 years.

303

C6$ !
13

Rock island
St. Paul
St. Paui preferred

100J
35|

iTKinutcre Almanac....

Bun rises
Sun set»

OF ALL THE

LATEST

STYLES
IN

—

—

Foreign and Domestic

FABRICS

November 48.
5.30 PM

J High water
.4.211 Moon rises.
7.12

AM

7oJ

Fort Wayne

Chicago
Chicago

|

91
78
100

& Alton
& Alton

MARINE

MEWS,

preferred
|
Mississippi
9§ I
Delaware & Lackawanna
50§
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph
■'OUT OF PORTLAND.
*3$
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities :
Tuesday» We?. JT.
Boston, Hartford & Erie let,
10£ ]
ARRIVED.
Guaranteed
12
Steamship Sardinian, (Br) Dutton, Liverpool—pasCentral Pacific bonds.
·..1078
sengers ana mdse to Η & A Allan.
Union Pacific
107|
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, Boston for EastLand Grants
104
port and St John, NB.
Sinking Funds
?5}
Sch Fred C Holden, McRae, Calais for New York.
Sch Eliza Sawyer, Cook, Calais tor Providence.
Sch Elizabeth, Tracy, Calais for Fall River.
Chicago Cattle Market.
Sch Hudson, Kenniston, Rockland for New York.
Sch S J Gilmoro, Sylvester, Bangor tor Baltimore.
Chicago,Nov. 27.—Cattle—receipts 2900 headjshipSch Telegraph, Post, Bangor for New York.
ments 520 head.
Hogs—receipts 20,000 head; shipments 1400 head;
OLEAREP.
all grades higher; shipping dull, packers paying 4 25
Sch Frank Barker, Coggins. LHbec—D L Cboate.
@ 4 35; choice shipping at 4 40 @ 5 50; light at 4 30 @
Sch Mary Ε Gage, Smith, Joneeport—Nath'l Blake
4 33.
Sch Mariett. Davis. Round Pond—Nath'l Blake.
Sheep—receipts 850 head ; shipments 210; market
Sch Brilliant, Wheeler, St George—D L Choate.
shade stronger; butchers chief buyers at 2 80 @ 412$.
SAILED—Sch Como. Part of the fleet getting under way at sunset.
Ohio &

goods cmbrace the'very

These

Imported

Finest
well

Hie

as

Selections,

Choicest

»

»

Domeaiie J&arket*.

mails for

members of Congress of documents
printed by order of Congress.
By Mr. Shelley for the appointment of a
board of five naval officers to examine the condition of vessels now being repaired at the navy

Shore, 26,900 shares Lackawanna & Western, 25,600
shares Western Union, 13,500 shares North Western,
)000 shares St Paul, 2800 shares New York Central,
1900 shares Illinois Central, 1300 shares
Michigan
Uentral, 1400 shares Erie.

FOREIGN.

.UMV»^VUW

MUI »«J

J

luail

uuu

ami

unchanged. Corn—receipts 326,451 busli ; opened J
better sales 358,001) busb, including 278,000 bush on

spot;60e for ungraded Western Mixed and New York
No 2 ; 62} @ 63c for lor steamer Mixed ; 64c lor New
York No 2 in store; 64J ® 65c do afloat, closing 64$c;
6l£c for new Yellow Western steamer Mixed; No 4
closing at 63c bid. 65c asked; do December 62ic bid,
63e asked; January 61|c bid. 62 asked; 61}c for No 2
November, closing at 644c bid, 64}c asked; 65c do for
December, closing at 64|c bid, 65c askel; do January
closing 65£c bid, 65Jc asked. Oals—receipts 58,456
bush, slightly in buyers favor; sales 36,000 bush ; 35
@ 41c for Mixed Western and State ; 39 @ 45c for
White do, including New York No 3 at 39c;NewYork
No 2 at 39 @ 39|c; Mixed Western 39 @ 4t»ic ; White
Western at 39} @ 42}c; New York No 2 White 41
Jc ;
White State at 38 @ 42}c; ale ο 15,000 bush No 2. uhicago last half December at 40|. Coffee—Rio strong;
cargoes quoted at 15| @ 19fc gold; 15$ @ 21c gold for
job lots. Sugar dull at 7i @ 7} for fair to good
refining; 7| lor prime; 1000 hhds molasses grade and
Muscovado at 6} @ 7} ; 5000 bags Bahia at 6 ; refined
quiet; 9$ for standard A; 9}(cg9fic for granulated;
9} tor powdered ; 10 for crushed. Molasses—Foreign nominal; New Orleans decidedly lower at 40 @
50c for new crop, 35 @ 43c ior old. Κ ice is quiet and
unchanged, fe ire leu ui quiet; crude at 8ic; refined at 13}; 40,000 bbls united at 1 87* @ 1 93%. Tallow is
steady at 7$ @ 7 ll-16c. Naval gforee—
Rosin is unchanged at 170 @175.
Turpeutine
is steady at 34 @ 34}c for Spirits. Eggs
heavy at 22
24}. Pork is heavy; spot fairly active ; futures
ull ; 450 bbls new and old mess at 13 60 @ 13 75.
Beef is quiet.
Cat Meats—Western dull; middles steady ; 6J @ 7 for Western long clear ; city do at
7£. Ijard heavy and lower; 800 tes οί prime steam
at 8 40 @ 8 424 ; 150 tes to arrive at 8 40;1500 tes seller
December at 8 37} @ 8 40 ; 1500 tes seller all the year
at 8 37} @ 8 42}, closing at 8 37} ; 4500 tes
January at
8 42} (aj 8 45
hiskey eteady at 109} @ 110 ;fancy

f2

Freights' to Liverpool—market without important
change; Cotton per sail 3-16 @ 7-32d ; do eteam Jd;
Wheat steam at 8d.

Chicago, Nov. 27.—Flour steady and unchauged.
Wheat heavy and active, but weak and lower; No 1
Chicago Spring at 110 ; No 2 Chicago Spring at 109}
bid ior cash and seller November; 1 08J
108g;seller
December and all the year; 1 08| for January; No 3
Chicago Spring at 102j ; rejected 9tc. Corn unsettled and generally lower ; quoted at 48}c cash and
November ; 43fc December and all year; 41|c seller
January ; rejected 41}c. Oats dull at 26gc cash ; 26}c
ror November; 25} @
25}c for December; 25Jc seller
for January ; rejected 22c. Rye firm at 56c. Barley
in fair demand at 62}c. Pork dull and weak at 11 90
for cash, 11 80 seller November, December and for
all the year. Lard is in lair demand at 7 90 cash and
November; 7 77} seller December and all the year.
Bulk Meats irregular; shoulders at 5; short ribs at
6J; do clear at 6}. Whiskey 1 06.
Freights—Corn to Buft'alo 4.
Receipts—17,000 bbis tlour, 98,000 bush wheat, 131,000 bush corn, 28,000 bush oat*, 4G00 bush
rye, 22,000 bush

barley.

Shipments—13,000 bbls tiour, 10,000 bush wheat,
50,000 bush corn, 11,000 bush oats, 420,000 bush rye,
J 8,000 bush barley.
At the afternoon call ot the board the market closed
—Wheat heavy at 1 07J seller for December and the
year; 1 08} for January. Corn is quiet and } lower.
Oats easier. Fork is easier and 2} lower. Lard un-

changed.
Toledo, Nov. 27.—Flour quiet. Wheat is easier;
extra White Michigan held at 1 35};No 1 White Michigan at 1 32; Amber Michigan on spot at 1 32}; No 4
at 1 32} ^seller lor December 1 32; No 1 Red Winter

331 !
2 nn aunt, at 1 301 "Μλ d or 1 soi· nonamKa^
1 30£; a ο 3 Red 115; Amber Amber 1 25; No 2 Dayton and Michigan Red at 1 29; No 2 Spring at 114.
Cora quiet ; High Mixed at 51c offered ; No 2 on spot
at 50c ; new at 46c; do December at 45c; No 2 White
49Jc; rejected 48c; new do at 43.±c; new Dayton and
Michigan rejected 43c. Oats dull; No2 held at 29£c
and 29c bid.
1

Receipts—000 bbls flour, 33,000 bush wheat, 48,000
bush corn, 2,800 bash oats.
Shipments—000 bble Hour,13,000 bush wheat, 38,000
busb corn, 1,900 bush oats.
Grain in store—Wheat, 349,000 bush; Corn, 220,000
busn ; Oats, 142,C00.
St. Louie, Nov. 27.—Flour is quiet and unchanged; extra fall at 4 65 @ 4 85; double extra fall at 5 10
25; treble extra do 5 50 @5 70. Wheat dull;
ο 3 Red Fall at 1 22J @ 1 22$ lor cash ;
1 23 seller
November; 1 23£ for seller December; No 4 at 110£
bid cash; No 2 Spring 1 07J @ £ cash. Cora is quiet
and firm ; No 2 Mixed at 46j* @ 46$c lor cash ; 42 J @
43£c seller December and seller all year; 38 @ 40c for
cash.
Oats easier; No 2 at 26£c cash; 26J December.
Rye is easier at 56 @ 56Jc. Barley dull ; Minnesota
65 @ 85. Whiskey steady at 1 06. Pork is dull ; jobbing at 12 50 cash. Lard quiet; kettle at si. Bulk
Meats weak ; shoulders 5 J @ 5± ; clear rib sides at 6| ;
clear sides 6J. Bacon inactive ;clear rib sides 8$.
Receipts—2,600 bble hour, 45,000 bush wheat, 42,000 bush corn, 1,800 bush oats, 14,000 bush barley, 2.000 bush rye.

t5

Milwaukee, Nov. 27.—Flour is quiet and unchanged. Wheat weak ; No 1 Milwaukee hard 115J ;
No 1 Milwaukee soft 112J; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 09f ;
December at 1 072; No 3 Milwaukee at 1 05. Corn is

No 2 at 45c. Oats weak ; No 2 at 26ic, Rye is
wanted ; No 1 at 57. Barley lower; No 2 Spring at
69Jc; December 70Jc. Provisions weak; Mess Pork
at 11 90. Lard—prime steam 7 80; kettle at 8g.
Freights—Wheat to Buflalo 5c.
Receipts—13,000 bbls flour, 100,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—20,000 bbls flour, 106,000.bush wheat. Κ
Detroit, Nov. 27.—Flour is firm. Wheat is very
steady; extra White Michigan at 135£ @ 135|; No 1
White Michigan at 1 30£ @ 1 30} cash ; 1 30£ seller for
December and year ; 1 32 @ 1 32 J for January. Corn
steady; No 1 Mixed at 52Jc. Oats—No 1 \Vhite at
31g c cash ; No 1 Mixed 30ic December.
Receipts—2,866 bbls tlour, 35,OCO bush wheat, 7,900 oush corn, 2,400 bush oats.
Shipments—1,535 bbls flour, 38,000 bush wheat,1,500
bush corn, 7000 bush oats.
Cleveland, November 27.—Petroleum market is
in good demand ; standard White 12J.
Memphis, Nov. 27.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands at 101c.
New York, Nov. 27.—Cotton is quiet and steady
Middling uplands at 11 5-16c.
GalvestonNo?. 27.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplands at lOfc.
Charleston, Nov. 27.—Cotton is quiet ; Middling
uplands at 10| @ 10 13 16c.
Wilmington, Nov. 27.—Cotton steady ; Middling
dull ;

uplands at lOgc.
Baltimore, Nov. 27.—Cotton firm ; Middling up
lands at 10£ @ 11c.
NbwOrlaens, Nov. 27.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands lOgc.
Mobile, Nov. 27.—Cotton quiet and steady; Middling uplands at lOgc.
Norfolk, Nov. 26.—Cotton quiet ; Middling up-

ands at 10 Il-I6c.
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SAVANNAH—Ar 24th. barque J W Dresser, (new)
Brown. Belfast; sch S F Seabury, Trim, New York.
Sld 24th. ech Cbarlie Bucki, Foss, Boston.

CHARLESTON-Ar 25th, ship Ida Lily, Curtis,
Tvbee.
"GEORGETOWN, SC-Cld 21st, scb S Ε Woodbury,
Putnam, Mattnpoisett.
GEORGETOWN, DO-Cld 23d, ech G Β McFarland, Harrington. Boston.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 24th inst, scb Isaac Orbeton,
Crockett, Windsor, NS.
Passed down, sch G Β McFarland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 25th, ech C W Lewis, Hupper,
Kennebec
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 29th, ech Warren Sawyer,

Crie,

Boston.
Ar at Delaware

Breakwater 27th, sch Jennie Beaz

ley. Harrington, Cardenas.

NEW YORK—Ar 25th, scbs A CPage, Haley. Kennebec; Hannibal, Pendleton, Fall River; Carrie M
Richardson, Richardson, New Haven for Philadelphia; F A Pike, Robinson, Calais; Eliza J Staples.
Strout, Bangor; Terrapin, Wooster, New Bedford;
Nathl Holmee, Dow, Fall River.
Ar 27th, ships St David, (new) Smalley, Bath ; Thos
M Reed, (new) Small, do; barque J J Marsh, Patterson, Rotterdam; brigs Wauban, Spencer, Seviltp;
Orbit, Nash, Cardenas ; Rocky Glen. Allen, Havana;
Keystone, Beatty, Matanzas ; scb9 Ε A DeHart,
Farnham, Aux Cayes; A F Ames, Achorn, Cedar
Keys, Fla.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 24th, ech War Steed, Gookin,
Perth Amboy.
PORTSMOUTH, RI-Ιη port 24th, sch Gen Banks,
Linecott, from Providence, to load fish scraps for
North

Weymouth.

ti

London, Nov.

27—12.30 P.M.—Consols at 96 13-16
for account.
London, Nov. 27—12,30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 4£s, ai 1041; new 5s, 106} :
67s, 1083; IO-IOs, 108*; Erie, 9|; Illinois Central 73|;
New Jersey at 13§.
Liverpool, Nov, 27—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
is steady; Middling uplands at 6 7-16d;do OrleaDS
at 6|: sales 10,000 bales, including 2000 bales for speculation and export; receipts ot 13,800 bales, of which
îor money and

9900

American.
Futures 1-32 cheaper; November delivery, at
@ 6 11-32 ; December ana January at 6 5-16.
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W. H. KOHLING,
No. 99 Exchange St.
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The Infirmities ot Age
Are harder to bear than the ailmen* s of middle life
or youth, since the resistant power in the system
has diminished with declining years, and disease and
pain have more power over the enfeebled body. It is
therefore the mor essential that that resistant power
should be augmented. Hostetter's Stomach Bitters,
a benign tonic cordial, is admirably adapted for the
purpose. It counteracts the infirmities peculiar to
age, and succors worn out nature. It vivifies the
leeble frame, adds new oil, as it were, to the flickering lamp of life, diffuses fresh warmth through the
chilled veins, and gives comfort as well as relief,
thus lightening the burden of age and retarding in a
measure tbe pi ogress of decay.
Ladies in delicate
health, as well as aged persons, derive great benefit
from this wholesome stimulative tonic, which is absolutely pure, unobjectionable in flavor, and is recommended by physicians of repute.
nov26eodlw&w
Koonomy. Tbe oldest baking powder sold in this
market is Congress Yeast Powder. To try it is to
like it,—it being cheap and healthful, and especially
good lor Dyspeptics when used in making biscuits,
dumplings and doughnuts. All should use it.

APOLLINARIS
NATURAL

Mineral Water.
The Queen of Table Waters.
HIGHLY EFFERVESCENT
DR. LEWIS A. BAVRE. "A delightful beverage."
DR. WILLIAM A. HAHnOIVD. "Far βα·
perior to Vichy, Seltzer, or any other."
DR.ALPREUL. LOU.H18' "Most grateful and refreshing."
DR. R.OUDKN DOREÛ1U9.
"Absolutely
pure and wholesome; superior to all lor daily
use; tree from all the objections urged against
Croton and artificially aerated waters."
a
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pregnated only with its own gas."
DR. £ R. PEAHLEE. "Useful and
very
agreeable."
DR. AUSTIN FLINT.,, •Healthful, and well
suited for Dyspepsia.
DR. KORDVlE BARKER. "By far the
most agreeable, alone or mixed with wine,
useful in Catarrhs of Stomach or Bladder and
in Gout
DR. F. Ν. ΟΤΙ*. "Well suited for Dyspepsia,
and cases ot acute disease."
DR. J. MARION niJl*. "Not only a luxury,
but a necessity.
To be had of all Wine Merchants, Grocers, Drusgists and Mineral Water Dealers throughout the
United States, and wholesale of

FREDK DE BABY & CO.,
41 ft

43WABKE!* STREET
NEW tORK,

augl7eodeowlysn

FOR SALE.
Portland Municipal
Bath Municipal
Cleveland Muuicipal
Louisville Municipal
Equitable Trust, Company
Maine Central Railroad
Leeds & Farmington It. R.
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•Varieties suited to every style of writing. For sale by the trade generally. A
Sample Card, containing one each of the
fifteen .Number·, by mail, on receipt of
'iS Cents.
♦

IYISON, BLAKEMAN, TAVLOK & CO.
139 and 140 Grand Ht., New York.
untfW
my'23
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Stoniogton; Abbie Ε Willard, fm do for Providence;
Alnomak, and Lake, Rockland for New York; Κ Β
Smith, do for do; Douglass Haynes fm Kennebec for
Providence ; Alice Τ Boardman, Norwood, from
St John, NB, for Providence; Jas Holmes, Ellsworth
tor New York ; Jed Fryo, Bangor for Newark ; Darius Eddy, and Kenduskeag. trom do for New York;
Martha Weeks, do for Providence; Nellie Belle, do
for Westport; F A Sawyer, do for Hyannis ; Forebt
City, Hurricane Island for New York; Johnnie Meserve, Rockland for do; S S Bickmore, Bath lor New
York ; Elwood Doran. Warrington, from Philadelphia for Portland; H A DeWitt. Manson, Gardiner for Norfolk ; Marion Draper, Bailey, do for Providence; Treasure, Henderson, Rockland for Yarmouth Mass: Jachin, Getchell, Boston for Belfast.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 26th, schs C W Morse, Marr,
Philadelphia for Bath; Nathan Cleaves, At wood,
Portland for Virginia.
PORTSMOUTH—Below 25th, schs Β A Baker,
Pear], Metropolis. Ganges. Emma Hotchkiss, Martha Nichols, Sedona, Mystery, War Eagle, Frances
Ellen, and othere.

Stores

119 Commercial M creel,
and Itt Tlarkei Mquarc,

15

aatl

Will receive weekly during the winter cargoes ol
fresh Oysters direct from Virginia, which they wilf
sell by the barrel, bushel, gallon or quart, at the
lowest market rates.
Also constantly on hand New York, Blue Point
and Providence River Oysters, for sale iu
any
desired quantity.
AU orders by mail promptly
filled.
nolCdsntf

JUST RECEIVED!
Large Assortment ot
French an«l
English
Perfumes and Toilet Soaps,
A

Standard
F. T.

Mealier

&

Co.,

Apothecaries

Cor, Preble and Congre·· Si·.

ocl9

sndG ,1

MSHOHANTS

FOREIGN PORTA·
Yokohama Oct 29th, barque Julia A Brown, ;
Nickerson, Newcastle, NSW.
In port Nov 6, ship Me9genger, Gilkey,, from HoNicely Kagrared Hank Check·, neatly
boken.
bound 'JOO in a book, for eale at the lovr
Cld at Bombay Oct 22, ships Storm King, Reed, for j price of 91.00 per book.
Maulmain; Saratoga,Kendall, for Calcutta; Oregon,
Cashing, from Liverpool, just ar; Isaao Reed, Colley,
BAILEY & NOYES.

TAKE

Ar at

une

; and others.

Ar at Naples prev to 24th inat, barque Alfred, Burt
New York.
Ar at Naples prev to 26th inst, brig Myronus, Joy,
Baltimore.
Ar at Genoa prev to 25th iDst, ship Caledonia, Potter, New Orleans; brig L Staples, Stowers, from New
York.
Ar at Genoa 24th, brig Mary Ε Leighton, Leighton,

Philadelphia.

Sid fm Settin Nov 23, brig Mary Fink, Spencer, for
United States. )
Ar at Berbice Nov 1, ich Ε H Drummond, Higgins,
Norfolk, Va.
Arat Antwerp 24th inst, ship Imperial, Crosby,

Baltimore.

At at Biemen 25th inst, ship Kendrick Fish, Henry, Baltimore.
Ar at Belfast 24th inst, barque Emma C Litchfield,
Thomas, New York.
Ar at Falmouth, E, 25th inst, barque Bristol, Fossett, New York.
Ar at Aspinwall 10th inst, schs Ariadne, Dyer, Cardiff; 16th. Lookout, Nichols, Philadelphia.
Sid fm Demarara 10th irst, sell Fred Smith, Brown
Ar at Caibarien 15th inst, brig Lewis Clark, Smith,
Mobile; 15th, Alex Nickels, Peters, Havana.
Ar at Havana 19th. inst, sch Eva C Yates, Yates,

Sheppard, Vineyard-Haven.

end 2m
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Bristol Boot!
FOR

LADIES.

Sold only by

Leavitt

& Davis,
block.

FaRRINGTOIV

STREET.

CONGBESS

437
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SOMETHING
The Ladies have

looking

been

for :

Elegant Silk Embossed Breton
Galloons,
In all colors; for 25 els, per yard.
Nice
Assortment BLACK, in
beautifnl designs, only 25 cts. per
vorH

[Latest by European steamers.]
Ar at Bristol 13th inst, Mary Τ Kimball, Sanborn,
LiuKjuo

PORTLAND

oc26

Philadelphia.

Sid 16tn. brig Clarabelle, Tracuy, New York.
Arat Matanzas 17th inst, baiqne Acacia, Anderson, Portland; 19th, sun Cathie Ο Berry, Seavey,
Portland; 20th, barque S W Holbrook, Mitchell, do.
Sid bth, brig Shannon, Moore, North of Hatteras.
Ar at Cardenas 20th inst, brig Mary C Mariner,
Titcomb, Portland; sch Addie Jordan. Leavltt, do.
Cld 20th, barque Lizzie Merry, Doull, tor North of
Hatteras.
Cld at St?John, NB, 25th inst, sch Henry Whitney,

NOTICE!

ΚΧΠΙΛΛΟΕ «T..

Jamaica.

via

These goods
have
all
been
bought during the past week, and

inst, Monitor, Eaton, lor are ot the Latest Patterns.
New York.
Examination solicited.
Sid fm Deal I4th, Almeda Wiley, Wiley, Cardiff |
and Port Royal ; Mary Ε Chapman, Wyman, (trom
Antwerp) tor New York; Eagle Kock, Hammond,
(trom Dunkirk) for do.
Sid fm Liverpool 13th. L Β Gilchrist, Watte, for
6W Pass; 14tb, John C Potter, McClare, for Point de
tiaiie.
FORMERLY NELSON & GOULD,
Sid fm Newport 13th inet, S M Bird, Merrill, for

L. A. Gould & Co.,

Martinique.
At Westport 12th inst, G Reusens, Leighton, for
New York.

were

62 @

fault·

Numbers.

for Boston.

EDGARTOWN—Ar 25th, sch Casco Lodge, Pierce,
New York for Yarmouth.
In port, scbs Kate Newman, trom New York fer
Rockland; Llllie Vanderkercbem, Philadelphia for
Portland; Oregon. 1m New York lor Dover; Maggie
Bell, Hall, do for Rockland, Empress, fm New York
for Boston ; Maggie Bell, do for Rockland ; Congress,
do for Portland ; Wm Mc Loon, do for Lincoln ville ;
Red Jacket. Perth Amboy for Rockland; W Freeman, New York for Boston.
UOSTON—Ar 26th, schs Ruth Robinson, Rogers,
Genoa; Logos, At wood. Rockland.
Cld 26th, sch Julia Newell, Thurston, Camden.
Ar 27th, sch Matilda, Orne, Wiscasstt.
Cld 27th, sch A Β Higgins, Higgins, Lamolne.
Sid 27th, barque J C Smith; brigs Belle Prescott,
Hattie F Rich.
SALEM—Ar 2dd, brig Annie D Torrey, Bray, Bangor for New Bedford.
In port, schs Lizzie Major, Gerrish, St John, NB,
for New York; Saml Hart, Holbrook, Port Johnson;
Caroline Knight, do for Tboiuaston ; Lookout. Calais
for New Haven; H S Billings, do lor Providence;
A McNichols, Macbias lor New York ; Acara, Addison for do : Campbell, and Yicksburg, Bangor for do ;
New Zealand, Bangor for Bridgeport; Ann Eliza-

j^iewporu
Sl(l fm Bordeaux 12th

>,

and in

superior maimer,
less style.

7s
NEWPORT—Ar 24th, sch Fair Dealer, Dodge,
Portsmouth RI for Weymouth; War Steed, Gookin,
7s
Providence for New York.
(is
Ar 25th, sch Starlight, Reed, from Boothbay lor
New York.
The highest market price paid for Government
In port 26th, scbs L & D Fisk, Baker, from RichBond* ot all kiada In exchange lor the aboro
mond, Me, for Richmond, Va; A H Hodgman. Leigh•ecuritiee.
ton, for New York; Ε J Munsell, Orne, from Bangor,
and others.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 26th, schs Silver | Swan
«So Barrett,
Heels. Macomber. Fayal 21 days lor Boston, with 42
jj2 iiOO MIDDLE ITRKET. »aeod3m
consul's men; Ulrica R Smith, Edwards, Hoboken
*or Narragansett Pier; Adrianna, Snowman, Paw- ΚΓΟί superior EfVlîLIMII n>anuf.actn re and justly celebrated for
Elaaiicilf
tucket for New York; Emily Curtis, Harding. ProviDurability and erennees of Point. In! all
dence for Sag Harbor; Czar, Hammond, Tiverton

luiu

L'tirnnt-n

All Garments made in the most

C^^Tbe Custom House will not be open for business transactions Nov 29, (Thanksgiving day.)

New Yobk. November 27—Evening.—Collon is
quiet and steady ; sales of 1063 bales; Middling uplands at 11 5 16c; New Orleans at 11 7-16; futures in
Γ FROM MERCHANT'S EXCHANOEl
moderate business, closing at 3 @ 5 points decline.
Ar at New York 27tb. ship St David, Batb; brigs
Floar—receipts 150i bbis; shipping grades steady ; Rocky Glen. Havana; Keystone, Matanxae.
other kinds dull and heavy; sales 18,C00 bbls; No
Sid fm Swansea 26th Inst, sch Lizzie Dewey, Davis,
2 at 3 00 @ 4 30; Superfine Western and State 4 75 @
Havana.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Oct 8, barque Hancock, King,
5 25; extra Western and State at 5 40 @5 75; good
to choice at 5 80 @ 6 00;Wliite Wheat Western extra
New York ; 13th, Shawraut, Connor, St John, NB.
Sid fm Liverpool 26th, ship Sylvanus Blanchard,
at 6 05 @6 75; Fancy White Wheat Western extra
at 6 80 @ 8 25 ; good extra Ohio at 5 40 @ 7 50 ; choice I Oakes. Tybee; Oracle, Humphreys. Norfolk.
extra St Louis at 5 50 @ 8 25 ; Patent Minnesota exSee general news columns for other reports.
tra good to prime at 7 40 @ 8 25 ; choice to double
MEMOKANDA.
extra at 8 30 @ 9 75; Southern flour unchanged ; sales
1600 bbls. Rye flour steady at 3 75 @ 4 35 for SuperA dispatch to Merchant's Exchange states that the
tine State. Coruuieal is more active; Yellow 2 60
schr Frank Jameson, ol Rockland, with a cargo of
@2 90; Brandy wine at 3 25 @ 3 30. Wheat—re- ice for Richmond, was wrecked Sunday night on
ceipts 338,078 bush ; opened steady and closed heavy
Smith's Island. Her crew of eight men were all lost
at $ @ 1 lower; sales 259,000 bush, including 131,000
except a bey.
bush on spot; 1 32$ for No 2 Milwaukee; 1 36$ lor No
Barque Kate Harding, Watts, for Sandy Hook, put
1 Milwaukee and Minnesota; 138 for hard No 1
back to Gravesend Nov. 13 with lose of anchors and
Spring; 150@15tfor No 1 tVhite; 156 for extra chains.
White; 1 55 @ 1 56 for White State; 1 66 for Winter ;
Milford, Nov 13—Barque Hattie G Dixon, Yates,
Red Canada in bond ; 1 45 lor No 2 Red Winter for
from Newport, has arrived with loss of maiogatl and
December, closing at 1 44 bid, 1 44$ asked; 1 32| for mainsail split.
No 2 Spring November, closing at 1 31£ bid, 131$
asked ; 132 @ 1 32} do December, closing at 1 31| bid.
DOMESTIC PORT».
1 32 asked ; 131^ (o21 31 £ for January, closing at 1 34
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 24th inst, ship St Nicholas,
bid, 1 34$ asked. Rye is quiet. Barley in buyers
Callao.
Tobey.
favor; sales 72,000 bush ; 2-rowed State at 75 @77;
Cld 26th, ship A S Davis, Ford, Callao.

Gleanings

manufactures.

American

from

as

Nov 10, off Dover, ship Rhine, Stetson, from New
York lor London.

SPECIAL
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SPOKEN.

NOTICES?"

Congress
want*

covering fer

BATH MUNICIPAL
PORTLAND
....
PORTLAND AID Κ. 11.
WALDO BOKO
...

DAMAR1SCOTTA
COLUMBUS, OHIO,
CLEVELAND
FREEHOLD MORTGAGE
MAINE CENTRAL

...

5s
6s
6s
6s
«s
6s
6s
7s
»s

FOR MA1.E ItV

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.
»n>r

OC30

CHANDLER'S MILITARY «AND,

25
llrnriquarietM,
oc23

Pedal

α
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Extremities

SHOULD

VISIT

BROWN'S
3ΧΓ ew Store,
an<l eeleei free hi. NEW STOt K bef«r«
buyidic their I*KW SHOES.
Bottom Price·!.ni

421

Woodbury &iVloiiltoii

dtf

"BOTTOM STRJJCK AT LIST."
Everybody who

INVESTMENTS.

Street.

uovl2

Congress

Street,

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

dtl

Accountant and Notary Public.
GEO. C. CODTIAlV.-OHIre 1*·. IS4 >lid
«lie Siren, ronl»"»'·

novae

urn

Teachers.

PIECES.
« "»«*·»
<"m

B. R. ΗΑ1ΙΊΚ, Teacher ml Piaao-Vorle
iVIunac .and H*ruioay, "Λ'Λ7 Middle Sireel.
dJm
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Sir Randal Kobert*.

THE PRESS.

La3t evening Sir Randal Roberts appeared
at Fanny Marsh's Theatre in his own play,
"Under a Veil," and in "Don C»3ar de
Bazan." "Under a Veil" is an airy, delicate
comedietta in one act, admirably constructed,
containing maoy pleasing situations, thoroughly healthy in tone, and with bright and witty

WEDNESDAY MOUSING, NOT. 28.

CITY AND VICINITY.

text. Its theme is oi course the familiar one,
its action turning upon the haps and mishaps
of a man and woman who fall violently in
love with each other. Sir Iiandal assumes the
leading part, "Charles Deveraux," and gives

THE PRE»8

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Feseenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews.
Wentworth. Moses, Ν. B. Kendrick, and Chisliolm
Bros., oh all trains that ran out of the city,
At Biddeford, of Phillsbury,
At Saco, of L. Uodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewieton. of French Bros., and Stevens &Co
WEW

ADVERTIMEiHE^TA

an

TO-DAY

Sale.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Poultry—Hodgdon & Soule.
of

Deering.

Notice—S. Picket.
Legal Notices—3.
Wanted—Suite of Booms.
Lost—Umbrella.
State of Maine.

Superior Court.
NOVEMBER CIVIL TERM, 1877, BYMOND8, J., PRESIDING.

Tuesday .—William Stevens vs. John D. Orr, Action of trespass guare clausum. Parties reside on
Orr's Island. Defendant claims a right of way over
the plaintiff's premises by prescription. Decision reeerveu.

Hale for plaintif}.
Snow Tor defendant.
J. W. Kobinson vs. Moses Fonseca. Action of
debt on a fifteen days bond in the penal gum of two
li α η α red dollars which the defendant
signed for one
J. W. Sherman. Defendant
pleaded the general issue with a brief statement that the creditor had suffered no damage by icason of the principal failing to
disclose; that the debtor, Sherman, was insolvent
and perfectly worthless. Decision for plaintif! for
nominal

damages.

Blethen for plaintiff

O'DounoU for defendant.

KNIGHT

Tuksdav.—Joseph M. Haley. Intoxication—second offence. Sixty days. Committed.
Peter Towle. Intoxication. Thirty days. Committed.
Elizabeth McDonald. Intoxication. Fined $3 with
costs. Paid.
James Malony. Vagabond. Thirty days. Thirty
days. Committed.
Frank J. Rogers. Common drunkard. Thirty days.
Committed.
Bridget Haney. Common drunkard. Thirty days.
Committed.
Brief Jolting».
The Ancient Order of Hibernians have their
ball at Lancaster Hall this evening.

Joseph Proctor

Mr.

is to Dlay "Nick of the
Wood»" at Music Hall Thanksgiving day and

eyening.
The sale of seats for Mr. Robinson's benefit
will commence this morning at the theatre box

offipe.

A rush may be expected.
The day Pullman cars between Bangot and
Boston vrill be taken o2 rest Monday.
There is a book of entries at the custom house
of the year 1790, duiiog Collector Fosdick's in-

cumbency. The bulk of imports consisted of
liquors. One sloop carried 00 puncheons of rum
and one barrel of sugar.
Loring, Short & Harmon have received Leavitt's Farmers' Almanac for 1878.
The prospect is slim for sleighing on Thanks-

giving.

Howe, residing

Miss

at 152

Pearl street, tent
to this office yesteiday a bocquet composed of
seven different kinds of flowers which grew in
the open air.
William Bayard cf^CapelElizabetb, lost hie
way while driving home in the storm Monday
night, and was thrown from his carriage,break,
ing his shonlder.
It is officially announced that on aad after

Monday next the Bochesttr passenger trains
will not stop at the old station at Cumberland
Mills, but will stop for passengers at the station
at the junction of the Ogdensburg and Kocbester roads.
The Portland Cborns Choir will meet at the
First Baptist vestry this evening for rehearsal
in their new book.
Copies will be for sale at
the vestry. A large attendance is required.
Capt. Dalton will speak in Union Hall, 81
Free street, this evening at
o'clock.
Seats
froû

in ell

The third of tbe assemblies (ui the benefit of
the India Street Society, will come cff at Army
and Navy Ilall tonight.
A Sue party is assur-

The Turkey Trade.—Owing to the rain in
the morcing there was net a large number of
farmers in from the couotry with Thanksgiving poultry yesterday. This gave the impression that the supply would ha small and prices
accordingly high. The clear sky at noon, how-

Departing from

all the traditions of our
characterization remarkable for

stage he gave a
its assumption of careless bravado, its insouciance, and its thorough naturalness. The impersonation is unfamiliar to our audiences, but,
to any one familiar with the origiaal play, answers far more completely to the design of the
author than the conception commonly entertained. The version was that of Frederick Lemaitre, in four acts instead of three, giving
scope for a fuller development of the theme,
and

affording opportunity for

added

an

situa-

tion of exciting interest.
The support was
good, Miss Ulmer, though not fully meeting
the requirements of the part, was a very pleasMr. Tilton gave a well coning "Maritana."
sidered "Don Jose," Mr. Verneya presentable
"Marquis de Rotai.da,"and the others dischargAi] t.hpi'r

nart.ri fn rroncril

The bill will be given again this evening.
Those who delight in good aotiog should not
fail to see two very fine dramatic impersonations.
As the engagement is the ventare of
the Portland favoiite, Miss Ulmer—a most de

The Htorm nod lie lttsnlK.
The heavy easterly storm raged all Monday
night and was accompanied at times with tliunder and lightning.
At Doon or soon after yesthe clouds cleared

terday

away and the sun
once more appeared.
There was no damage in
the harbor as the wiad was too far east to make
a

very heavy sea at this port.
Some time during the night the

running

fresh water

into the tide mill of Stevens & Co. at

Falmouth Foreeide took out about thirty feet
The dam was
of the easterly end of the dam.
built of stone and timber acd the damage will
not be very extensive. The mills were not disturbed.

The dam will be

repaired

at once.

The Eastern, Boston & Maine, Maine Central and the Rochester roads did not suffer from
the storm, and the trains weie all on time yesterday. The Grand Trunk and the Ogdens.
fortunate.
On.the former
washout at Swan's Falls, near
West Paris. It was the length of two rails and
six feet deep. When it was discovered a large
force of men were set at work upon it and it

burg

not so

were

there was

a

was fully repaired during the afternoon.
The
afternoon train from Montreal did not arrive
here until 5.30, and the mixod train from Gorbam, due here in the morning,followed it. All
the trains 02 the road had orders to run very
cautiously in the morning, and by this means
accidents were avoided
At Dauville the road
bed at a culvert had been washed away, buj
heavy timbers put in in anticipation of such an

event kept the rails in place, and the Lewiston
train passed in safety.
The Boston boats did not run either way
Monday and other boats kept as snug as possible.
The streets suffered very little as the culverts
had just been cleaned out and were in good condition. In the upper part of the city where
the water pipes had just been laid the streets
settled quite badly. While driving on Emery
street Mr. Walker, who drives a wagon for A.
L. Millett the grocer, had his horse step into a
hole and

fall, throwing

Mr.

Walker

out

and

The pavement
bruising him about the head.
on Fore street, et the foot of Exchange street,
caved in duling the day.
The trains on the Ogdensburg were delayed
by a washout near South Windham. The passengers and mails were transferred around the
break to the trains going each way. The track
will be repaired and the traius running regularly this morning.

John M. Merrill, chief quartermaster of the

Huron,

from this city'.
Among the arrivals at the Preble are Sir
Randal Roberts, S. H. Verney, the actor, and
Capt. Dutton of the steamer Sardinian.
Gee. Shepherd of Skowhegm, on Monday
left to spend several months on his plantation
in Georgia.
was

Augustine Jones, formerly of China, has been
elected Representative from the Lynn district
to the Legislature of Massauchusetts.

ever, brought out a good showing of fowl. The
market lot contaioed a number of teams, most
of them containing turkeys.
Tbe prices ranged from 17 to 20 cents per pound, while chick-

The Cask of Mr. Eight.—Mr. Chas. Hight
of Saco, arretted on the charge of passing conn"
terfeit money, was brought ^before U. S. Com.
missiouer Rand yesterday morniug for an ex.

brought from 13 to 15 cents. The most cf
tbe turkeys offered wer~ io rather poor condition, alihongh tbere were good, Lice, plump,
looking "'birds."
To-day it is thought by the
marketmen that turkeys will tell quick at 25

animation. District Attorney Webb appeared
for the government, and H. Fairfield, Esq., υ*
Saco, for the respondent. Six witnesses from
Saco were examined. The story told by them
is that Hight p«aied a counterfeit five dollar
bill on Mr. Freeman of Saco.
Afterwards It
was reported that it was counterfeit, and MrFreeman asked Mr. flight's brother about it,
whereupon he (Bight) redeemed it, saying that
he did it to stop the talk about bis brother. As
several important witnesses were not present
the hearing was adjourned until this morning.
Counsel for the respondent objected to the
adjournment cn the ground that there bad been
far too much delay, but as the government offered to release the respondent upon his own
recognizance, the objection was withdrawn.

ens

cents.
A Novel Advertisemekt.—Mr. Fisk, the
well known clothier, is always on tbe lookout
for a chance to advertise his goods. Yesterday
he asked a nobby young barber about town
what he wonld take for the uee of the back of
hie

high

man

bill board.
The young
considered the matter seriously and recollar

plied, "$2

as

a

week." A forfeit of $2 a side was
at unce put up and tbe wager is that tbe young
man shall wear a collar marked as follows for
one week: "I advertise for Fisk & Co., clotha

iers, for one week(for $2.00." The above is on
the back, while "Sold fer 82.00" is desplayed
tbe points. The week
morning, and if tbe collar

od

is to commence this

Fisk loses
his bet. The young man siys be has no idea
of backing ont and fun is expected.
■
13

worn

Wedding.—A very pleasant weddiog took
place yesterday mornirg at Riverton, Deering.
Tbe contracting parties were Mr. A. C. Bogeis,
president of the Atlantic Fublisbiug Co. of
New York, and Mile. Amelia Labarrere.
The
couple departed by the 3.15 train for New

York,

from which

place they

weeks for the bride's
Basses Pyrenees.

will sail in a few
former home iu the

Quite an Enterprise.—Mestr;. Beman &
Proctor of Gorham bave taken tbe State agency
for the manufacture of the Conbcy sleigh
which was «0 much admired at the New Eog1 and Fair. The sleigh is staunchly built, elegant iu design and a model of convenience. Its
most attractive features are graceful shape, the
patent jump seat and the cushions which may
be turned
In

«

λ'.

so

as

to form α back for the seat.

Citizens' Temperance Meeting —Congress
Hall was well filled last evenin g by an interested audience.
Benj. Kingsbury, Jr., presided,
and made a most eloquent and feeling address.
Mr. Abbott of Dexter, gave an encouraging account of the progress of the cause iu his viciniRemarks were also made by Messrs. Santy.

ford, Smita and Sawyer, and also by Mr. Chase
of Cape Elizabeth.
A

meeting will be held at this hall this evenwhich will be addressed by Rev. Mr. Perkins of Casco street church, and others.
Friing,

day evening

will be devcted to tbe reformed
and to the consideration of the power of

men

the pledge.
The Fraternity Dances.—The first of the
seiies of dances for the benefit of the Fraterai-

ty

was

was

a

given
fine

City

Hall last evening. There
company present and a most deat

lightful evening was enjoyed.
The order of
dances, sixteen in number, was carefully arranged and guve general satisfaction. The music by Chandler's team of ten was fine, having
been arranged specially for the occasion.
The
npvf. d

an

no

will

onma

nff

«f

It
Strict Elles.—President Rockwell of tbe
Eastern railroad has issued au order prohibiting
conductors from passing their own friends or
relatives, conductors of other roads or any per-

1 :—

Native Silver in Maine.—It baa always
been contended by mineralogists tbat tbe veins
of mineral throughout tbe state were silver

son

erly

bearing,

bat direct proof of this fact has been
wanting in the past. Frcf. Bartlett has now
just received from Sullivan fiDe specimens of
native silver found in ore in that town. Tbis
is conclusive proof that there is silver ore here.

claiming

Christmas Carol —C. K. Hawes has just
published a charming Christina# caiol entitled
•'Beautiful Thoughts for Christmas."
The
words are by Emma B. Dunham and tbemusic
by Kotzschmar.
Tramp·.
Mr. Editor,—Tramps infest

The Last Steamer.—The Allan mail
steamer Sardinian, Capt Dutton, tbe last
Bteamer of this line to discharge here arrived
here at.3 p. m. yesterday, with 20 cabin and 47
steerage passengers. Of this number eight
cabin and three
steerage passengers stopped at
Halifax. Miss Pierce of this city was among
the pasBengers.
Lecture this
Evening.—This evening Dr.
J. A. Spalding will deliver hia
lecture upon
Charles XII of Sweden, which was
postponed
from Monday night owing lo the
storm, at Mechanics'Hall. Au interesting essay
may he

county yesterday.
Cumberland—Joab Black to Elizabeth C
Black, ten actes for #300.

all persons
to have a paes must show it or pay
_____

favor of the press and public, wheraver she has
appeared, bj tbe excellence of her elocution.)

ItHAL Estate Transfers.—The following
are the real estate transfers recorded in thii

discietiou;

full fare.

mittee have resolved that tbis will be the best
entertainment in the course aud have secured
the services of Miss S. Emma Cowt 11 of New
York. Miss Cowell has appeared in many of
oar large cities, and has won the unanimous

expected.

whomsoever, unless they have a pass propissued from the President's office.
Con-

ductors are allowed no

Williston Chapel —Next Friday eveLiug
will be given tbe last entertainment in the
course which was begun last spring.
The com-

j

penter how to line my vessel, When the vessel was filled with grain I found she was not

down to her loading draft.

asked the carpenter what space he left between the ship's
ceiling and lining. He said he had lined my
vessel as directed

inches

by

the

I

inspectors,

twelve

the floor and fifteen inches in the
bilges. I then said that the vessel was not
safe to cross the Atlantic, and if it was in the
fall of the year when we are subject to
heavy
gales, I would demandât the underwriters to
on

discharge my vessel and line her properly, that

is to say, not more than seven or
eight inches
the floor and bilges.
Any vessel that needs
to be lined more than seven or
inches

be in plays of its genre) the "rapid shudder"
of her voiée was very effective.
Sir Randal's impersonation of "Don Caesar"
in tbe second piece was an excellent bit of act-

ed.
One of oar English coutins who attended the
dance at City Hall last evening, was "obliged"
to leave before the close. He will not probably
patronize them in the futare.

board and directed the car-

from her ceiling is not fit to carry grain, and
any man that contends that a ship should be
lined twelve and fifteen inches on her floor and
bilges knows but a little about a ship, although
be may have been to sea many years.
To line
a ship by the rules of underwriters takes out
about one-fifth of her carrying capacity in the
lower hold where she wants her cargo.

and capable actress—it is to be hoped
there will be fall houses the rest of the week.

PRESIDING.

came on

oo

serving

Municipal Court.
JDDGB

inspectors

fair.

ing.

Coal—Henry L. Paine.
North German Lloyd Steamship Line.
AUCTION COLUMN.
At Auction—Schooner.
Billiard and Pool Tables—F, O. Bailey & Co.
New House—F. O. Bailey & Co.

grace,

Miss Ulmer failed to catch the rapid
movement of the play, and did not entirely appreciate its brilliant repartee, but her assumption was in tbe main correct and always pleasing. In the sentimental passages (there is no
pathos in the play, as indeed there ebou'd not

Museum.

Proposals—Town

airy

for its

its freedom from stage mannerisms, its manly
vigor aud its naturalness. Certainly no woman
could desire to be made love to in more ardent
or in more
courtly manner. The support was

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

Stanley's
St. Stephen's Christmas

impersonation noticeable

The Loh of Grain Laden Ships.
Mr. Editor:—One year last May I arrived
in Boston and chartered my vessel to take a
cargo of grain to England. The underwriter's

our

city, what

shall be djne with them?
Some houses seem
beset by this class of vagabonds
asking for
"something to êat;" many of them look like
able-bodied and well-to-do young men who
ought to be engaged in other and better business tbau begging bread from door to
door.
There is a goodly number of benevolent men
and women iu our midst who are
always ready
and happy to help the
deserving poor, but do
not think they ought to bestow of their
means
od entire strangers calling at their doors.
Cannot some measures be
adopted by the
City Fathers to check the crowing evil? We
would suggest, as one remedy, the
appointment
of a committee, say three persons, whose duty
shall be to hear the cases of traniDs and, if possible, ascertain the truth or falsity of their
statements. If found worthy, let them be
kindly cared for, iu someway, and receive
timely relief; if mere vagrants let the law be
enforced as designed for such characters.
If, instead of giving food, &c., to every streetdoor-mencicant, we should hand him a ticket
of introiiuctioD to the above named
committee,
would not tramps be unknown before
loDg it
the streets of this
city.
The foregoing is written with a
hope thai
others may be
iuduced to offer better sugges
■tous tor
ridding the city of all tramps.

PoBXtABX».
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To pursue the subject further, I sailed from
Boston on the 3d day of June with a light
southwest wind and before I got ten miles outside of Boston light I had a {strong wind and
at one time determined to return and have
my
vessel discharged and properly loaded, and if
it had been the stormy season of the year I
should not have attempted to cross the Atlantic in her without doing so. She was so very
crack that when we bad but a fine topgallant
breeze on the wind, the water stood on the lee
side into the hatch combings and sometimes
leu rail under water. The ship-master above
all other men should know best how to load
his vessel with any cargo. The loss of the bark
Everett Gray with all on board, that sailed
from Boston one year ago laden with grain,
was no doubt cansed by improper lining of the
ship, and the bark Β. H. Pnrington was lost
about the same time laden with grain from
Boston, and now the fine bark George A.
Wright with a cargo of grain from Boston has
followed.
No aoubt if the last named ship
had been lined as I have suggested she would
have been to-day at her port of destination

The ship-owners of tlie United State» should
call a ship-owners' convention, to he holden
annually, to unite their interests and make
such rules and regulations that shall reduce
mauy of the expenses imposed upon ships by
unscrupulous men. Ship brokerage should not

be more than 2J per cent, and ship-owners
would ha much better off if there were no ship
brokers in the world.
This may be rather a
hard bit, but one cannot help it.
Let it hit.
Compulsary pilotage is a nuisance of the meanest kind and should not ba tolerated
by shipowners for a moment.
Wher. we want men
let us employ them and only when we want
them. All compulsory pilot laws era unconstitutional, and if CoDgress will not relieve
ship-owners from this great expense let ship
owners come together and pass resolutions that
they will never pay any more compulsory pilotage and the thing is killed from that day.
The
pilotage in many plaoes has been increased
from time to time until the expense has got to
be unbearable.
Pilots choose their own trades as other men
do theirs, and let them stand or fall as other
tradesmen do.
Why should legislatures make
laws to compel one man to employ another,
whether he wants his services or not? The
pilotage into Gloucester, Mass., is $3 50 per
foot and the Custom House not more than
three miles from the sea. This is the highest
pilotage in the United States and is downright
robbery. Touching at Hampton Koads for orders in and out I p*id over 8121 pilotage and
the distance about fifteen miles. There is no
class of property holders in the country that is
imposed upon and r.>bbed like ship-owoers. X
should like to have the regulating ot some of
the maritime laws of this country. AU I want
■jT ask is right and justice.
Alvin Hall,
Master brig Carrie Bertha.
An Educational Organ.
Mb. Editor—The New England Journal
Education has nearly completed its third
year, and is of course a candidate for another

tionally. Eaton warranted bis horse sound,and
if be left a certain amount of boot money at a
certain place by a certain time the trade was to
become absolat*.
But the Eaton hor.*e proved
UDSonnd, and Stanley, upon Eaton's refusal to
«rade back, replevined his former beast and
took him away. Then Eaton recaptured the
horse, and endeavored to aet out of the state,
bat Staûley had him arrested on a charge of
stealing his horse, and at the trial Saturday
Eaton was bound over to appear bafore the
grand jury at the March term at Paris.

Ark You Suffering with biliousoess, sour
stomach, or costivouesa? Use Dr. S. D. Howes
nov28-d2tvV
Arabian Liver Pills.
CoiiicIm and Cold* yield readily to Schenck's
Pulmonic Syrup, which is a most agreeable remedy,
It heals tho soreness loosens the phlegm and expels it
Iroui tho system with scarcely an effort on the part
of the patient.
Dyspepsia, loss of vitality and all the accompanying diseases may be positively cured by Schenck's
Seaweed Tonic. It restores a healthy action of the
stomach, creating an appetite, forming chyle and
giving tone to all the organs of the body. The Sea,
weed Tonic contains no cheap and injurious spirits ο
which many of the so-called "Tonics" are made, but
is scientiiically compounded of the purest in gredis

synonymous terms.
That being the case the work of this journal
becomes a fair subject of criticism.
It set up an excellent standard in the first
It was not to be a mere weekly magaplace.
zine, but a practical newspaper, giving the
are

place to education that the best political
If any one wishes to
papers give to politics.
know at the same time what an educational
weekly ought to be, and. what this paper in
question emphatically 19 now, be is referred to
editorial articles in the first number.
The Journal has all along shown an ability
in promises that amounts to genius, the mediocrity being displayed in the fulfillment. The
paper is to all intents and purposes a magazine
out up into weekly parts.
Most of the articles
iu it are continued from week to week, some of
them for so long a time that they may be said

same

to be chronic.
Variety is a thing unknown to that sheet.
Any two numbers are as much alike as any
two Sunday School lesson papers. The department of educational news so in as this state is
concerned at least, amounts to just nothiog at
all.
If there is one thing in which an educational
paper ought to excel, it is in its reviews of
books; but there are no reviews in the Journal
unless a few pitiable book notices may be dig·
nified by tbat name.
Conceding the ability of many of the, essays
which appear in its columns, and their fitness
for a magazine or for a book, the fact remains
that it is in no sense a live educational newspaper, and that itsurely has no special claim upon
the teachers of Maine for support.
As far as its apparent interest in the needs of
this state, as its influence in her educational affairs are concerned, tbe paper might as well be
published on the Pacific coast.
It is certainly to be hoped tbat the State Educational Association at its coming meeting
will not allow itself to be used as a bill-post to
bring the Journal into prominence over other
publications cf a less cost and of at least equal
value.
One thing more. It is a pity that since ibe
teachers of Maine bave no real organ, tbe educators of tbe state do not make use of the leading papers in which to express their views.
I presume that articles from them in relation
to our school work would always be acceptable
to the editors, and I am sure tbat they would
be read not only by teachers, but by the people
at large. Why can't we have some?

Teacher.

Outrageon·.
The following paragraph
Argus of the 27th:

appeared

in the

she found some person bad forced an entrance through a window, and after ransacking the house, turning bed, bedding, bureau
drawers, &c., upside down, went out through
the door, leaving it unfastened, so that any
person intent on robbery might enter at leisure.
On making enquiries of the neighbors as
to whom tbe perpetrators of the deed might be
she was informed that Deputy Sheriff Ring
and his minions, iu tbeir anxiety to have the
Maine liw rigidly enforced, entered tbe house
of this poor woman in tbe manner described
above, but without succeeding in finding anything contraband. Such conduct in officers is,
ιυ

aay

tue

*

—ι

Λιι ιi.

dressed.
Scbenck's Medicines

χΛ_

are

against

Her husband was in the employment of
Mr. McGlinchy and was killed by a barrel of
liquor falling on him.
Mr. Eing did not enter the woman's house.
Mr. Libby "rummaged" nothing but the bed,
where he was informed that liquor was kept;
they have sometimes found liqnor in the beds
cers.

of Iilsh rumsellers. They have now information that one of these women rumsellers beeps
her whiskey in the legs of the stockings which
she wears. The woman spoken of io the Argus
article is a persistent and determined rumseller.

L.

STATE

are

for sale

happened.

CUMBERLAND COUNTS'.
Bowdoin College catalogue for 1877 8 shows a
total of 124 students in the college proper. The
senior class numbers 17; the junior 25; the
sophomore 28; and the freshmen 53. The total
number of volumes in the various libraries
connected with tbe college is
34,GOO. The summer school of science which
was established in
1870 for the purpose of giving the teachers,
graduates of colleges aud others of both sexes,a
practical acquaintance with science, had its full
quota of students and has thus far been a de-

cided

success.
OXFORD

COUNTY.
of Porter, and

Moses Stanley
William P,
Eaton of lirownlield, traded horses uncondi

ss.

Attest :

KIDNEYS

or

otherwise),

Down

Arabian

j

Price of Milk Core and Tonic each $1
per bottle.
Pills 25 cents per Box,
Sold by all Druggists.
VV. F. PHILLIPS Λ
General Agent».
1)BS. S. D«
au29
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—THAT is

Dealers of every kind throughout
the country are offering creditors
from 5c to 50c on,, the dollar. On
the contrary

18 giving bis customers 23 to 50
per cent, on bargaius at bis place.

Everything

isdeod3m

JLiADIESS'

PANTS

SO Ota.

584 CONGRESS STREET.

M.

PANTS

These arc tlie best bargains we liave ever offered
Underwear, and all in need of any should look at
our goo'ls before purchasing elsewhere.
Also a fine
line of Scarlet Underwear at $1.75.
in

tu&esbCry
537
oc22

&

CO.,

Congress Street.
dtf

Shetland Floss.
In all colors tor making SNOW
FLAKES. HOODS, SCAICFS,

SHAWLS,

AC.

ALSO

N. RICH, Sec'y.

Finest Leghorn Citron
Best French Quinces

forbid all persons harboring
my account.

or

no5

"

11

8
12
30

1

10

oz.

per

Castana

doz.5c,

per lb
per 100
per lb
4<

Filberts........

"

PicaDS

Euglish

·'

Walnuts

Jordan Almonds
Shellbarks
New Fruit Jelly.

Street,

rer

per

"

Old

qt

"

482

at

tumbler

·«

15
10
9
0
10
35
10
13
15
18
20
8
9
8
20

Eugene Merrill,

Siçn of the Gold Pen.
(13m

MILLVILLE

OËA1E BROS.
oct25

d3ia

PIANOS
AND

—

—

ORGANS
Celebrated Makers;

Various Styles;
Prices.

Superb Priuts, $1.00 each.

One Dollar Each.

LADIES' FREXCH GOAT

Fram.s furnished in great variety of style, at
Lew Price..

SEAMLESS

SHORT & HARMON.
,d2w

UH,
nol5

BUTTON BOOTS
With French Heels.

L· A © IIS8

E. Ï. Merrill,
Middle

oc2G

dtf

store

319 Congress, Cor. Franklin St.,
would

invite the attention of
first class assortment of

respectfully
to

9

Spices,

a

the public

in. wnnr ws
■

UVJIV

I Merrill's,
I

I

and Groceries in
General.

Also All Kiude of ronntry Produce. Best
Family Flour in the market sold as low as can be
A Provision Department,
purchased in the city.
with a full line oi Fresh and Salt Meats. Goods delivered to any part of the city. Cash sales and small
novl2dlm
profits.

Goods.

Goods and Toys,

stock of

VIU

Hosiery and Underwear for Ladies,
Hisses and Children; all qualities; all
sizes; all prices. Worsted Jackets,
I
Siiawls, Wraps, Hood. Leggings,
Nubias, Kittens, &c., at

Between Preble House and U. S. Hotel.
eodtf

oct22

EMPIRE PORTABLE FORGE
—

Including

U

CONGRESS STREET,

1/V

Christmas

»■

imtLMMJ*

MB PANTS.

Street:

WILLIAM WEEKS,
the
Haying taken

mmm

rv» V4K-B.WUJU M.

the Novelties and New Toys. Fresh
Mathematical Instruments at reduced priall

HAND

AND

Awarded Silver Uledal and Diploma and
Bronze WKedal at Ν. E. Fair, I8ÎÏ.
Agents wanted in every town. Send 3 cent etainp
for illustrate! Catalogue and Price List.

GEO. II.
GENERAL

Office

93

sep26

SHIARDON,

AGENTiFOB MAINE,

St.
Exchange d&w3nx

Dealers will And a large stock to select from oi new
and saleable goods, at prices as low as the lowest. An inspection ot our stock is solicited either at
Wholesale or Bétail.

Ο X, AE Κ
Genuine

no22

dlw

New York, Nov. 18, 1877.
Owen, Moore & Bailey,
Gentlemen: We have one case of Linen Handkerchiefs which have just passed the custom house, on
which the Api»rawers have made us an allowance ot
20 per cent, on account of the case and wrappings
being slightly damaged by water. The case contains
680 dozen divided in about equal quantities of the
Knownumbers you have been using of our goods.
ing that you are able to u:*e large quantities at retail,
we oiler you these goods at the samekdiscount which
It you wish for them please advise
we are allowed.
us as

early

as

possible

and

Net Fire Assets

$5,568,749 00

UNITED

3,327,371

00

STATES BRANCH.

Fire Assets, including $740,000
U. S. Bonds
$905.878 21
Total Liabilities, including Reiniurance,.. 227,393 67

B.

LOCK

$678,181 54

WOOD.

MANAGER.

IIWOYMt
Fire Insurance Company,

oblige

Yours very truly,

—

OP THE—

CITY OF NEW YORK,

On receipt of the above letter we immediately ordered the case ot Handkerchiefs, and lind on examination that they
are not damaged at all—the boxes only
BEING WKT. Wishing to sell them before onr Holiday trade commences we
have opened the whole lot In onr Wholesale Department, in the basement of our
store, and shall sell during the week at
yataîl

All in

wo η

t

nf T.atilca'

nr

OWEN, MOORir k BAILEY,
no26

7

dtf

L ADI IE3S
Do you want (o buy Embroidered
Sets Collars and Cntfs 1er 30 cents.
Coral Necklaces, Beauties
13 and 15 cents each.

Ladies' Wook Κilit·Jackets 38

upwards.

Ladies' New Style Nickel
25 cents cacti.

Total Assets Jan. 1 1877
K. S. WALCOTT, Pres.
I.

«1,612.882.59.
REMCEN LANE, Sec'y.

ROLLINS, L0RIN9
92

& ADAMS

Agents,
Exchange Street.
d3w

novlO

Go and Jky One I

(or

Handsome Ear Jewels, English
Garnets lor IV cents a pair.
cents and

Cash Capital
$500,000,00
Re-insurance Fund, as required by law.., .S25.127.30
.108.362.15
Outstanding Liabilities
Net Surplus
509,393.14

i.ontti'

Linen Handkerchiefs will find this the
cheapest lot we hare ever sold.

Belts

Embossed Trimmings 25 cents
per yard.
All kiuds Fancy Goods at greatly
rcduccd prices, at

CHAMBERSET
For

'9

If You Haven't .Got Fifteen

Bring

Also other kinds of FURNITURE at
equally low prices. Tills is the golden
opportunity. Improve it at

FITZGERALD'S,· THOS. P. BEALS',
368 Ifliddlc Street.
dti

nol7

M. G.

English

$2,211,375 00

Net Fire Surplus

PALMER'S.

JLatlic*' Warn Boot· and Slippers.
i^aif ies' Cork Mole Seamless Boot-.
Iridic»' and
tienla' Canadian OverShoes, at

Imported by

ULMER & HEHE'S,
Cntlers, 96 Exchange Street.

Free street Block, Portland.

Paid up Capital
Net Fire Surplus, after deducting all
Liabilities, including Reinsurance

29

Market Street,

OPPOSITE
povl

Skates I
SLEDS 1

POST

OFFICE.
dtt

Skates 1
SLEDS !

PALMER'S·

NOTICE.

Get your Carver· and Table Knirr· ol
whicli we haAe the largest ttock and lowast pr ices iu
the state ; aUo have your old ones filed up at

Thurston,

Samuel

S

d3t
SPECIAL

JANUARY 1st, 1877.

the
The largest assortment,
best
quality and the Cheapest Stock of
KUHBEK BOOTS, SHOES and OVER
SHOES, all widths and sizes, at

ces.

Corporation.

and Ottomans.

—

BLOWERS.

OF

STATEMENT

Full Stock, New Styles, Prices Reduced.

FOUR NEW IIEL10TVPES !

Also a fine collection of all the celebrated Paintings and Engravings at the low price of

T«tal,
$1,44 J,9S7 64
Losses Promptly Adjusted and Paid.
N. 8TRATTON, President.
F. L. WENTFORD, Secretary·

The London Assurance

Free St. Block.

Millais
Faed
aillais
Millais

j

Lowest

To Rent. Part of Store ou Free St. Large
Show Window and Good Basement. Enquire ot
nov20dtf
SAMUEL THURSTON.

ROSALIND and CELIi
EVANKELINE
....
ASLEEP
...
AWAKE

IV. JT.

U. S. Rezistered Bonds
$35,697 00
Bonds and Mortgages
4,000 00
West Jersey R. R. 7 per cent. Bonds, 1st
Mortgage
4,200 00
Maurice River Township Bonds
4,000 CO
Cash in Bank
30,803 07
Loans on Collaterals
7,000 00
Cash in hands of Agents, aud in course of
transmission
41,083 63
Real Estate owned by Company
16,000 00
Bill· Receivable for Marine Premiums
96,304 28
Due from· Individuals
1,469 65
Interests and Rents Accrued.
1,950 63
Office Futures and Furniture
1,500 00
2,821 CO
Salvage property on losses already paid
Due from other companies for Re-insurance. .2,400 00
Premium Notes, made by charter first liens
on property insured and real estate
1,193,767 S3

Piano Covers, Stools

8

1 eepectfully invite
all their former
customers and the ladies in general to
call and examine their selected stock of
Fancy Goods, Hosiery, Dress Trimmings,
&c. Every article new and fresh and of
the latest style and pattern, which, on
account of their extra facilities for buying, can be sold as low as the lowest in
this city. Remember the place, nearly
opposite City Building, Congress Street.
oct24
dly

Of IVIillrille.

STATE WENT, JANUARY 1 ,:i877 :

Call and see
our large stock,
get our prices, and be convinced
that we are offering onr goods
lower than any house in the State,

d3w

BRILL,

THAJlttSOIViNG IS COMING.

Congress St„ Opp. the Preble

Annual Statement.

MUTUAL MABI8E iSD FIRE IDS. CO.

Forest City Tea Store. 584 Con·
cress Street, oppo., City Hotel.

having sold oat their stock of retail
goods on Middle St., and taken the pleasant and spacious store on CONGRESS
STREET, nearly opposite City Hall,

18Ï8

Wholesale price. Call early while the
assortment is large.

DEANE BROS'.

Large assortment of fresh Candies
per lb
also a large assortment of English and American
pickled Mustards, &c &c &c. Ketchups, Jellies,
Jams, Sauces and every thibgr usually kept in a first
class Grocery, all at the correspondingly low cash

nou24

241

Paid al

and

Office.

22 Exchange Street.

AT—ί

prices.

no26

Retailing

—

12£

94 EXCHANGE STREET.

DIARIES

FURNITURE

NOW IS YOUR TIME TO PURCH.ISB ANDS1TE MONEY.

"

.·

Fresli Tomatoes (3 lb cane
Green Corn 2 lb cans....
Tomato Ketchup pint
"
Choice Pickles
Horse Radish, Bottle
Crackers
Oyster
Crackers

FALL & WINTER

SWEETS &

Adjusted
Oar

7
13
8

SUNDRIES.

C. DAY, Jli., & CO.,

isre

Fire

51 Exchange St.

"

"

Nutmegs

Mace

Has just received hia

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Fancy

d3m

J"lb

Pimento

Ko. SO 1-2

One of the largest and best selected stocks of

OI«l stand Sweeuir & Merrill.

—

14
10
18
13

SPICES.

Cloves

TAILOR,

CE1TS.

NO. 263 MIDDLE STREET,

"

Ginger.

Chesley

o( tliosc CHILDREN'S UNDER FLANNELS tor

Geo. F. Nelson,

'*

"

PURE

S. FICKETT.
no28d3t·

Middle

sented.

|J20

·*

·*
Turkish Prunes
New Figs
Good "

trusting

«■

Extra nice finish.

"

Pepûer
C.Tartar

Cape Elizabeth, Nov. 27, 1877.

ANOTHER I OT

25

HOTEL.

Repre-

....

A

one on

OF

—

Price List of Thanksgiving Good* s
Best muscatel Raisins
13c per lb δ lbs $1.0o
·«
"
Choice
10
"
"
·'
London
9
"
"
Table
16
"
Sultanas seedless "
15
·'
Best extra Currants
9

Wanted.
SUITE ot unfurnished rooms or room with an
alcove ; must be sunny and pleant.
West
End prefered. Address Box 1447.
nov28dlw*

PANTS

gl.OO.

CITY

OPP,

Lost·

•73 Ota.

AND

Over Seventy Million Dollars Fire

PRICE

REGULAR Meeting of the above Society will
be held at Reception Hall, Friday Eve, Nov. 30,
at 8 o'clock.
The directors will meet at same
place at 7.30 o'clock. All applications should be presented to the Sect'y previous to the Directors' meet-

UNDERWEAR.

TESTS

nov2ldtf

Insurance Capital

sept3eodtf

have Boots or Shoes of any kind made
A. GOWELL·.

MERINO

UNDERWRITERS.

PORTLAND, ME

Sale by Grocers, Druggists, &c.

Great Mark Down

Call and Leave
Your measure,

P. S.—I shall remain with Mr. Goes

AND

Locte's Gelatine Starcli Company,'
For

A

Is to

during the Fall and Wiater, and shall be
happy to wait on all who may wish to

VESTS

FIRE AMD MARINE

Manufactured and supplied wholesale by

Citizens' mutual Relief Society.

nov27dtd

one

ROLLINS,
LORING,
& ADAMS,

This is to certify that I have used Locke's Gelatine
Starch, aud consider it one of the very best in use·
can well recommend it to any Laundry.
M. S. GIBSON, Preble House.

No.5 Plum St.,

no28dlm

by

AT AUCTION.

and

130 EXCHANGE ST.

267 Commercial St., B. & M. R. E. Wharf.
promptly attended to, and satisfac-

ing.

Tables

WHE Fishing Schooner Gertie Lewis, 115 tons, O.
Χ M ; nine years old; will be sold at auction on
SATURDAY, Dec. 1st, at 10 o'clock, at Portland
Pier.
no28dJt·

Portland, Me., Nov, 1. 1877.
My Laundress has thoroughly tested "Locke's
Gelatine Starch" and says it is the best article for
the purpose she ever used. Its excellence induces us
to recommend it to those desiring good work.
Ο. M. SHAW & SON, Falmouth Hotel.

pnrity

Orders by mail
tiou assured.

Γοοι

o'clock,
we
four (4)
Pool
almost
new
and ia
(1)
Table,
complete running order. Also all the Fixtures and
Furniture ot the Billiard and Bar Koom.
V. O. BAILKk dfc CO., Auctioneer*!.
no28
dit

Billiard,

best thing I ever saw for Cotton or Linen. It
one-half the labor. With pleasure I am, youis
&c..
S, W. FLETCHER, Prop'r Portland
22 Union St., Portland.
Laundry.

LORD,

and

DAY, Wednesday, Not. 28tb, at 11
at the St. Julian Hotel,
THIS
shall sell
and

saves

a

dtd

Auction.

is the

Furniturde (lonn to
You just call round

Repairing ol Furniture
Specialty,

THIS
any

Having disposed of my stock of Boots
and shoes in store 212 Middle Street, I
take pleasure in commending him to my
late customers as one worthy of their
confidence, and who will do his utmost
to maintain the good reputatiou of the
Store by keeping a large stook of first
quality goods, and selling them at the
lowest living profit.
A. GOWELL·

MERINO

no28

unliard

I have thoroughly tested and am now using in my
Laundry, Locke's Gelatine Starch, and I with pleasrecommend it to the public for general use, for it

in

New York
to
Rates of Passage—From
Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, first
cabin, $100; second cabin, $60, gOid; steerage, $30
currency. Apply to
OELRTCHS &CO.,
2 Bowling Green. Ne w York.
I>. W. LITTLli, Agent for Portland
no28
dly

GOSS,

AND

ON

ure

212 middle Street.

TESTS

FRIDAY, Dec. 4th, at 2 P. M., we eh.11 sell
the French Roof Houne on Westerly side of
Woodford Avenue, Woodford'* Corner,
Deering,
containing 9 rooms, ample closets, pantries, woodshed, &c.; good cellar; lot 50x175 feet. Terms very
easy; monthly or quarterly payment* it desired,
Horse care from the property every 30 minâtes.
V. O. RAILKl A CO., Aiclineen.

Certificate from the celebrated Troy Laundry.
This is to certify that I, David H. Simmons, proprietor of the old established Troy Custom Laundry,
situated at No 607 Broadway. Troy, N. Y„ am now
using Locke's Gelatine Starch in my Laundry, and
do not hesitate to recommend it as one of the finest
things I ever saw in this line; It gives a very fine
finish, »nd as far as I can see.is perfect in every way,
shape and manner. Yours verylrespeetfully,
D. H.SIMMONS.

STREET,

the lowest.
and see.

Respectfully Yours,

MERINO

Jiew House at Woodford's by Auction-

rflfïrôivi

Ask the Grocer or Druggist for Locke's Gelatins
Starch. Buy a bottle and be happy yourself.
Wanted—Two good Outside Salesmen.

—

130 EXCHANGE

Notice.

Notice.

to order.
no2l

at

—

CO., Portland,

W. P.

—

SELDOM WITNESSED.

liberally

The undersigned would respeettully
inform the citizens of Portland and
Vicinity that he has purchased the Stock
of Boots, Shoes and Rubbers of A.
Howell at a very low Usure, and will
sell them at prices that defy competition.
The stock is one of the finest in the
State, comprising all the latest styles of
every description; Ladies' Boots in great
variety, and prices lower than the
lowest; Misses' and Children's School
Boots; Boys' and Youths' School Boots;
Men's Calf Boots, all styles, kinds and
prices; Men's Rcavy Kip Boots.
Any
persons in want of Boots or Shoes should
not fail to examine onr stock, and we will
guarantee to save from 25 to 75 cents on
every pair purchased from our Store.
This is no humbug, but an actual fact.
No trouble to show goods.
Call and
examine our styles and compare our

prices.

Furniture

Woodford's Corner and City
BETWEEN
Brown Silk Umbrella.
Fiuder will be
rewarded if lelt at this office.
nov29d6t*

HOWE. Proprietor,
122 Liberty St., New York.
eowW&S6m

Special

dtf

prices by

all three of [the above medicines.

use

COLCORD,

Has done it. Locke's Gelatine Starch is the best and
cheapest Starch preparation in the wo rid. Gelatine
Starch may be used either in boiled or raw starch; it
prevents the iron from sticking or blisterin», gives a
fine clear white
polish which will never turn yellow.
It imparts such a fine, smooth surface that fabrics
dressed with it keep clean and fresh much longer
than when ereasv substances are emnloved.
ics extra stiffening
properties render it invaluable
for doing up thin fabrics, sucb as muslins, lawns, laces, «sc., that Laundresses have heretofore found i t
difficult to get sufficiently stiff.

and free
burning
qualities. Try it and be convinced of its
superiority over any Red Ash Coal in the market.
Also in stock Johue, CSilbertou, Thomas,
and
Cumberland
Lehigh. Nhamakin
Coal»
These are Special Coals and deserving the
attention ot purchasers who want a reliable article.
For sale in quantities to suit at low

CONSUMPTIVES
should

W.

m

HEffKY L. PAINE,

Liver Pills,

Plum Street, Portland, Me., consisting ot aboutît
Rooms furnished with CO Black Walnut Dressing
Cases and Painted Chamber Sets. Parlor Salts in
Plush, Satins. Terrien and Hair Cloth, Sofas and
Easy Chairs, M. T. Tables, Wardrobes, Hair, Husk
and Excelsior Mattres>es, Spring Beds and Bedding.
and Lace Curtains and Cornices, about 2000
Drapery
yards of Tapestry and Ingrain Carpet, Black
Walnut Dining Chairs and Tables, Crockery, Glass
and Silver Plated Ware and Cutlery. Table Linen.
The kitchen is furnished with Bramnall Range and
Broiler, Vegetable Covers, Copper and Tin Utensils,
&c. Also one very fine 7| octave Piano.
In the
Billiard Room are three very fine Billiard Tables
with patent cushion and all modern improvements »
also one Pool Table.
These tables are all in complete running order; one Oval Front Cigar Case.
Beer Pumps, Sate, Clock, &c. This lurnitare Is all
in prime order, a large part being new and flrstclas* throughout.
Can be examined two hours
belore sale.
CHARLES P. MATTOCKS.
F. O. BAILEY Λΰ CO., Auctioneer·.
nov!9
dtf

instruct

We Have Found It
and Are Happy.

Μ OFFER

Lvkens Valley Coal.

HOWE'S

Free from calomel, cures Billiousness, Dyspepsia,
Heartburn, Sour Stomach, Sick Headache, Chills,
Fevers, Costivenesc, gives quick action to the Liver
and regulates the Β owels, without pain and weakness, and a preventive of all malarial dieesases.

thoroughly

jan2*

M A I 11 A

and

will

143 Pearl Street.

KLOOD.

Constitutions,"

Coated"

J.

of the

for

who

given to ptirate pupils by the subscriber.

Company will sail every
Saturday from Bremen Pier, loot of Third Street,

Unsurpassed

ou

Instruction in English and Classical Studies

1

in

DK. S. D.

MORRIS,

Hoboken.

Purely vegetable, purifies the Blood, cures Pimples, Pin Worms, Old Sores, Scrofulous Diseases,
Female Complaints, Diabetes. Boils, Tumors. Cancels. &c., and FILLS THE VEINS WITH PUKE,
RICH BLOOD. For Nervous Debility, Lost Vitality
(caused by indiscretion

d6m

New York, Southampton, London,
Havre and Bremen.

Purifier,

A NI»

Bank.

Savings

Office and Residence, Woodford's Corner.
d3w»
novîg

NORTH GERMAN LLOYD

The Steamers

AUCTION.

BY

children intrusted to her care
For terms inquire ot
E. A. FILES, Principal, at School Room,
Brown's Block, or at Residence 43 Brown Street.
Portland, Nov, 16, 1877.
»ol7d4tS& W

d3t

Which DIFFERS from all other preparations in its
IMMEDIATE ACTION upon the

LITEK,

WI. E.

$1100 on year.
$1100 on years.
$1100 on vears.
$1100 on years.
$1100 on years.
Also $6500 on 15 years.
All to be dated December 1, 1877. Interest semiannually. Proposals will be received for the whole or
a part ot the above loan.
Proposals to be directed to
DANIEL D CHENERY,
Treasurer Town of Deering, Portland P. O.
DANIEL D. CHENERY, Treasurer.
dtd
no28

DR. §. ». HOWE'S

BILLIARD SALOOW

—À5D—

Monday, Not. ietbf*ti·
the regular course of
Λ. M., I shall sell the entire Furniture and
Commencing
study has been added
TO
Primary; Department in charge of Miss Fixtures of the above House, Corner ot Middle and
Katherine

Prices to Suit.

BETWEEN

Arabian Tonic Blood

Portlaud

no7

will be received for the following

Cures Coughs. Colds, Catarrh, Croup. Asthma, Diptberia, Pneumonia, Bronchitis, Bleeding Lungs and
Consumption. Also

MRS. CLARA BARNES MARTIN
References—Rev. F. ΙΓ. Hedge, D. D., Mr. Henry
W. Longfellow, Prof. Oliver
Wendell Holmes.
novl
d&weowly·

Clark,

1
2
3
4
5

The only Medicine of the kind in the "World,
A Substitute for Cod Liver Oil.

St. Julian Hotel

Portland Academy.

Clicks, de.,

FOR CONSUMPTION

ΤΠΕ

a

I

STEAMSHIP Ι,Ι.ΐΚ

OF

—

SCHOOL of the highest character for young
ladies. The course of study prepares for the
tor Women.
A pleasant home under careful
supervision is
provided for boarding pupils.
Terms including all school instruction and board,
8ΛΟΟ per year. Address the Priucipal,

\

F. Talbot

o. W. AJLLM9.

II ISMTllii; AND FIXTURES

Harvard Examinations

Has resumed the practice of law.

Over

Loan to November 30, 1877
PROPOSALS

School,

Β Ο ST Ο Ν

BOOKS

Proposal for Loan Town of Deerins.

diseases of
the
THKOAT
CHEST and LUNGM.

Place

33 ·ι4 ΪΤ Bichuit *·.

Regular Bale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday* commencing »t 10 o'clock a. m.
oc8dlf
Consignments solicited.

d3m

Otis

w3w48

Poultry, Poultry

•lalmro.m.
V. O. BA1LKT.

UNITED STATES HOTEL.

noU

BARNES, ÂCCOfllM.

George

Auctioneers and Conmlsaloo Merchant·,

LANGUAGES,

German and Frcncli Classes.

KIDDER, Recorder.

L.

no28

by all druggists.
eod&wsnly

County,

opened, examined, balanced, and closed,
Trial Balances and Cash Accounts investigated; Complicated accounts adjusted. Special attentions bankruptcy matters,the settlement of estates;
examination of agencies, and other matters raquiring
the services of a thorough accountant. Orders lett
at 28 Exchange St., Portland, Me., or forwarded
by
mail, promptly attended to.
augl'Gdtf
W&Ssep30tf

why

Arabian Milk Cure.
all

D. H.

OF

Graduate of.the Highest University of Germany.
German, French, Latin and CSreek.

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.
JanS
dtt

twenty-fourth

Court thereon.

Cumberland

PROFESSOR

SI l-'J EXCHANGE HTKKKT.

the foregoing, it appearing to the Court
that the said William Somers is not an inh abitant of this State and has no tenant, agent or attorney in this State, and that his goods or estate hus
been attached, it is Ordered by the Court that the
plaintift cause the said William Somere to be notified
ot the
pendency oi this suit by publishing three
weeks successively in the Maine State Press, a newspaper printed in Portland in the county of Cumberland, an abstract of the writ and declaration and this
Order ot Court thereon, the last publication to be
seven days at least before Monday the
day of December, A. D. 1877, that ho may then and
there in said Court appear and show cause, if any he
has,
judgment should not ne rendered against
him and execution issue accordingly
L. KIDDER, Recorder.
Attest:
Abstract of the writ aud declaration and Order of

DR. S. D. HOWE'S

Ami

Coroner for

HODGDQN & SOULE.

Ihe 19 th Century.

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNT*
A little daughter of Geo. Wing of Livermore
was shockingly burned a few days since
by her
clothes taking fire from an open fire-place.
A young man of Lewistou had $35,000 "fall
to him" the other day, but he keeps pegging
away at his trade just as though nothing had

F. Ο. BAILEY Λ CO„

At

The Most Wonderful Discovery of

the facts?

Officer Libby had
this Iiisli woman, who i* a
notorious rumeeller. She has been manyjtimes
convicted, and has two cases hanging over her
now.
She promised not to sell any mere, and
Mr. Eing let her off because she had some
small children who must go to the workhouse
if the mother was sent to jail.
She would be
in jail now bat for the forbearance of the offiwarrant

L1JDWIG Τ RI EST,

>

·.

nol6

Jt'iisL, outrageous.

Now what

a

HIATT ADAiUS,
Constable for Portland,

Choice lots well dressed

Biliousness and Liver Complaint cannot wilh
stand Schenck's Mandrakc Pills. They act upon th
stomach and liver without nauseating or griping
and aru erfectly safe and harmless.
These three remedies together are a sure cure for
Consumption. The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the matter in the lungs and purifies the blood ; the Mandrake
Pills create a healthy bile, remove all diseases of the
liver and assist the Pulmonic Syrup by carrying oft
the putrid matter; the Seaweed Tonic strengthens the
stomach and digestive organs and thereby creates
healthy blood.
The combined action of these medicines, as thus
explained, will cure every case of Consumption, if
taken in time, and the use of the medicines is per
severed in.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Sts., Philadelphia, every

Outrageous.—On last Fiiday afternoon a
poor widow woman living on York streft had
occasion to lock up her small bouse to attend
tbe fuueral of a deceased friend. On her return

STATE OF MAINE.

ents.

year's support.

subscription lis1

AUCTION SALES*

UPON

Hill's unlaundried shirt for $1 has not an
ocl8-tf
equal.

either sex, 4,I challenge the 19tli century" to
produce its equal. It builds you right square
up. Every bottle is worth its weight in gold.
Also

own

EDUCATIONAL.

Municipal Court, Νου. 26/Λ, 1877.
Lewie Williams of Portland, in said county, plaintiff, vs. William Somere oi St, John, N.B. et al., defendants. Action of assumpsit to recover the amount
due for labor done on a block on the northeast corner of Federal and India streets, on which plaintiff
claims a lien for the sum ot fourteen dollars and
costs alleged to be due the plaintif! from the defendant according to the declaration in the writ.
Writ is «iated the nineteenth day oi January, A. D.
1877. and made returnable Nov 26.1877, of eaid Municipal Court. Ad damnum $20.C0.
I>. W. Pboctoe, Att'y for Plff.

Hill's furnishiug store is opposite the foot of
ocl8-tf
Free street.

"Broken

educational field and its

BUSINESS CARDS.

Cumberland,

Grand raffle of turkeys at Preble House billiard room tonight

of

Ordinarily, the course of a newspaper is a
matter between itself and the subscriber; if he
doesn't like the paper he needn't take it, and
that is the end of it.
But the paper in question claims to he the organ cf the educational interests of New England.
It rather thrusts itself upon teachers
and school officers; it gets itself endorsed at ed~
ucational conv entions, and it carefully fosters
the idea that the roll of genuine workers in the

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Hiram

Wliittington & Co.,

22 FEDERAL

PRICE,
nov!9

ST., BOSTON.

*4.50.
eod2w

I ndu'M and CSculs' Plain, Fancy and
Teilet Slippers
■ .adieu' aud JVIieie*'
White Boot* and

Slippers,

at

PALMER'S.
of medium
Stock
Boots and
priced reliable
warranted by

fjarge

and

low

Shoes, all

M.G.PALMEE.

Great redaction in Nkate», Sketfi «trap·
η
Sleds, Clock*.
New style* in Clock*
Wholesale and Retail.

94 Exchange Street,
C.
DAY, JR., & CO
eouJw
nu'i

<

ΤΈΓΕ
l'or

land

MISCELLANEOUS.

ΡΗ,ΕΘΒ,

Wholesale Price· Carrent

BOOTS

Corrected for tlie Pre6s to Not. 28,1817.

Apple».

Gonpowder.
3 50 @
Blasting
Sporting.... 6 50 @ 6 50

Breen
3 00 0 4
Drl'd West'n
7 @
do Eastern.
g @
Aihei.
Pearl,il @
Pet
Ci#

Ken n·.
2 50 @ 2
Pea
2 37 @ 2 ί
Mediums
2
Yellow Eyes. 25 @ 2 S
Box «book*.
60 @
I
Plne
...

@

ipririe Steel.
Sheet Iron,.
Common..,,

@

Knesia

3.

@16

®

@10

00
00
00
21

'4
β|

18
12
4

@
@

10

4@
5J@

13
8

41
6
14
12

@

@

Lard.

9J@

Site
11 ®

Pail
Caddies

13J®
Maine
13 @
Ν. Y. Factory 13J@
Ceal—(Retail).

@17

@
7J@

Kegs 1? lb...
I'ierceet* ft.

Cheese.

Ash

@21

15
10

C

Saly

@

Verm't.^ft

Cumberland
Pictou
Chestnut....
Franklin....
Lehigh & W.

(a26

4}®

3ast Steel...
ierman St'l.
Shoe Steel...

Charcoal.

Maple

@

45
00
00

2®
iij-g

Sorway

Candie·.
Mould, lb.
@
32 @
Sperm

Ma-

@ 110
® 1 00

42

Common....
defined

Butter.
18®
14 M

Blrcb,
p'-e

@

'res'd.^ton.H 00
14 00
Itraw
8 00
Iron*

Family, ψ ib

Pit Burned,

@

riue Feed...
ihorts
Hit.

<

71
70
72
67

71 @

)ats

Bread.
l'ilôt Sup.... 9 00 @11 (
do ex lOOlb. « 50 @ g (
4 50 ® 5 (
Ship
Crackers V
100
35 @

Oak

70 @

iye
Sarley

...

Pine
Hard Wood,

llja

Leao.
9
8

@ 6 00
@ 7 00

5 50
«50
6 00
6 00

@
@

6 50

5 50

@

6

(
L
Pig
Leather.
New ϊογκ,

Light
Mid. Weight.
Heavy

30
22

Cooperage.

Calf

Am.

...

Lime.
Kackland c'ek.
@ 1 00
Lumber.

Clear Plue,

Sug. City.,
@215 Nos. 1 & 2...40 00 (
85 @ 105 No. 3
30 00 (
Sag. C
Pine Suga
Shipping. .15 00 (
box shooks 68 00 @70 00 Spruce
10 00 (
hd. Headings,
Hemlock.... 9 50 (
8pruce, 85
Clapboards,
In
2100 @22 00
Spruce ex.24 00 @26 00

Soft Pine..
@124 00
Hard Pine
@25 00
Hoops, 14 ft.
@25 00
Short do 8 tU6 00 @17 00
7 ft.12 00 @14 00

Pop'rstaves.16 00 @17 00
Spruce, r'gh.
@ 14 00
Tt Π SfftTOB
nil
Copper.
i!

jf.M. sheath-

Λ

Ώ

tag....····

@

Bronze do..-·
®
Y. M. Boite.
@
Cop bottom· 52 @
(ordaiif.
Amer'n p ft 12 @
Bussia.—...· 13 @
Manila
1313
Manila Bolt

I
\
a

1
1

1

c
tart
54 @
Alcohol ρ gl 2 25 @ 2 3
4 ®
Alum..—
..

Ammonia

carl).......
Ashes pot...
Beeswax

..

20 @

2

@

«
4

6

®

38 ®

■·

Bleaching
powders...

Borax
Brimstone...
Cochineal..·.

Copperas....

Cream tartar
Ex logwood
Cium Arabic.
Aloes cape.

Camphor..
Myrrh..·.
Opium'... 5 60 I
Shellac....

301
90 1

Indigo

Iodine

Ipecac
licorice rt...

15 I

Cal ex.....

No.1.14 00 @17 00
Clear... .22 CO @25 00
Pine
30 00 @55 005

Shingles,

Cedar ex...
CedarExNol
Spruce....
Latlis.spr·, ce
Pine

Nail·.

Tar, t>bbl..

@3 75
@ 4 00
@ 3 75
@ 6 00

@

Oil.

Kerosene
Po.-t.Kef.P'tr
Devoe BriU't
1 70
Sperm
Whale
85

42
19
14

(a>

@ 21
@ 1 80
@ 90
Bank
B0 @
60
Shore
45 @
48
45 @ 50
Porgie
Linseed
IgJ 58
Boiled do....
@ 61
Lard
80 @ 85
Castor
120 @ 135
Neatstoot..... 112 @ 125
Elaine
87 @
60
PainU.
Port. Lead.. 8 50 @ 8 75
PureGr'ddo 7 75 @ 8 00
Pure Dry do.
@8 00
Am. Zinc....
10 @
12
Rochelle Tel.
3
2J@
Ene.Ven.red
3
2J@
10®

Thick Boots
Fine Kip Boots...
French Ties
Oil Goat Sewed Slippers

Saltpetre..«
Senna

Seeacanary.

Cardamone 185 (
Soda bi-carb.
4 I

2|»
_4

White wax.
60 @
65
Vamilla beanlb 00 @20 00
Vltrol blue.. 10 (gi 12
Duck.

@

8 00

_

Dyewood».
Barwood....
Brazilwood.
B(
6 (
Camwood...
Fustic
-,
2}i

Mess
Hams

15 00 @15
10 (Si
Sice.
Rice 3? ft.
7 @
Salera»·.
Salerat's© lb
ο @

Cadiz,du.pd.

2 CO
175
Gr'nd butter 20 ψ box
Lly.fine sack 175 @ 2 00
Seed».

Clover, ft.... 10J®
Be«P Top bag
2j@
H. Grass,bu. 1 85 @ 2
Woap,

ExSt'mE'i'd

11
2
00

@

Family

8
7
64

ffi>

No. 1

Spice*.

Cassia, pure

32
43

@
1

Bay No. 1.16
Bay Ν J. 2.10

00
00
Large 3... 8 00
Shore No.l 16 00
No. 2..-.10 00

.75
1.25
75
50
75

©

16

Pepper

@17 50 Pearl
@11 00
@ 950
@17 50

@1100

4 25
2 25
170
135
125

Starch.
6

sugar.
Granulated..
Extra C
U....
8}<g

Pull'd,Super

6(g)

ehiriings.,28.. 4J®
Flannels heavy 22J@
"

8
7
8
6
30
20

medium 12){§j
Bleached Cottons.
Good. ,.36iu 9 @ 11}
Medium.3G..
7jC«i 84
Light.... 36- 5 m 7
Sheetings.9-8.. 13 Kg 17
.5-4.. 12JÛ 16
"
..10-4.. 20 @ 25
lTIiacellaneon·.
Denims good.. 13 @ 15
Il

Dorset Jeans—
Bleach'd and
7
7

Sateens—
Blcli'd&br'n
Medium
Cambric
Delaines cotton
and wool,..
All wool....
Spot wool...

einghamsgood
Medium

Tcking good
Medium

10
9
5
12
32

@
@

(g

9
9

@ 11
@ 10

@ 5}

STARCHENE.
STARCHENE.
use

STARCHENE.
To prevent the Iron from sticking,

use

STARCHENE.

taken oit free

STARCHENE.
Starchene,'Perfumed Starch Enamel,' which is
kept by the Grocers, is an article of genuine value.
It has been used in our family, and been pronounced
very superior as an ingredient in starch to Fecure
stiffness and a beautiiul polish. Once tested,
t will always be used.
f>roper
From tho "Boston Home Journal," July 7, 1877.
We caution the public about imitations of the
Starcheno, as unscrupulous persons are endeavoring to introduce a spurious article on tlio market.
Each of our bottles will bo labelled
Mark. Do not take any other.

with

our

Price 25 Cents Per

Street,

For sale in Portland by Sullivan & Osgood, 94
Portland St. ; Wm. Weeks, 319 Congress St. : S. N.
22 St. Lawrence St.; A. L. Millett, 588 Congress St.; J. Hudson & Co., 671 Congress St. peering—VanJB. Bray, Morrill's Corner.
oct8
eod6m

HILL'S
—

27J@
8

@
@
15 @

@
9}@

OF

Which is becoming
a nu

Fine

Social and BusincssfForms and θα de to
Correct Writing.

A

STEAM BOILER.

3-4.1 00
3-4 1 50 I

F roc king·.
wool 3-4... 45 @ 50
"
7-8... 55 M 60
"
78 ex. 65 @ 70

W. 11. PENNBLIj

MAVERICK

OIL

CO.,

REFILEES AND SHIPPERS OF

Centennial 160°

SA FETY OIL!
IflUVEltlCK

STANDARD

Burning
Maverick Pure Napthas. Gas Oils
Oils I

Oils delivered by the car-load, in bulk

rels, at any point in

New

...

OceanInsuranceCompany,...

100.

.108
Ill
105
104
101
105
104
55
153
138
142
103
137
70
73
105
87

A. & Κ. Β. K. Bonds
...
Maine CentralR.R. Stock,. ...100........
Maine Central B. R. Bonds, 7's*.
...
Leeds & Farm lngton K. It. Bonds,100

Potli& Ken. Β. R. Bonds,. 100
•Consolidated.

138J

....112
....108

..,.105*

105
106
106
.... 57
155
.,..139
....

....

....

...

..,.144
._
...

...

106
138

or

in

bar-

England.

flffionc i6,i Bli0AD St„ boston, Mass.
Ullluuu· ) 25 & 27 COMMERCIAL ST., P0BTLAM>,'MB
novli

eodSm

-35
40
35
30

80
75

.,,.107
.... 89
...
15
87
90
92
94
96
98

Clothing

Γ

11
Π

We

EFFECTUALLY and PERMANENTLY cures
Headache, Nervousness, Canker, Dyspepsia, Flat·
ulencv and Pains in the Stomach, Water Brash,
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Costiveness, Constipation,

peculiarly

THOMAS G, GERRISH Lowell, Mass.
53iP"Sold by Druggists and Dealers m Medicine.

myl4

d&wly

Ο Ο 3=L 3ΧΓ S 2
DR. D. G. CARLTON, No. 16
Market Equate,
will
treat
all
diseases of the leet: Corns, Bunions, fngrowing or bad nails, &c., so that the
boot can be worn im-

mediately. Remember Dr.
Carleton'e Corn Annihilaa sure cure ior Chilblains; for sale by him
and all DruggistsExamination free. People can be treated at their
residence when desired.
oc21d6m

GENTS'

Opposite Preble House. 482 Congress St
*u28
dtf

of

in

Own

our

au υ υ υ \J 1. LK υ

LINE

FURNISHING

Shop

187

OF

&

cod3w

They

Cor.

hay and grain for $2.00 per week. Good
huitaines,sunny yard for exercise; running
water in stable; hay nist quality; horses well cared
for ; carriages stored without charge; the best of

f

<J

purchase your Coal is

at

references given.
cct22d3m

C. D. RfflALL,
Conteh, me.

YOUR GAIN !

OUR LOSS !

We and our six other Retail Stores received orders last week from o.ur Wholesale House that
they had an
immense stock oi Winter ClothiDg on their Counter?, which must bo
disposed of before the close of the
season no matter what the sacrifice
may be.
Our unparalleled sales the last week show that the public
appreciate the bargains we have given them'
and encourage us to offer still greater
bargains. We invite the public to call and convince themselves that
this is a bona fide mark down, and not merely done for an advertisement.
The following bargains are a sample of the prices on our entire stock :

All Wool Trousers,
3 to 10 Years,

Boys'

Lined, Ages

No Wharfage·
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Phil»·

delphia,
Freight for the

Long Trousers,

Six Diflercnt
Styles, Ages 7 to 14 years,
U us ut Retail price $e.00;aiid $6.50.

Semi-Weekly

35 BOYS'

OVERCOATS,

Four Different Styles, Ages 4 to 10 Years, $5.00 (and $6,00 tbe
;
goods
would be low at $8.00 and SIO.OO.

Kittery,

Will until farther notice, leave Franklin Wharf
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at β
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New Yorki
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomo
dations tor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable ronte lor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, Including State
Room, $3. Meals extra. Good destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For futther information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag't, Pier 38 E. R„ New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at
Exchange street.
dec!6tf

Portland,

for all stations, running through to
HwanWa and Burlington.

Railroad,

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington
NXKA.71.NUIF

8, 1877.

fear times

15

YOUNG MEN'S

SUITS,
$10.00.

AddIv to
UEO. Λ. HARMON,
dtf

season tor

20 MEN'S

EL

$19.00.

BEAUF CASS

$15.00,

Intending to Winter in
To let or ior sale, a small, neat,
furnished house ; stoves and cooking utensils; bath
house and boat on the lake; situation unsurpassed in
Florida ; on a high ridge, between two deep, clear
lakes; in the midst of an orange grove. For further
apply to THOS. EDWARDS, office of
erlin Mills Company, Portland.
novl8
d2w*

n°»23

189

SUITS,

former price $25.00.

MIDDLE

Che undersigned lias taken charge of the Dressmaking department, in the

Williams' Block,

No. 379 Congress St.,

prepared to do Fashionable Dress and Cioak
asking· and solicits a share of the patronage oi the
^adies of Portland and vicinity.
Apprentices tliorou hly taught the system
.nd is

)reiemaking,

sepl7eod3in*

STREET.

Pleasure Wagons.

"ZEPHïRUS"~ÂND "RAT,"
are now

icinity
No.
in)

MR*. IIUJ AHU.

Thi Frew Job Printiag Office is pre·
""•ed *· «Ιο; every deecripiionof lUtrtanle Priming at Low Prices.

ready to convey parties to any resorts in
at reasonable rates. Apply to

th

JOHN KAY,
Commercial Wharf or'219 Brackett street
dtt

|

Sirticulars,

STEAMBOAT CO.
For the Penobscot and Machias.

7.00

a. m. foi Auburn anil Lewietor.
a. m for
12.35 p. m. for Auburn and t.ewiston.
l.so p. m. tor Isl%nd Pond,
and

FALL

Gorham, (Mixed.)

8

Montreal.
5.30 p, m. lor Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris.
ARRIVALS.
8.30 a. m. from Lewi-ton and Anburn.
9.30 a. m. liom Uorbam (Mixed).
2.20 p. m. from Montreal, Quebec and West.
2.50 p. m. from Lewision and Auburn.
6.00 p. m. from Lewiston, Auburn and South Paris

j

my, durability, and perfect

The Steamer

South-West and Bar Harbors, fMt. Desert,) Mill-

and the West.
The Steamer Richmond having teen
from the Bangor route, Passengers and withdrawn
Freight for
Winterport, Hampden and Bangor will be f< rwarded
via Sanloid Steamship Company without
extra

|

Tickets sold at Reduced Bates !

charge.

For further particular» inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket
Agent,
Railroad Wharf.

Franci.co,

ECUSHING, Assistant
Portland, Nov. 18,1877.

Vaults Cleaned

and

Freight

Portland &

Harpswell Steamboat
Company.

tHATOÊTï
Three Trips

Income

a

TIME.

Week for the

Present.

On and afu-r itlonday, Nov. IWth.

STEAMER

Portland,

HENRIETTA

Leaves west side of Custom House Wharf for I'··M
■ «lautl, I'iltle
C'hrbeag up* «real C*·
bcatfue. llarpvwcll nurf ffaile?'· Inland,
at 3 o'lock—Mondays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
L«ar« Jttailey » Inland at 7.30, Unrp·well

Vatilte OloanodL,
s. f.

par m rtx

received at New and Spacious

o. ». e. mink,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street. Boston.
janlldtf
Boston, May 1st. 1877.

CENTS.
dlwtM.W.S

rickicii,

liibby'i Cerner,

*lth Ο Lit COLON V HAlLKOAD.

connecting With the Cljde »«·"",ιν™ ι,"ν«
every MONDAY, WKDNKSDAi anW SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Oirrc·, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, 8.C.,
Norfolk, Va., Portsmoueb. Va., Richmond, Va.,
Va., Georgetown,
Washington. D. C., Alexandria.
D. C., and all rail and water lines.
around
Cod avoid <1
Cape
Dangers of Navigation
Insuraiu c one-eighth of ono per cent.
or
other
information,'apply
For Rate» of Freight,

T. Moses of
to rae all his
property, (exempt from attachment and execution,)
for the benefit of his
creditors; and three months
are allowed by law for creditors to
parties
thereto
s. L·. CARLETON.
Office 1P0 Middle St., Portland, Me.
Nov. 13. 1877.
novl4d3vr

Address

—

r,ei*''*
House, and forwarded daily toKAlXR'^®".there

la hereby given that Abram
NOTICE
Portland, has this clay assigned

I

FBOM

o S Τ Ο Ν,

Boston to the South. Only Tri-Weekljr
Line.
Onick Time, >L«w Rate·, Fr»··*·' De*

Assignment for the Benefit of Creditors.

moveil.

ALL

in connection

STEANEK TOURIST.

Ashes Be

OKDERS promptly attended to by calling at
oraddreww
K. GiKSONt
IDldtf
088 Congres» Stmt

—

Will leave the East Side of Custom
House Wharf
every day for Jones' and Trefethen's
Landings,
and Hog Island, at 8 45, 10.45 a. m.
1.45,4,45
p. in.,
returning after each trip.
A Hailing
Trip every pleaaant
at 3.00 p. m.
afternoon,
«3

novlMtf

CLYDE'S

FOR THE ISLANDS.

fABE,

Mangel

Philadelphia & New England Steamship Line;

Iuiedtf

oc2

LEWISTON,

n

bridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning, will leave Alachiasport every Tar'·
day morning at 4.SO o'clock,
touch: ;
as above, (except Bucksport and
Searsport,) arriviL*
in Portland game night, usually connecting with
Pullman train and early morning trains for Boston

without friction, gnmming or running. The absence I
and all points in the
of all triction renders it an indispensable auxiliary
for cooling journals and boxes on Steam Cars. The 1 Northwest, West and
Southwest.
coldest weather has no effect on this Lubricator.
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY Is in splendid
It has been conceded by those that have thoroughly tested this article, that it is superior to any lubri- condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
cator offered to the public, and that it is a saving of
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the Went.
30 to 50 per cent.
The Company manufactures three different grades,
tyPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
designed severally ior Steam and Horse Cars, Ma- AND SLEEPING OAKS are attached to the train·
chinery, Trucks, Drays, Carriages, &c., all cf which leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
secured by Letters Patent, granted 1876.
Baggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
All goods guaranteed as represented and put up in
Chicago, and not subject to Custom Houe» examination.
convenient packages for the trade.
The Company are not responsible for
Orders addressed to the Union Lubricator Co., No.
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personβ Havmarket Square, Boston, will De promptly
al) unless notice Is given, and paid tor at the rate of
attended to.
one passenger foi every 8500 additional value.
Wo are permitted to refer to the following:
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Alannatr,
Portland, June 15, 1877.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
To the Union Lubricator Co., 6 Haymarket Square, j

W. H. FESSENDEN,
Treasurer Portland Machine Work.
I. D. WILSON,
Foreman Portland Machine Works·
HENRY S. CLAY.
Livery Stable Keeper. 7 Market Square.
S. P. CHADBURN,
Proprietor Stages Portland to Bridirton.
IRA CLAY,
Truckman at Milllken & Co.'s, Commercial St.
FRED CUMMINGS,
Cumberland Paper Co.
W. S. JORDAN,
Cumberland Paper Co.
WINSLOW MACHINE WOKS,
Je23dtf
Union Street.

WEEK.

iCapt. Chas. Deering, will leave
Kail road
Whart, foot of State
e^X^ESâj·Street,
every Friday rvrninx,
■ I IO o'clock, for Rockland,
Camden, Belfast,
Searsport, Bucksport, Castine, Deer isle, Sedgwick,

T· Canada, Detroit, Chicago, IQilwa··
Uee, Cincinnati, 8t. I.oni*, Omaha,
Saginaw, Ht. Paul, Malt l.àke CilT,
Han

TBIP~PER

_

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

AM)

ONE

iPassenser Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

COMPANY.

The thoroughly tested Lubricator, for Steam and
Street Care, Paper, Rolling, Cotton and Woolen Mills,
Sugar Refineries, Gas Works, Brick Yards, Dredging
Machines, and for all Machinery with heavy bearings.
Also ior Carriages, Wagons, Carts, Drays, etc.

Vaults Cleaned
taken oat at short notice, lrom f 4 to It
cord or (3 a load, by addressing
uov24tt
A, LIBBY & CO., Portland P. 0.

AND

PORTLAND, BIÛ0R& MM

On and alter MONDAY, Oct. 8, 1877,

Boston:
We have thoroughly tested your Lubricator on our
road and find it to be of great merit, lunning G weeks
and over 3000 miles without replenishing, thereby
saving in time and expense. We can safely recommend its use on all railways.

eodBt

ProssmaK 1 ng s

Iieave Boulon at 7.30 a. III., 13.SO and 7.00
p. m., connecting with maine Central
and 6. 4k Μ, A. Kailwajr for St. John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

Grand Trunk R. R. Co. of Canada.

ALMON LEACH, Supt,
HENRY S. BENKETT, Master Mechanic.

No.

Agents.
Passage $15,
For freight or passage to
Norfolk,Baltimore, Wasb·
agton, or otherinformation apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Centrai Wharf, Boston,
β. Η. ROCKWELL, Agent,
aoMtf
Provdncee. Β·Τ·

Throngh Tickets to all Pointe South and West at
owes? rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Heat* and
Bertha at Ticket OtUee.
A. P. ROCKWELL. President.
Julldf

Families,
To Florida;—

—

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina,
by SeaRoanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Lin·
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points In the West by Baltimore Λ Ohio
B. R., M. W.Davison, Agent, 219
Wasningtonstreet,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

RETURNING·,

Mechanic Building.

AND

beard and

Mondays.)

Denver,

Elysian Overcoats,

LINE

week.

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg nd
Richmond, and Ya. and Tenn. K. R. to all places ta
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240
Washington St.,

Newbarypwrt,

3.15 p. m.
5.15 p. ni, Biddeferd accomodating Irai·.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Expreu with Sleeping Car, for
Bo.ton al 3.15 a, m., every day (except

lubrication

Small Sizes, Wide Bound, $8.00, Former Price $15.00.

$8.00, Sold this

Porlamonth,

p.rumraih, Hampton·, Newbirrporl,
Halem, Lynn. Cfaeloea and Bo.loa at

ROOMS
Men's Christian Association.

econo-

a

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACK3TONE.
aad HoOLELLAN.
Vr» Providrùcc every WKUNKHDAV
aad MATL'KDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and

Malrrn, Lynn, Chelsea and Β.··.· at
8.45 a. m.
Sac·, Biddef.rd, Hrnnebnnk, Kitterr,

mechanics Hall.
and Hall to let now occupied by the Young I

Tbis Lubricator combines

CompaL/

Line to Sew York.

Steamers Eleanora & Franconia

PAmEHIiEB TKAINH leave Portland
for Mcarboro'. Neco, Biddeford, Kennrbuuk, Well·, M orth Berwick, N.nk
Berwick, Couway Jonction, Klio 1,

B.PIKE,

Union Street.

The New England House, Portland) me,
Address
AUU. P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portland, Me.

MANSTFACTURINO

$3.50,

the rate ot

R. K., and Sont»
tree of Commission.

Maine Steamship

MATTOCKS,

J.

a. m.
on· half

'sailing vessels.
West by thePenn.

by connecting lines forwarded
PASSAQB TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
Β. B, IA1UWI, Agent
Ο L«»« Wharf.
jn23-ly

31} Exchange Street.

For particulars, apply to

at 10

Insurance

»

Viral Clan Nteamehla
HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Beaton direct every TCBMDAV
aad RATl'BOAT.

Union Lubricator

25 BOYS' ALEXIS SUITS.

iSD

JOHNS

AT THE REMARKABLE LOW PRICE OF

SO CEKTTS.

Gen'l Agi.

Leare each port erery Wed's'y & Sat'd'y

Quebec

tinge and Table Covers. Collections of Kare
ind Choice Antique Cloissonue
JESnamels,
Lacquers, Porcelaine, etc.
Dealers will find it advantageous to examine our
itock. New Invoices constantly arriving, and
Lt lowest prices ever before oflered.

No. 37 PAura Street,

a. m.

OCTOBER

dtf_

ocl7

jr..

PHILADELPHIA

of Time.

Eastern

HOTEL TO LEASE.

We now have a greater variety than ever oJ Inlia, Japanese and Chinese Goods, {consisting of every kind of Porcelaine, Pottery, Bronzes,
uacqner Ware, Silks, Toys, Paper Articles, Screens,
Sarved Furniture, etc. ®tc. Oriental Cnrpet*,

(gwvd oPïmiehf

—

To Let.

,

al

BO ΘΤΟ 1ST

Laundry, Billiard Room and
RESTAURANT,
Offices in St. Julian Hotel. Apply to

<13m

BERRY,

ae usual.
J. B. I QVLE,

de30-76dtf

11.10 a. m. from Upper Baitlett, &c.
4.43 p. m. Irom all stations on throngh line.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Portland, Oct, 5,1877.
octlldtf

lower part of house No. 234 Oxford St., very
THEconvenient,
containing eight rooms, gas and
For

12 Youths'

tairais

Freight taken

3.49 p. m. for Upper Bartlett and Intermediate
Stations.
ARRIVE.

House to Let.

Oxnard & Robinson.

o/nd

10.30

dtf

57

ΙΝΙΜΛ
5 Ρ, M..

and

Passengers by this une are reminded that they se
care a comfortable night's rest and ayoid the ex.
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
K^Tickets an<l State Rooms lor sale at D. H,
YOUNG'S, 266 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to Mew York via
varioo.
Bound lines, for sale at very low rates.

Passenger Trains will leave Portland

To Let.
and alter Not. 1, a nice tenement of six (6)
rooms on first floor in brick house, No. 41
India St., next east of Universalist church. Apply
to P. FEENEY, 201 Federal St., Portland, Me.

octOdtf

UP STAIRS.

CO.,

M » «'clock P. M.,
WHARF, RONTON, daily
(Sunday excepted.)

Commencing; October 8, 1877.

lower part of house No. 232 Oxford Street,
THEcontaining
all the modern improvements, gas

Office] No. 88 Exchange Street,

<§îoofc) μ

Change

Let.

oc20

13 Youths' Worsted Goats and Vests.

827 ds 8Û9 If rond way, IVew York.
sep8
dS&Ww

Leaving

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portlat J,

—

Hotel Annunciators, &c„ at lowest rates.

JAPANESE GOODS,

R. STXJBB3. Agent, R. R. Wharf.

The Superior Sea Going Steamers

RAILROAD.

ROOMS

MCALLISTER'S

dtf

A.

FOREST CITlf AND JOHN BROOK!
will, until further notice, rnn alternately at fol-

rttf

sept5

43 Free Street.

and Sebago.

State

BOSTON STEAMERS.

House to Let.

office, No. 78 Exchange St.,

STEPHEN

PORTLAND & OGDHRG

C. P.

Tickets,

quickest

To Let Very Low.

no26dtf

COM
Tlie most convenient place in the

mh21dtf

Arrangement.

LARGE, Pleasant House, finely located,hourly
repaired throughout, with modern improvements. Inquire ot
B. D. VKRRILL,
novldtf
Centennial Block.

To Let.
in Farrington Block, on Congress street
now occupied by Dr. Tasker.
Possession given
JOHN C. PROCTER,
January 1. Inquire ot
93 Exchange street.

Exchange and Federal Streets;

with maps of routes,

Bangor,

route to the West. Through
Tickets to ail Points South and West at
lowest rates. Trains on Boston & Maine road
connect with all steam era juuning between Portland and Bangor, Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maci ias,
East port, Calais. St. John and Haliiax. Also, con·
nect with Grand Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central and Portland & Ogdensburg
trains at lransfer Station. All trains stop at
Exeter ten minutes ior refreshments at first class
dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FURBEB, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

ocl9

bov20

Circulars,

» a

also the

and Lowest Prices. ON

75

A. A. VANTINE &

nol6dtf

particulars apply to F. H. WIDBER,
220 Commercial Street.
seplSdtf

can

sept29

A

Sebago.

located
No, 4 Mechanic St., where she can be
consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures. &c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of
consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Per ns entering
intoany
new business or profession, the con ucting of which
tliey do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that fleeh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has ^iven universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels since she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00 ; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
uo9dt

new

To Let.
COTTAGE new and nice on Clark Street,
Corner of Spring. A very desirable rent for a
small family. Sebago water; close to horse cars, &c.
A. F. MOULTON,
Inquire of
188 Middle St., Canal Bank Buildiug.
no23
dlw

ot De-

Ν. β, ΙΤΙΛΙ> D#X,the celebrated
MADAME
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress,
at

&

no23dtf

and stable No. 23T Oxford St. House
rooms with gap and Sebago.
Stable
room
three horses. Apply at the premises, or at
ocz7dtf
75 PORTLAND STREET.

Goods,
Largest Stock,

For

Rooms and any further information apply at the
4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean In-

Company's Office, No.
surance Co.,) or of

1

house
THEcontains
9
for

have the Best

tercolonial Railway.
ffffc'reight received on day of sailing until 4

o'clock p. m.

On and After Monday, October
Ν. 1S77, trains will LEAVE
poKfLAND FOR BOSTON
ntff
at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15 p. m., arriving at Boston atl0.45 a. m., 1.30, 8.00 p. m. ReBoston
at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 3. 30 p.m.,
leave
turning,
arriving at Portland at 12.10 5.10 8.10 p. m. For
North
Berwick, Salmon Falls,
Welle,
Great Falls. Dover, Rochester, FarmΝ.
II..
Alton Bay. Newmarket,
ington,
Exeter, Haverhill, (North Andover, LawAndover
and (Lowell at 6.15, 8.45 a.
rence,
For Manchester and Conm., ^3.15 p. m.
cord, N. H., ^(via Newmarket Junction,) at
6.15 a. m. 3.15 p. m, (via Lawrence,) at 8.45 a. m.
For Scaborrongh, Pine Point, Old Orchard
Biddeford and
Beach,
Saco,
Ken ne bunk at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15, 5.30, p.m.
Morning Trains will leare Kennebsnk
for Portland at 7.20 a. m. The 3.15 p. m. train
from Portland connects at Boston with the Shore
Line and the Boston & Albany Road, for New York.

To Let.
Tenement ot 8 rooms to let in
Free Street.
C. A. WESTON.

TO WILSON & co:s,

«

i4»-**JwiwA^^wick.

ows:

Fall

eodlw*

noltt

WEEK.

-iA-fS^—jcrV
^làl ÎArCP%«\.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD

No. 1 EXCHANGE ST·

the premises.

PER

auJ after Monday, Sept.
17th the BteaiueTS City of Ροτ ι1 m if
^aPt. S. H.Pike, and New iii
Cuyt. E. 15. Wiucheeicr,
riÉmoM li HWTwin leave Railroad Wharf, foot
of State St.. every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00
P. M., tor Lastport and 8t. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbing ton, bU
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annap<*.
lis, Windsor, Kentvilie, Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E,
I., Fredericktown, Ν. B., and all stations on the In-

PAYSON TUCKER, Superintendent
March 31st. 1877.
ap2dtf

at

To

60

Lin-

attention of shippers of freight at Portland
called to the new arrangement of freight
Maine Central Rt R., to take effect APRIJj
1S77.

Freight for Lewiston, Auburn,

A

GROCERIES I

cc

and Belfast received at freight house be for a 5.30
P. M., will be forwarded same day, and will be ready
ior early deliverv at destination next morning

To Let,
l> very good rents on Munjoy Hill, one 83.50 and
ώί the other $9.00 per month. Apply to
novl3dtt
W. W. CAKE, No. 197 Newbury St.

Thanksgiving

jvuox

ARRANGEMENT.

TWO TRIPS

coln R. It., ami for Lewiatoa via Brunswick at
7 00 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Hath at 7.00 a.
12.40 and 5.25p. m.i
For Farmington, Monmouth, Winthrop,
Beadfleld, Went Waterville and WaterTitle via Lewiston at 12.35 p. m.

2d,

To Let.
House No. 79 New High St., i2
rooms, (including Bath room) hot
and cold water throughout.
H ill
be let to a Lsmall family.
Inquire

DESIRABLE,

Your

FALL

on

cheap rent on Munjoy street, Portland. Sebago and other modern improvement!
Call or address,
I. L. ELDER,
novl4dtf
Attorney at Law, 1194 Exchange St.

For

Ml. John, I». B., Annapolis, Wigd»ren<t Halifax. Ν. H.,
Cbarlottctown, P. JE. I.

is
THE
trains

«iootl JUent.

ηΤ,ΛΤΡνπνΔΝΤ

RANDALL

OR

on

Eaatporl, Calaf·,

naine Central Railroad.

$17 yer month, for a house centrally located,
containing nine rooms, gas and Sebago water.
Former price $325. WM. H, JEKRIS, Real Estate
Agenc.
nov22dlw#

ply

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup't.
Portland, Oct. 8, 1877.
julldtf

seven rooms.

To the Holders of Certificates of
Indebtedness.

to

Frank26 Myrtle
nov22dtf

on

floor ot house No. 4 Carlton St., containSECOND
With Gas and Sebago. Aping

All correspondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
NO CHARGE UNLESS PATENT 18
SECURED.
We reier to officials in the Patent Office, and. to
inventors in every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.
dtf
no24

city

A Good Rent.
ten rooms, gas and Sebago water,
lin street, 2d floor. Apply at No.

House to Let.

make closer
and secure Pat-

Wednesday

conven-

or

187

Street,

§· 1877.

an eianons oil

Κ Β β.

Ο Τ Η

Eut

m. and 5.20
p. m. The train leaving at 11.45 p. m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston, Auburn, Winthrop and Waterville. The 11.45
p. m. train is the Sight Express Train with Pullman Sleeping Car attached, which makes close connection at Banger for all stations on the Bangor
& Piscataquis, and Ε. & N, A. Railway, and tor
Klonlton, Woodstock, Ht. Andrews, Stt.
Stephen, St. John »ud Halifax.
Paeuenger Trains arrive in Portland as
follows: —The morning trains from Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains irom Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast. Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. K.,
and all intermediate stations at 2.55 and 3.00 p. m,
The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K. <& L.
R. R. at 6.20 p. m. The night Pullman Express
tiain at 2.00 a. m.

House, No. 2 Spruce Street.
Inquire of
BRICK
CHAS. EDWARDS,
E. A. NOYES,
Portland

tentability.

the second

a

anu

ALL

the

Steamboat Express train* leave Boston from Button & Providence Κ. H. Depot dally, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonlngton with the entirely new and superb Steamer lihode Island, ever;
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the eleand popular steamer Stonlngton every Tuesy, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
alway· in advance of all ether line·. Baggage checked through.
Tickets proenred at depots of Boston Λ Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Kollina & Adams', 22 ExOh»ngeSt.,and W. D. Llttle,<£ Co.'s,49J Exctiange,St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Ueu. Passenger Ag'.t, New York.
President.
Pel 73
dtf

For Lewiston and Auburn.

To Let.
a

nocKinna

OF

Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Paiaeu^er Trains leave at 12.35 p.

To Let.

GO.,

PORTLAND.

INVFNTHll
^0^
liU Li il 1

Meeting on

Bank

nov24dlw

Savings Bank.

Middle

nov9

tents mora promptly and wnh broader claims than
those who are remote from Washington.

1

Enquire ot

St., (Canal

Only $204 Per Annum

GOODS, &c., &e.

ALLEN

we can

searches,

&c.

]

neighborhood, nice and very
IN ientgood
rent or fix rooms, to
family without small

OF

that have been

DFTûfTfln
It η,.Ι Γ, Il f, (IΚ
lice,

to horse cars,
188 Middle

street.

labels,
Caveats, Assignments, Interlerences, etc

nventions

or

on Clark street, cor.
rent for a small family

Cottage House to Let.
FRENCH Hoof Cottage, 8 rooms, good cellar,
water, Sc., in the western part of the city;
a rent ot 8 rooms on Free Street: suitable lor
boarders. Apply to
F. G. PATTERSON,
no22dtf
Congress Street.

nov!9

Trap.

Horses Wintered.

1.00
.75

price».

Specialty

a

ornamental
I 11 t I \ompounds,
I til.I
IJ
I I I designs, trade-marks, and
XW

Biliousness, Jaundice, Worms, Piles, Rheumatism,

Skin Diseases .Diseases of the Liver,Kidney and Bladder Com plaints,Female Diseases,pre vents Indigestion
gives Iron to the Blooa, is
adapted to the
and cure ot Fever and Ague, Bilious,
emittent and Intermittent Fever, and Restores
Health to the Debilitated. Prepared by

$1.00

Clocks and Jewelry of all kind· repaired

Makina:

To all such we say, Call and Examine our Goods and you will he
convinced that you can get an Elegant Suit or Overcoat lor a Small
Sum ol money.

A Family Medicine.

....

WATCHES

are

expense.

to.

and

children.
Inquire at No. 6 Horton Place, leading
from Dow St.
nov22dti

$5.00, Marked Down from $8.00 and

....

This is

m.

A
also

have

we

»

a

FIRE Â1 BURGLAR ALARM.

tor is

«I wry low

new

Sebago water, close
A. P. MOULTON,
Building).

Made

Let.

η Ε A D

Α

Paesenger Train· lcare Portland for Ranger, Dexter, Belfast and Water r il le at
12.40 and 11.45 p. m.
For Mkowhegan at 12.35,12.40 and 11.45 p. m.
For Auguata, Hallowell. <*ardine.- und
Brunswick at 7.00 a. m., 12.40, 5.25 and 11.45 p.

nice,
ot Spring. A desirable
A COTTAGE,

A Line of FINE WORK for that Large and Rapidly Increasing
Class who 'ike to wear Nicely Cnt and Made Clothes but
will not pay the prices which have to be
charged for Garments made to measure.

ocia

....

Randolph Boynton.
Cleaned and Warranted,lfor
*'
"
Mainsprings
"
"
C&segpr gs

popular.

OCT·

LINE

FOR NEW YORK.

Central

UIOJKDAY,

nrt

75

opposite the Post Office.

Srevention

&TONINGTON

RAILROAD.

To Let.

A Better Assortment and at Much Lower
Prices than JËTer Before.

..

State ot Maine Bonds
Portland City Bonds, Municipal
Portland City Bond» aid R.K
Bath City Bonds
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years
Calais City Bonds
Cumberland National Bank,... 40
Canal National Bank
100
First National Bank
100
Casco National Bank,
100
Merchant*' National Bank,.. .75
National Traders' Bank,
(.100
Portland Company
Portland Gas Company,... ,_..so

Maine

TO LET.

F

OVERCOAT,

cember no registration will be made.
Per Order ot the Directors.
nov5dtdecl
EDWARD C. PERKINS, Clerk.

LYDIE

aultkltf

Intermediate passage ·40.
lieturn Tickets, »1U(>, S125 and 8130.
Payable in gold or its equivalent.
For freight or cabin passage apply to
H, & A. ALLAN, Ko. 1 India St.
For Steerage passage inward and outward, and lor
sight dralts on England In sums to suit, apply to
.1AM KS L. F Alt M EH, No. 3 India St.
novlSdtf
Portland, Nov. IT. 1877.

Close connections made at Westbrooli Junction
with through trains of Me. Central R.K, and at
Portland (Grand Trunk Junction) with through
trains of Grand Trunk K. R.
J. M. LI'NT. Snpt.
deldtf

Double Windows* tor Sale.

on

immediately aller the arrival of tho train of tho
previous day from Montreal.
Passages to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin,
(according to accommodations,) sjo S)u, «<*»!

a. m.

IN

port for Liverpool

this

SATURDAY,DECEMBKU let,

β,ίΙΟ P. 91. Local (or Gorham.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00,11.00 a. m. (Express)
arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., and 1.10 p. m.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a.m., arriving at Portland 6.40

Western part of city, a New House containing
all the modern improvements. Inquire at this
office.
au2dtf

To

m π IT m Π obtained tor mechanical deν Tices> medical, or other

Annual

Portland DliIi|Prel· Stock Lin
Corrected by Woodbury & Houltoh. Investment
bankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.
Far Faiue. efered Asked
Dticriptioni
Gold
103|... 1038
Government 6'«, 1881,..
llol....llo|
Government 5-20's, July, 1869,
105J. ...105}
Government 5-20's, July, 1867
108J... .10ί-|
Government 5-20's, Jaly, 1868
109 j..,, 1Κ J

aovernmentl0-40'»,

so

We wish to say that

LIBRARY m one volume.
Every family
should have it. Indispensable to every one
The Voting Register of Certificate Holders is now
who proposes to make the most of life. No young
making up at the office of the Trustees No. 75 State
person can afford to be without it. An investment
Street,
Boston,Mass. The names of parties to whom
ot the paying kind. One of the wonders of toe age |
certificates were originally delivered have been
how so much intelligence necessary to the every day
in
the Register.
placed
aflairs of life can be put into so small a space nd so
Any subsequent purchase or holder desiring to regattractive lorm. Tell a person ever so muca about
ister
do so on presenting at said office to Mr.
may
this work but on examination one will exclaim as
Joshua Crane a written statement of his name, addid the Queen of Sheba, when she beheld tho
dress
and
the denomination and number of each cerwisdom and prosperity of Solomon; "The half was
tificate held by him, or, if so required by the Trusnot told me." Sold only by subscription.
Address
on
the certificates held by him, or a
tees,
producing
H. G. GARCELON, No. 266 Middle Street, Portland,
written order from the last registered holder.
Maine.
In
accordance
with
regulations fixed by the TrusSend for Circular.
Also agent for Zell's Encjtees, the Voting Register will be closed on the thirclopœdia.
no23dtt
j tieth
day of November, between which time and the

THE

MOKAVIAN, Capt. Graham,
will eail from

West.
!i 30 P. HI. Steamboat Express through to
New London without change. Connects at Kocheater for Dorer and <»reas
Falls, at Eppiug for Manchester and
Concord at Nashua for Lowell and
Boston, at Aver .(unction for Fitchburg and the West via Boonac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
ltailroadfor New York, at Putnam with
"Boston & Philadelphia Express Line" for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
Hirer New York, at 6.00 a. m.

The new and thoroughly built
house 8 Ellsworth St. Very pleasantly situated; in the healthiest
part ot the eity. The best bargaiu
in the market this season.
Apply on the premises.
J.B. AVEKILL.
July3t
dtf

Liverpool.
Steamship

and

The

T.30 Α. M. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Kocheaier at <J.55 a. m., (connecting with
Eastern and Boat mi & Maine Kailroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m.,
Kouou 1.15 p.m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p.
m., l-'itt'hbui'U 1.25 p. m., and Worcester
al 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and

lURNISHED BOOM to let, at
115 FRANKLIN STREET.
TXrrl.t
Ksvll

it# muse in want 01

Ready

EASTERN RAILROAD COMPANY

—

It liaa received the highest recommendation from
Steam Engineers
in every large city of this
where it has been introducei
It can be examined at No. 17 Union t.
Any information in regard to its cost will be cheerfully furnished by the agent lor this city,

Crash.
121® 16
8J Heavy
Medium
tj® 10
17
Drill·.
14 Brown h'vy 30
8J® 94
12
Medium 30 7J3 8}
30

MANUAL

or

promptly attended

CO.,
ITlalne·

I

i

Bottle.

Portland

T\

*

Trade

country

Doesk'sbr3-4.100
Jeans Kent'y. 12^|
Repellents..,.. 75 Γ
Satinets
23 (
Blanket·.
1 00 (
[Camp 7ft
Colored ^ pr. .175 (
White 10-4....2 00 t,.
Cotton Batting.
(ΒΟΗ) bales 1 lb
8 @ 13
rolls.........
Warp Tarn.. 19 ® 21
Twine
19 (g 22
WiokiM
25 @ 30
All

our

Passengers booked to London-

derry

7.30 a. m.,

"^MO

A

IJ Λ I L

For Sale by all Apothecaries and Grocers
Ask for Starchene and take no other.

Federal

-aa

good two-story house with

Under contract for the conveyance of

follows

rue m

Leave Portland at
and O.iO p. m.

SET consisting of a dozen double windows for
sale, part with ventilators. Price reasonable.
Applv at
no!5dtf
28 EXCHANGE STREET.

Further information as to price, &c., can be had
by addressing Gen'l T. W. Hvde. Bath, Me.; C. D.
Brown, Brunswick, Me.; or W. H. Pennell, No. 17
Union St., Portland.
auidtf

use

cannot be excelled.
This Boiler is
Stronger, Less Liable to Accident and
More Economical than any other known

common

Coatings
"
"

$45.

tor

those designed lor

THE NEW STYLE BOX

Those wlio have used steam for heating buildings
for drying purposes, have long felt the need of a
perfect device for returning, at a high temperature,
the water of condensation from the heating pipes to
the boiler, thus saving a large amount of fuel. Such
a device has been found in the 4,Meharg Steam
Trap," which is offered to those in need with a guarantee that they will keep the pipes free of water.
This trap has been in uee for several years, is simple in construction and practical in operation. It is
offered at a price eolow that no one who is using
steam tor heating can afford to do without it. They
will be put on for
responsible parties on trial for 30
davs. and if not found enfcirelv aatisfar.torv. will T>a

Inllrst cost and subsequent expense it

Pink & buft
Woolen·.
BT're TJ'ns6-4 1 S7j<
"Moscow6-4 .2 75
Casfimere blk.l 00 1
"
62 I
lancy.
"

(g 15
@ 40

11

Light

14

"

sold

usually

Especially

$1.50

now

(<oodl Wh •leaale market.
Corrected weekly by] lOcke, Twitchell Λ Co.
Brown Cotlona.
Bags, good....
Sheetings width, price. I Prints best....
"
8tandard36in 7 @ 7j
medium

elate
Brown

6-10

Return

If you want yeur linen to look like new, use

Dr»

7jM

is

Trains will

ABEL L. LAWTON & CO.,
Ayer. Mass.

FINE LINE OF OVERCOATINGS

or

Goding,

40 (
80

Lamb Skins.

médium.

as

a

NOVEMBER 13, 1877·

House for Sale,

MEHARGr

The best Linen Polish in the world is

ÎI14

_

"

Boots,

"
Childs'
Mens' Alaska Overs

FOR HOT OR COLD STARC

fine Laundry finish,

Portland & Rochester R. R. Montreal Ocean
Steamship Co.

ell—10 rooms, painted and blinded—a nice barn 36x
60, with cellar, a high, healthy location, beautiful
scenery; a tine lawn, shaded by 50 large sugar maple
trees; 1 horse, 5 cows, 2 heiiers, lot lowls, about 20
tons hay, 1 good farm wagon, 1
express w^gon,
mowing machine and rake, sleigh sled, lot ot wood,
and all the small tools about the farm, will be sold
on account of the owner now being seventy-two
of age, for the very low price of $5 000.
[ere is a chance to make a fortune. Send your address for the Real Estate Advocate; it describes
many cheap farms. It is free.

ιΌΑΚΕ

We would also eall attention to

25
.7
65
1.00
58
70

"

Misses'

PERFUMED STARCH ENAMEL.

...

6Î@

$25

Splendid French Worsted Suit
Same

dim

_

Medium. 36..
Fine.... 36—

WILL·

buildings consist ot

nov7dlm

S .2

Misses' Centennial Button Rubber Boots
Men's Sandals
"
Ladies'
best

G. F. DOWNES, State Agent,

No.3..„
Syrups
(â,
Medium... Τ 00 @ 8 50 Eagle Sugar Keflnery,
Olam Bait...
none
C
Floor.
CO4 50 I
Superfine
Ex C
Ex-Spring.,. 5 75 (
Tea»
zx Spring... 6 50 j
Souchong...^
Pat't Spring
Oolong
wheats—9 00 (
do
choice
Mich'n WinJapan.
ter best.... 7 25 @ 7 75
do choice
Iio w grade
Tin.
Michigan.. 6 00 @ 6 50 Straits
21 @
Bt.Louis win22 @
English
ter lair.... 6 75®
Char. I.C... 7 50 @8 00
Win'r good 7 50 @
Char.
I.
8 75 @10 00
X...
"
best. 8 25 @
Terne
7 75 (
Frail,
Coke
7 50 (
Almonds,
Antimony..
Soft Shell.
20 @
Zinc
Shelled.... 38 Γ
Tobacco.
Peanuts
150 (
Fives and Tens,
G.ùron
23 (
Best br'ndif 65 @ 75
Carrants....
Medium... 55 (aj 60
Dates
7 (
Common.. 48 @ 52
12 C
Half lbs
Figs
60 @
85
10 (
Prunes»..,.
Nat'l Leal...
90 @ 110
alsins,
Navy fts.... 55 @ 62
Layer,new 2 00 j
Varniah.
L. M.new. 2 25 ί
1 25 @ 1 75
Damar
New V»l.
Coach
2 25 @ 550
9 5
ΦΌ)....
Furniture... 1 25 a 2 50
Lemons ybx
s
Wool.
Oranges ψ b 5 00 j
Fl'cewash'd. 35 @
do nnwash'd 'Λ f
Oranges Y al. 8 50

Heavy. ..36..

A

1.00
1.35
75
00

Beaver Croquet, Flannel Lined Slippers
Long Leg Boots, 6-10
Glove Kid Button Boots
"
"
Kid Hid
3 6

$2.50

J. H. BOSWORTH &

1

Ginger

Mackerel,^ bbl.

Ankle Ties
Laco Boots, 2-5
Grain Sewed Lace

$1.50

STARCHENE.

25 @ 5 00 i Mace
19 (oj 23 Nutmegs....
12

$35 WE

$1.00

nov23

τ

1

Cloves

No. 1

patrons

and stylish manner; and lor

thorough

a

ALSO A FULL

8

871®
In bond... 137J@

~

our

wool STJIT I

Aud it shall be done in

BARGAIN SHOE STORE,
C. H. STAPLES & CO.,

101

2 25 (α) 2 50

Liverpool.
Duty paid.

Peach Wood
Ked Wood..
Flab,
Cod, per qtL.
L'ge Shore 4 50 @ 4 75
L'ge Bank 4 25 f
Small
3 25 Ε
Pollock
1 50 (
Haddock... 1 50 c
Hake
1 00 ;

Scal'd^bx.

-A-XjIj

are ONLY to be obtained at tlic

To save labor,

AIXAN^ LINE.

Îears

SUBSTANTIAL

Manufacturing

50

Cadiz in b'nd 1 37 jig 1 75

1
1

4

2.25
1 00
50

Youths'
Ladies'
Misses'

[CL·11 υυ

Ou

Turns Is. φ
1
d.(- bu.) 2 25 @ 2 50
Bonaire.... 2 25 @ 2 50

oz

bbl

Grained Lace School Boots
Goat Foxed Polish
Oil Grained Button
Fine Serge Button
Kid Croquet Slippers

$2.00

Men's Rubber Boots.
Best Pare Gum

Nail,

0 OIB

MARKET,

offer to

we

Λ. GOOD.

9 00

..

No.l
No. 3
No. 10

THE

1

much

Tery

WE WILL MAKE TO ORDER FOR

11

Calcined.bls. 2 75 @ 3 00
Prodace.
BeefSide....
7 @
9
Veal
(§
Mutton
9 @
11
Chickens
10@ 12
12 @
15
Turkeys
Eggs,^doz. 22 @ 24
Potatoes
45 @ 55
Onions, bbl.. 2 25 @ 2|50
Bermuda..
none
Round hogs..
6 ®
61
Proviuion*.
iMess Beef....11 00 @11 50
Ex Mesa. .12 00 @13 00
Plate
13 50 @14 00
Ex Plate. .14 50 @15 50
Perk,
Backi .,..17 50 @18 00

PORTLAND ^WORCESTER LINE

first class Real Estate

30 miles from Eos ton, a splendidly located
Milk and Fruit Farm—75 acres of nice land all
smooth and free from stone, slopes to the south, cuts
20 tons English hay by machine, a beautiful orchard
of apple and pear trees in bearing, is all fenced with
stone wall and watered with never iailing water ; the

The Full Benefit of the Low Prices !

YOUTHS' GOODS, CHILDREN'S GOODS.

@ 3 00
@ 2 75

Grou'd.ln bis

Quinine
Rt rhubarb..
Bt snake....

Herring,
Shore, ρ

and

opening

now
bought

were

BELOW

MISSES' GOODS.

Boys'

@

Bine

Quicksilver

187

Blare».

Pitch iC.Tar)
Wil. Pitch..
Rosin
4 On
Turp'tine,gl. 39

TITΓΙ TW17 V
lTl
1.* J2j Jl Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Kents collected, taxes paid, &e. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTEKSOi», Dealer In
Seal Estate, 3T9i Congress Street.
nolSdtf
ou

2.00

@ 2 90

Naral

Goods

These

Plaater.

Winterg'n.

Losrwood,
Oampeacby,.
St. Domingo.

1.75
2.50
3.50
2.00
1.00
1.60
1.25
30 to .85

Thick Boots
Box Toe Bals
Oil Goat Box Toe Button Boots
Congress and Alexis, only
Goat Slippers..
Thick Shoes

Muscovado..
New Orleans
Barbadoes...

White,ρ ton

I
1
I
i,

Potass bromide
Chlorate...
Iodide.... 2

Sal

Ij50

BOYS' GOODS.

2 10

Cleniuegos...

Sagua

2.75
3.50
1.00

Beaver Fox Boots, wool lined

<_

Red Lead....

Ood liver. 125
Lemon..— 3 25
Olive
125 (
2 75 I
Peppt

Sulphur.....

00 (
75 (
50 (
50 (

matches.
KtAr. » pros. 2 Oft rS>
ITlolaaœa.
Porto Rico..
48 @

34

Morphine.... 430
Oil bergamot

3
1
1
1

FINE WOOLENS

French Kid Button Boots
$2.25
Fine Oil Goat Button Boots
Ι.δο
1 25
American Kid Button Boots
1.75
American Fine Kid Button Boots
2.00
Grain Calf Button Boots
Very fine Glove Kid Button Boots, A & Β width 2 50
1.00
Beaver Lace Boots, flannel lined
«60
Beaver flannel lined Slippers
50
Kid Croquet Slippers
Fine Serge Button Boots
1.25
80
Serge Congress
Foxed and Leather Lace Boot
1.25
Glove Calf Polish
1.25

2.00

Slippers...

do

Cask

Rope
@ 1
Dri(i and Dye·.
Acid Oxalic.. 15 @ \
"

Balscopabia.

ALLEN & €0.

invite the attention of Gentlemen to tbeir choice selections of

LA PTES' GOODS.
$2.75

STEAMERS.

lean

ONLY

We liave just purchased another large
Job tot of Boots and Shoes which we now oiler to the public at prices never before
heard of, and as many of these goods are
Manufacturer's samples you can rely upon
getting the best goods at prices below the
manufacturer's cost.
There never before was such bargains offered in this city and those who come earliDo not delay, but
est will secure the best.
come at once and realize what bargains we
are offering you.
We quote prices :

Fine Kip Boots, tap outside
"
Calf "
double sole
Fine Calf wide Boots, tap outside
Fine Calf Sewed Boots.
Buft Congress box toe, sizes 6-8
Butt Imperial Congress Boot
Calf Congress, tap outside
Fine Calf Machine sewed Congress
Fine Catf hand sewed Congress
English Waukeniaust
Serge Congress
Serge Opera Boots
Canvas Boots.

RAILROADS.

Farms for Sale.

EVERYTHING.

MEN'S GOODS.

00 Slaughter...
Gd Dam'g'd

Hhd. Shooks and Heads.
Mol. City..
@2 45

Cop. Bolts..

THIS BEATS

Sheet & Pipe

Cofer,
2K @
Java $> lb
18 @
Kio

SHOES. 187

Another Job Lot !

«■rain.

Jorn.mixed..
Yellow...,
bag lots
leal

REAL ESTATE.
t°

■

_

Store

AND

MISCELLANEOUS.

Deermfj

at 8 oclock,
i

bowo

days.

eeplQdtf

